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Meet Fluff - is she ? 
the CPC's answer 
to Sonic and Mario? 
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Copying 
devices: 
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Colour printers 
It's the battle of the low-cost 24-pin colour 

30. In the blue corner - the Citizen ABC 24. 

The Citizen 

\ 

\ 

That's the question we put to the major software companies, 
the people who produce the devices and the anti-piracy 
organisations. Discover what each had to say... 

Review: Maps 
U / for MicroDesign 
Some nifty bits of d ip art for MkroOesign 
that place the whole world at your fingertips 
(weil, actually, I f s only tfie UK at tbe moment 
but it will be the world lOOfl). 

• » t a r 
- o x > u « ' • » t a r 
- o x > u « ' 

• J o i ? n • » t a r 
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r o p i O 

Interview: 
Elmsoft 

Reviews: 
Public Domain 

Who needs major software houses? The 

Public Domain is still producing some great 

games, applications and utilities. I f s also 

producing some dross. But which is which? 

Adventures: 
The Examiner 

If your quest for knowledge includes a 

voyage through the world of CPC text 

adventures then there is one wise and much 

respected 

sage with 

whom you 

are advised 

most 

strongly to 

consult -

her name is 

Oebby 

Howard and 

she lives on 

page 32. 

Review: 
Fluff 



Ever wondered what your CPCs 
interpretation ot Hamlet w o u l d be 
like If only It could speak? Here's 
your chance to find out (but don't 
expect any Oscar nominations). 
Speech let's your CPC do the talking, 

as you tell it what to say. 

Round up: 
Shoot-'em-ups 

This month's installment of The Good, The 

Bad And The Ugly takes a look at what Is 

probably the most popular form of 

computer game - the shoot-'em-up. 

Game tips: 
Cheat Mode 

When all else fails, cheat. And here are thre« 
pages packed with essential info that'll help 
you do just that (so long as what you're a 
failure at Is a CPC game, that Is). 
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Happy talky, talky, happy talk, 
talk about things you liko to do 
(like climbing towers and 
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Deva spent ages trying to get Spoocfc to soy, '"Seek, 
locate, ok terminate,'* l ike a Dalek. Sod, really. Isn't It? 

Speech is the sort of program that 
any self-respecting master criminal 
should never be without Perfect for 

those times when you need to disguise your 
voice or record anonymous messages. In 
fact, BlofeUfs failure to take over the world 
can be attributed to the fact that he never 
had a copy of Speech (er, I think the hard 
sell's going a tad OTT, Clur - Dave). 

Just type in what you want it to say and 
your Amstrad will speak. And not only will it 

obey your direct commands, 
but with a bit of Addling you 
can use Speech as part as 
your own programs to 
produce synthesised speech 
or some really odd sound fx. 

Load the program the 
normal way (using control and 
the small enter key) and 
Speech will load - you'll have 
return a couple of times while 

"Seek 
y, Isn't It? P f 0 « r a m , s fad ing so 

keep an eye on the screen. 
Once i fs loaded the program will be 
ready for you to type in words for 
the CPC to synthesise. There are 
three commands available to you: , ( 
SAY, SPEAK and PITCH. f * * 

I SAY 
For example: ISAV/KELLO" 
The say command will take the word 
in quotes, convert it to a set of 
phonemes and speak those 

making your CPC speak). You've 
got to have a tape, II you don't 
have a tape, how's Clur gonna 
make your dreams come true? 

phonemes. Phonemes are just the basic 
sounds that make up a spoken language; 
look in a dictionary and the words will be 
spelt out in phonemes in brackets before 
the definition. 

I SPEAK 
For example: l$P!AK,VHEHUOMS' 
This tells Arnold to bypass his phoneme 
dictionary and only speak exactly what is 
written; thafs why hello needs to be spelt 
phonetically otherwise the CPC just 
produces a weird noise. 

9 i s o s c t U i 

C o r r t o t 

I h o o l d c o t t a g e h a d 
f 1 t r i g . 

a s t r a n g e * - - - - -

? t * r i * 

C o r r e c t 

H o t e l was. 
s e a s i d e r e s o r t . 

e a s y t o f i n d I n t 

bo, bo. 

Getting your programs to talk 
I know a lot of you wont need this, but for those 
who are interested in machine code here are 
some notes that should help you if you're thinking 
about using Speech in your programming. 

Creating a version off Speech 
to run at a fixed address. 
The standard Speech program loads into 
memory at the top of the block of memory 
reserved for the Basic system. The program 
requires 7,880 bytes of memory and so the 
system variable HIMEM is reduced by this 
amount and the space available for Basic 
programs is reduced by the same amount. 
However, the position of HIMEM is not fixed and 
depends on whether any resident system 
extensions (RSX's) have been loaded before 
Speech. This means that the program must be 
relocated so that it will run correctly at whatever 
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address it is loaded. This is done by the 
loader program SPEECH.BAS. . — , 

The Speech program is - I 
stored in two files. 
SPCODE.BIN and ^ 
SPDICN.BIN. It has a number 
of sections. SPDICN.BIN is the 
dictionary file used in converting 
English language text into a phonetic form. 
This file can be edited using the dictionary editor 
EDIT.BAS (see later). The file SPCODE.BIN 
consists of three sections. These are: 
1 The English text to phonetics translator. 
2 The RSX operating system interface. 
3 The phoneme pronouncer. 

This last routine can be used independently 
from either BASIC or machine code programs. 

The easiest way of incorporating the Speech! 
routines into a machine code program is to make 

a copy of the routine which has beon 
relocated to the required address. To 

| v v. do this you must make the 
following temporary changes 

^ ^ to the Speech program. 
1 Initialise the machine so 

that no RSX routines are loaded 
and the maximum amount of memory 

is free. Do this by pressing the ESCAPE, 
SHIFT and CONTROL keys simultaneously. 
1 Load the Speech loader program (SPEECH BAS). 
3 Choose the address at which you would like the 
routine to load and run at. 
4 Set the variable RELAD in lino 102 to the 
desired load address. 
5 Replace lino 220 with: 220 STOP 
6 Now type RUN and press RETRUN. Speech will 
be loaded and the routines rolocated. The program 
will now stop and print the Break message. 
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IPITCH 
For example: IPITCH,NUHBER(1-2B) 
The command PITCH followed by a 
number alters the speed at which the 
phonemes are spoken. 20 is the fastest 
and so gives the impression of being 
spoken at a high pitch and 1 is the slowest 
and so is the lowest in pitch. 

Bock to school 
The next program on the tape is a 
spelling test with a twist To load the test 
program you will need to have Speech 
already loaded Into your computer. Type 
RUN "SPELL" to load and run the test fc 

There are three difficulty levels: A, B 
and C. The lowest level, C, tests you on 
words like carots; level B takes you on to 
more complicated words like kayos while 
level C tests you on things like ^ r 
acomoddation and parlimentry (and yes, 
we do that know we've spelt them all 
wrong here - we don't want you cheating 
by Just referring back to this page). 

The test takes the format of a 
sentonce with one word missing; the 
computer will say the missing word and 
you will be promptod to type it in (If you 
want to hear the word again all you have 
to do is hit return). Don't worry about 
things like upper case and lower case 
letters - If s a test of spelling, not grammar." 

Disc crazy 
Its really easy to covert your Speech 
program to run from disc. Make sure that 
you don't write over your original cassette 
version while you're doing this. Do a 
catalogue of the tape by typing CAT and 
thon hit return; make a note of exactly what 
each section of the program is called. Then 
load each section separately on to your 
Amstrad and save them on to disk. Now all 
you have to do is make a few changes to 
three of the programs. Load these three 
programs in separately, edit them and write 
them over the original hies on your disk. 

Change line 90 in SPEECH.BAS to read: 

The Speech 
memory map | 

(for people who like that soft of thing) 

start • 7880 3 old HIMEM 
position 

start • 5442 

start • 4493 & initial entry point 

start = New HIMEM position • 1 

I SPDICN.BIN 

Text 
Translator 

I RSX 
I Interface 

I Phoneme 
I Producer 

I Basic 
I System 

98 I DISK 
REMEMBER - don't alter the hies on the 
cassette version of Speech supplied with the 
magazine; only alter them on your disk 
copy of the program. 
i r » L R v i . i v i sou s w w i u r 1 n i iT iu- i rv 

P l # * t r w a t t 

OPF.EC•< HAS NOW LOADED 

Cowwndt a v a l U M t i 
t SAY cofwiand 
Format : ISAV.-HELLO" 
I SPEAK "MftCfiiMl 

Form* t 1 I SPEAK."/HEHLLOUS-

nunb*r<1-SO) 

i AV . - IH IS IS AHSTRAD ACTION'S 
Lot's soy i t a l l toi 
Arnold: Thesx I n 

Getting started 
To load up oither side of the tapo, simply rewind 
it. hold down CONTROL and press ENTER. Owners 
of 6128s or 664s will have to switch their 
machines to tape by typing I TAPE first. 

Tape to disk offer 
If you'vo got a disk drive and you want to got a 
disk version of this month's tape it's easy. Whip 
out your scissors and cut off that token at bonom 
of this page, chuck it in an onvolope along with 
your name and address and a chequo or postal 
order for £2 made out to Ablex Audio Video, then 
send off the wholo k i f n'kaboodlo to: 

Loading troublos? 
We make the greatest efforts to ensure our cover-
tapes work properly, but if you've tried all that 
and your tape's still not loading then pop it in tho 
post (with a note telling us your namo, address, 
type of CPC you use and a brief description of 
the problem) to: 

A A 1 0 3 H H H H H I 

S h r t h i i 

1 4 , 
T F T 4 Q O 

TT 0 9 3 2 6 8 0 1 3 1 
NB Whon returning faulty tapes could 
you p loase also include a stamped, 
se l f -addressed onvo l opo . Thank you. 

W i 
do so t 

MM A i l o f f I co. TVoeo b M 

t o A M o x , no t m . Sand 
I t ' l l fmkm you tw ice as Ion 
your tapo bock (H at a l l ) , 

l i k e l y to ge 

to m 

If* 

l a 

7 Save the block of code you want using the SAVE 
command, eg: SAVE "N$PCOD.BIN",B,loadad.len. 

The value of LOADAD will normally be 34.740 . To 
save the whole routine LEN should be 7.880, though 
this will be different if you have made any changes to 
the dictionary. To save only the SPEAK routine LEN 
should be 4,493. If you have made any changes to the 
dictionary then the value of LEN will be given by the 
expression LENTAB • LENGTH (where LENTAB and 
LENGTH are variables in SPEECH). 

You should now have a file which can be loaded 
back into the machine at a fixed address and called 
from Basic or machine code. If you're loading the full 
routine you'll need to introduce it to the AMSOOS 
operating system by CALLing the routine at an address 
equal to LOADAD • 4493 (where LOADAD is the 
routine's load address). The following is a simple loader 
for a hie that has been relocated to load at 32000: 

10 start=32000 length: 7880: init r 

start • 4493 

2C MEXORV start-1 

30 LOAD "NSPCOD.BIN".start 

40 CALL init REH initialise the routine 

50 ISA?," SPEECH! has now loaded • 

9999 END 

J u s t s p e a k t o m e 
If only the SPEAK routine Is loaded then there's no need 
to initialise it. The SPEAK routine on its own cant be 
called using the RSX commands ISAY, IPfTCH, ISPEAK. 
etc. To use the SPEAK routine alone i fs necessary for 
the main program to poke the required phonemes into 
an area of memory at the start of the routine. This area 
occupies the first 255 bytes of Speech. The phonemes 
must be stored as upper case letters and digits and 
must be foNowed by a newline character CHRS(13). The 
routine is called at address START • 256 (where START 
is the address of the routine). 

100 REH a nini version of SPEECH! has 

been loaded at address start 

110 phonenesl = VHEHLLOWS IV AE2H AV 

K00HPUH1ER" 

130 FOR i = 1 TO LEN(phonenesl) 

140 POKE i«start-l,ASC<HIDI<phonenesl,i.l» 

ISO NEXT i 

ISO POKE i«start,13 

170 CALL start • 2SS 

Colling Speech 
In this section the address start is the load address of 
the Speech routine. The pitch of the sounds can be 
altered by poking a number corresponding to the 
required pitch into the location START • 285. This 
number must be between 3 and 255, 3 being the 
highest pitch, 255 being very low. 

The sound channel through which Speech 
operates can be altered from its initial value, 
ie, through both channels, by poking one of 
the following values into the location ^ 
START • 301. j W 

8 - sound through left channel. 
9 • both channels. A & 
10 • right channel only. 

Oh yeah - and have fun (as 
Simon would say). A | T a A r ^ 
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Loft and J 
right control - s ^ . \ — — ^ 
your sprite', A f T t ^ S " 
movoments, \ 11 • l i — 
up and down ' V ^ y 
activate the lifts 
(if he's standing on ono). Fire button 1 makes 
him jump if you're moving and makes him fire 
his weapon if he's standing still. 



AMSTRAD GAMES CARTRIDGES 
FOR THE 6128+/464+/GX4000 

WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING GAMES 
CARTRIDGES AT 

A SPECIAL OFFER PRICE OF £9 .99 
(WHILE STOCKS LAST) : -

• NO EXIT 
* M V Y SEALS 
• PRO TENNIS TOUR 
• BARBARIAN II 
•BATMAN 

•OPERATION THUNDERBOLT 
• SWITCH BLAOE 
• KLAX 
• ROBOCOP II 
• PANG 

ALL GAMES ARE UNBOXEO ANO WITHOUT I N S T R U C T I O N S 

D O N ' T OELAY ORDER T O D A Y ! 

AMSTRAD 61 2 8 + / 4 6 4 + /GX4000 
TROJAN PHAZEK GUN WITH SKKCT SHOOT CARTRIDGE 
ENFORCER CARTRIDGE FOR ABOVE-
AMHTRAD BUKNUV RUHUER / LOCO BASIC CARTRIDGE 
AMSTRAD OI2B*/44i&* INSTRUCTION MANUALS 
AMSTRAD 404» COMPUTER WITH MONO STEREO MONITOR 
AMSTRAD KEYDOAItD MKM1JRA.NES 
AMSTRAD IttDDLE CONTROU£RS(ei2S*/4G4«/GX4000) 
AMSTRAD 6128* COMPUTER WITH MONO STEREO MONTTOR 
AMSTRAD GX4000 POWER SUPPU UNIT 

AMSTRAD ft V2&*/4M* PRINTER IJSADS 
AMSTRAD CM14 COLOUR STEREO MONITORS 
AMSTRAD MM 12 MONO STEREO MONITORS 
AMSTRAD 4&U COMPUTER CONSOLES 
AMSTRAD 6128* COMPUTER CONSOLES 

£20.99 
£14.09 
£19.99 
£14.99 

£125.00 
£1299 

£2.50 
£160.00 

£UL90 

£125.00 
£05.00 
DG5.00 
£85.00 

AMSTRAD 464 AND 6128 - GENERAL 
AMSTRAD 464 LIGHT PEN & SOFTWARE 
AMSTRAD 6128 LIGHT PEN A SOFTWARE 
AMSTRAD 464 LIGHT GUN ft GAMES CAS8ETTE 
AMSTRAD 6128 LIGHT GUN & GAMES DISC 
AMSTRAD GREEN SCREEN MONITOR GT65 
AMSTRAD CPC CASSETTE MECHANISM WITH TAPE HEAD ft MOTOR 
AMSTRAD 464 CASSETTE HEAD ALIGNMENT KIT 
AMSTRAD CASSETTE TAPE HEAD DKMAGNEHZER 
AMSTRAD PRINIER1EAD (34 EDGE CONNECTOR TO CJ^fTHONlCS fUJQ 
AMSTRAD JY2 JOYSTICK 
AMSTRAD 464 TEACH YOURSELF BASIC TUTORIAL GUIDE WITH 
TWO CASSETTES PART 

PART 
AMSTRAD -164 NEW CIRCUIT BOARD6 WITH CHIPS/PLUGS 
ETC (PART NO. Z70375) 
AMSTRAD 6128 CASSETTE LEADS 
AMSTRAD 464/6128 SPEECH SYNTHESISER WITH STEREO 
AMPLIFIER ft TWO SPEAKERS 
AMSTRAD MI' I MODULATORS (RECONDITIONED) 

£19.90 
129-90 
£19.90 
£19.90 
£65.00 
£29.99 

£9.99 
£9 99 
£9.09 
£9.09 

1 £9.99 
2 £9.99 

£14.99 
£5.99 

£19.99 
£30.00 

II YOI WCH I l) I l K l TO B! Pt I ON <>l R HI (.1 I \R \ l Ml l \« . » is I I OR 
SPECIAL OFFERS ETC. PHRASE WRITE AND ADVISE US STATING WHICH 

COMPUTER MODEL YOU HAVE. 
Iff also stock spare parts, software etc, for Commodore 64 and 

Spectrum computers. 

ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN: 
CHEQUES/VISA/ACC ESS/POs 

TRADING POST, 
VICTORIA. ROAD, SHIFNAL, 

SHROPSHIRE TF l l 8AF 
TEL/FAX (09S2) 46213S 

THE AWARD 
WINNERS. . . 

First disk drives for the CPC464/464 + . Includes 3.5" disk drive. 
D D I - I interface, connect ing cables, power supply and utility 
s o f twa r e . T h e c o m p l e t e P l . U G I N & G O so lu t i on . Full 
instructions and 12 months guarantee. Only £159-99. Please state 
464 or 464-* when ordering. 

V 
- ^ ^ C h e r r y Paint drawing program RRP £14.99^? 

FREE with every first disk drive ^ js: 

W i n n e r o f the Best Disk Dr i ve award, 
A m s t r a d A c t i o n J u l y '93 

3.5" Second disk drives for the CPC 464/664/6128. Top quality 
' Panason ic ' 3 . 5 " dr i ve mechan ism, includes power supply, 
connecting cable, full 16 page manual. R A M D O S , RAMdisk & 
many more utilities. Format 800K per disk just like a PC, Amiga. 
Atari ST etc. The complete P L U G &r t JO solution. 

SUPERB LOW PRICE, ONLY £64.99!! 

ROMDOS XL 
Superb high capacity disk operating system available on R O M »>r 
complete in its own R O M BOX! Nothing else compares with these 
fea Cures :-

• Very simple to use 
• Uses no user memory 
• Auto detects format 
• 464/664/6128 compatible 

Built in disk formatter 
Built in file copying/erasing 
Full 19 page printed manual 
Built in Sector/Directory Editor 

V ROM version only £24.99 
Complete in ROMBOX only £39.99 

W i n n e r o f the Best Disk Operat ing 
System award, Amstrad Action Jtdy '93 

ALSO AVAILABLE... 
3 .5 " Blank Disks O n l y £ 7 . 5 0 f o r 10 

H A C K I T - excellent Award W i n n i n g hacker/machine code 
programming cartridge. O n l y £ 2 4 . 9 9 

P C - T R A N S - transfer files from a C P C to .» PC and vice versa. 
O n l y £ 2 4 . 9 9 

R S 2 3 2 Serial In ter face - can be used to connect the C P C to 
another computer, modem, serial printer etc Ideal for use with 
Amstrad NC I00/200 (connecting cable available priced £9.99). 
Includes built in R O M software. N E W L O W P R I C E £29 .99 

P l ease add £ 5 . 0 0 pos t age and p a c k i n g t o all d isk d r i v e 
orders. O t h e r orders please add £1 .00 . Al l ma j o r credit cards 
accepted. I m m e d i a t e despatch for credit card orders. 

Siren S o f t w a r e , W i l t o n H o u s e , Bury R o a d , 
R a d c i i f t e , M a n c h e s t e r M 2 6 9 U R 

Te l : 061 7 2 4 7 5 7 2 



Mr David Gardoner who was 
surprised to seo a game ho had 
picked up a couple of years ago in 
Blackpool called Street Machine. 
being reviewed under the name 
Street Rally as a now game. Street 
Machine came from a software 
company called Poworhouse and 
was written by a Kevin Stono, 

James Hockney of CPC Nowl 
says that when he came the game 
Street Rally "H didn't have any 
copyright notices on it" and so 
decided to market It here. 

H anyone else can shod any 
light on this affair, please contact 
us hero at tho Amstrad Action 
office. But whatover you do. don't 
buy the gamo. 

Rally? la H any good? 

Mystery surrounds tho origins of 
Street Rally, the game from CPC 
Nowl we reviewed in issue 101. 

First, we found a virtually 
identical game on the C64. 
idontical apart from two major 
factors - tho C64 version was in 
Italian and it was PD 

Then we had a phono all from a 

Beng! come 
bouncing back 
The pan-European coding group 
Beng!. responsible for many of the 
best games on the PO circuit, is 
picking itsoH up and striking out 
in new directions after losing a 
few key members (as reported in 
last month's Amstrad Action). 

The group has divided into two 
sections - one for the CPC the 
other for the PC. This means that 
members tempted over to the PC 
can remain in touch with the CPC 
side of things. "Now Beng' will rise 
again as the best group on tho 
CPC." reckons Beng! coder DSC. 

be dispatched as soon as possible. 
Quantum is undergoing a few 
organisational changes (hopefully for 
the better). Could anybody who is still 
waiting for Quantum stuff hold onto 
their pants and drop us a line just to 
remind us of their grievances." 

Quantum is now based in 
Swansea and is being hcadod by 
Dan Heatley and Matt Gullum of 
Presto PD famo. The new address is 

170 TynY-Cae. 
t n m i lin fl Alltwen. Pontardawe. 

Swansea. West 
Glamorgan SA8 3DN 

i X f i ^ ^ l IT 0792 830329. 

Leaving a trail of unhappy 
customers behind them, Quantum 
recently relocated for the second 

at's hot and not what#s not on the CPC news front 
Campursoft 
conveyor belt 
continues 
Campursoft have announced that 
their next projects are a video titling 
package and a revamped CAD 
(Computer Aided Design) program. 

Tho company have acquired the 
rights to an old CAD package callod 
PCB Designer 
which they intend ^ M H 
to update and 
improve. Thero 
are few details on 
the video titling 
package as yet. 

Meanwhile, 
Basic Idea. 
Campursoft's 

on-disc ^ Q m m 

coding tutorial 
which we were due to review this 
issue, has been delayed but should 
bo out soon. The company's now 
version of the DTP package 

MicroDesign Plus 
i — should also be 

^
available in a few 
months. 

Contact 
Campursoft on 
r t 041 554 
4735. 

Robot reopened 
Robot PD. run by AA's own Richard 
Fairhurst, is now back in oporation. 
but with a slightly new look. H will 
only be dealing in software which it 
produces itself (stuff that Richard's 
written, basically). This includes 
things like (he DTP package 
PowerPage and ChaRleyTraCker, a 
new music package. 

Ail discs cost £2.95, but you need 
to include a stamped addressed 
envelope to cover the return postage. 

Richard's new fanzine. Better 
Than Life, which includes a disc, is 
also available now from Robot, 
priced £2.25 plus an SAE. 

Contact Robot at 2 Trent Road. 
Oakham. Rutland LE15 6HF. 



H you w a n t to b « included in tbe 
Directory, or you k n o w 
of any information Hi at needs to b e 
updated , write to: Amscene 
Directory, Amstrad Action, Future 
Publishing, 3 0 Monmoutf i Street, 
Bath, A v o n BA1 2 B W . 

PD Libraries 
Amsof 
> UuHly, Clay**, 
Mlddlalon, Iraland 

. Large range of Eiwopean stuff. 
Broysoft 
> 2 St Margarat'. load. Hoyllng liland. 
Honti, POI 1 
3-inch disks only. 
Colrob PD 
. * 9 AvUmora Raad, Namllnftan, 
Mlddlaikaravik 
New tape-only PD library 

Dortsma 
TT OS 1 ess 7790 
! * 4« H*<i«itr«* Raad. rtwM>*t*«a, 
laadan U l l 7QX. 
They have also taken over Debbie 
Howard's Adventure PD collection. 
Demon 
(• Milf^it A Nirfl Otoen, 
Birmingham 838 Of l 
3.5nnch discs available 
Disk PD 

Davafl U M 7LA. 
— 0388 12 )41 

GD PD 
' * 49 Woadvllla. BanutapU. 
Oava«1X31 3HI 

Image PD 
• P u n Oaddo, IS Panaaad DrKa, 

Nmr<«K*-UpM-IVM MI30 900 
Also provides a digitising service. 
PD Fun 
> : 41 MI<K«aIgata. Klrfcby U w M * , Via 
Carnfortt*. U M I LA6 381 
A policy of 'no serious software'. 
Powe r PD 
• U*| laal , Oreal Barr. Birmingham. 

Wa.t Midlands 843. 
Presto PD 
*. 33 latt lana. Sandlway, Narthwlih, 

Ckaohlra CWB 3QO 

Signal So f tware 
" 93 Un| la i t , Ofaal Barr, l lm ln fkan , 

Watt Midland* B43. 

Sheepsof t 
TT 0446 736339 
Based in Wales, of course. Baaaaa 
Sleepwa lker PD 
• OUt. aaftwarai Jaa Mauldlng, 9 

Mooting Maaaa Lana, Balaall Common, Nr 
Cavantry CV7 7PX 
Special offer to AA readers - if you send 
Joe a disk hell send you a free selection of 
PD Only one selection per person, please 
The Vault 
• 43 Wlndflald Oartlana, ClyWaun Road. 

Oalway, Iralaad. 
TT 010 3S3 91 39304 
A new but rapidly expanding library with 
lots of European software. 
Ultimate PD 
• 36 Waadalda Rood, Irfcy, Wlrral, 

Maroayolda 161 4UL 
New PD library that specialises in ^tnch 
disk and tapes and has a wide selection 
of 'mathematics' programs available 
(whatever that means). 

Fanzines 
Amsxine 
>'. Ooytan, lan. . id. Rood, Maw Mill*, 
Via UaikiMft, SK t 2 4LU 
TT 0663 744963 

The Eliminator 
• 14 Staflan Rood. Blcaall. Vat*. North 

Yorh.hir. Y04 6QJ 

CPC User 
TT 0329 334391 
The UAUG-s fanzine. 

CPC Undercover 
> 37 Trlmlngham Drlva, 
Irandloikolao, Bury, lamathlra 
A technically-minded fanzine thafs also on 
the look out for writers. 
Ultra Games 
! * 30 laoiai loi Tarrata, Chaotar-La-
Straat, Ca Durham. DNS 3NW 
Cassette-based mulb format fanzine from 
the man who used to produce AnhCom. 

User Groups 
Amstrad Contact 
IT 0403 79334a 
Sussex-based group that also runs a 
technical helpline for CPC users. 
UAUG (United 
Amstrad User Group) 
TT 0339 334391 
An AA-recommended user group. 

WACCI 
TT 0603 7391 OB 
If you're seriously xito the techy side of 
the CPC then you really shouldn't be 
missing out on WACO. They're fab. 

Independent 
Software 
Companies 
Ava ta r 
TT 0374 603190 
Suppliers ol Phil Craven products, and a 
tew of the Bonzo titles. 

Campursoft 
TT 041 SS4 4739 
You name it. they do it. really - take a 
look at the interview in ish 96. 

DMP So f tware 
• 99 Walvarfcaaiptan Road, Cadoall, 

Walvarfcaptaa WVB 1 91 
Over 30 home-programmed games and 
serious programs on both tape and disk 

Gory & Scott Kennedy 
TT 061 736 1304 
Authors of Trakers, a truly great CPC 
game (don't argue) 

N o w A g e So f tware 
TT 01049-71 1-4201920 
Responsible for ZapTBaffs. the excellent 
Soundtrakker, and. hopefully, a few 
more titles pretty soon 

Radical So f tware 
TT 091 9S6 8 403 
Still releasing top-quality, new software 
for the CPC. If you've written a program 
you think ts worth releasing this lot would 
love to hear from you. 

SD Microsystems 
TT 0760 730391 
Specialists in business software - take a 
took at the feature in AA93. 

Sentinel So f tware 
tr 091 876 7032 
Suppliers of selected STS titles and a 
few original products. They don't art 
churn 'em out. 

Siren So f tware 
TT 061 734 7973 
It'd take a hell of a time to list everything 
they do - check out their ad (it's the 
yellow half page one). 

VerySo f t 
4S0 lou|hman load, Wlngfi.ld 

• (tat a, Rotfcorham, Saw HI YartiMro 
The people who brought you The Gripper 
and Comparitor. The/re also on the took 
out for new programmers. 

Big Softies 
So you can ring them up and hassle 'em 
about releasing some new stuff. 
Al te rnat i ve So f tware 
TT 0977 797777 
C o d e M a s t e n TT 0936 914133 

Gremlln/GBH TT 0 7 4 3 7 9 3 4 3 3 

Ocean/Hit Squad 
9 061 933 6633 
Titus/Fox Hits IT 071 700 31 19 
Touchdown TT 0366 S41 136 

Virgin xt 091 960 33SS 
US Go ld/K ixx tr 031 336 3399 

Zeppe l in So f tware 
V 091 399 7739 

Hardware 
Datel TT 0793 744707 
The place to go for mice, printers, 
memory expansions, all that sort of stuff 
Micro form Paxt 0773 703131 
Drives, upgrades, disks, all sorts of 
techy stuff like that 
Romantic Robot 
9 091 300 9970 
Creators of the Multiface. 
WAVC IT 0339 939109 
Suppliers of loadsa good stuff - their ad 
is on the back cover. 

Software 
suppliers 
OJ So f tware TT O 2 S 7 43191s 
Fast friendly service, the ad says And 
ifs right They've got an impressively 
wide variety of software on offer as well. 
So f tware Cavern tr 0629 B O I I O I 

Probably the largest selection of CPC 
software for sale in the known unrverse. 
Sof tware Express 
TT 0463 340 t 68 
A new company m Inverness. 
Tronics North 
TT OIO 6177 293 766 
> 90 Baa 7419, Oorfcwtt. Ouoanoland 
Australia, 4914. 
The largest supplier of software and CPC 
bits'n'pieces in the southern hemisphere. 

IVtail Order 
Trading Post TT 0993 46213S 
They're offering loads of cut once 
cartridges at the moment 
Tro|an TT O S » 4 7 7 7 9 9 3 

The people to speak to for cartridge and 
rightgun stuff. 
Wiza rd Games TT 0733 376S96 
Games, games and yet more games, 
basically on every imaginable format. 

Upgrades 
and repairs 
Ava ta r 
Tt 0374 603190 

WTS Klectronics 
TT OS92 491949 
Amstrad-authonsed repairs specialists. 

How to be sure you'll get 104 
Bo prepared for anything. Expect the unexpected. 
You never know, it could happen. You're local 
newsagent might (are you sitting down?) run out of 
copies of Amstrad Action! 

You might think i f s one of those things that only 
happens to other people. But it could happen to you. 
What you need is some insurance and wo have tho 
policy to suit you. All you have to do is ftll in the policy 
document to the right and hand it to the second party 
(your newsagent) and ho'll save a copy of the third 
party (Amstrad Action) for you every month. 

Dear Newsagent, 
Please save me a copy of... 

A M S T R A P 
...every month. It comes out every third Thursday 
of the month and is produced by those wonderful 
people at Future Publishing. 

My name 

My address 



PERIPHERALS 
ROMBO ROMBOARD 

N o w only £ 2 5 . 0 0 
Ihe most widely oted of oil Romboordt 8 
tockett eoch wwi on or/oH iw.lch, high 9 or 
low 8 ROM ilon ml*. ubl«. focikiy <o> a ZIF 
socket ot 16i RAMROM 

DISCOUNTS 
20% wtlh the Dual Mode Disk Dr.ve 
10% with ROM software oi £20 and over 

VIDEO DIGITISER 
N o w only C 6 5 . 0 0 
(too alio 0 I Y Kil»| 

fl>.iit tm ROMBO VD N coptura picMret Imin 
unyvidw KMX39 wcli o\ a wjoo raccfcW, cowiu 
ar onafwr ccntjuM and k m #«ni *> disc TSr-
pichjrot can be manipulated in mony ways 
Picture! can be *i\(X'ted irto AmdartJ pociogn 
hU Stop Prew. Wwnced Art Stud®. «tc. 

VIDI software on ROM - odd L5 

32k RAMROM - £14.95 
(mm olto D I Y K.ts) 

324 of RAM thai fKinkt n't two ROMt When 
looded with ROM software, eoch 16V block 
behaves •AOtrfy like a ROM. even lurvivtng 
roieti. until the computer ii turned off n 
prlmory puipoia is to lett ROM toltwore 
during ilnvubpflwit, making llx Wowing and 
erasing ijl f PROMi unnecessary 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 
wi th /IP M x k t t C 3 0 . 0 0 
w i th EJECT tocko* £ 3 5 . 0 0 
Program* 8k and 16k tPROMt. l2 5vond2lv 

r, lull or port FPROM or ilngla bylet ROM 
editing Supplied with eaty to uw menu 

driven ditc software. PD garnet ROM file, 
reody to blow, and utilitiei to him BASIC ond 
machine code program* >n«o ROM filei 

ROMONOfF SWITCH £7.95 
(see alto D.I Y Kit*} 

Connect! to the expansion pott to turn all 
external ROMi on or off as needed It i i not 
suitable lor o 464 with an e*ternol ditc drive 
uM>*Xe ui #v» disc ROM wwid obo be turned cfl 

3^" DUAL-MODE DRIVE 
Winner of the Best Disk Drive 

award Aimhod Action 

Ihe above slolomont •» untrue Amitrad Action nevor 
prnsantad web an award. Don'l be decolved by any such 
statement whotovar you might too it 

The N o . 1 31" ditc dr ive pockagc a round . 
Tho price includes al l of thoso:-

' M S 8 0 0 on disc ' M S 8 0 0 on R O M ' 2 2 M t k 
* 1 0 b l a n k discs * P o w e r supply ' Carr iage 

Our drivei do everything rtiot oil w*ie« drivei do and o good deol 
morel Check it out 
M O D I 1 
Wwfcs ai u complete alternative to Hie normal Amttrod 2nd onve ffDI) 
storing 180k o'i each wl» of due 
MODI 2 
Full, unimpeded use w * ROODS. HAM DOS, ROMOOS arid PCMOOS 
». giving up to 800k per diK witho* ihe need to ute the dnve'i c«ver 
i-de twitch full 800k ..t* ol MS800 |tee b.W| 
OVfRAU 
Ultra quiet T£AC mechanism con be u»ed oi a I.IMb dirre on other 
compu«en. vupei tmofl. teporaie power tupply included, sleek, tiurdy 
rrwtol cts*e Ybu need to buy noting etws to ute yW drive tamidlalely 
theie it a 70% dltcouni on the COMBO SOMHOAHD i« it Ii p̂ rehoted 

Thit drive n n<* Suitable ai a 161 1w drive 
Suitable oio 161 PVil IH drrve with or .nterfoce 
Tin* dnve •• not tuitoble ai o 464 l»» drive 
Suitable at a 464 Ptui IU drtwi with an l#ihnloce 

ite your computer model wf*n ordenna 

£79.95 
complcfo 

MS800 • high capacity disc system 
Simply the bed arvTrxy vn̂ vout many good reoioni MS8i MSB00 itoiei up to 
400* on each vde o» a 3.5* dm n«k.ng o total ol 800k loch tide 
hot •*! own directory to d>Kt k4 of Met con itJt M itieir dtiectcrtM 
on itie toeen MS800 maket Hand done ditci 
MS800 •» "t»e OWY tyitem 
*Kat doet not rwted to be pietent lu> the dixi to be uted, Itial a 
compatible wUh oil ioftwa>e incM>ng CPM, itxy utet no memory ol olt. 
that con uie m diKl in drive A |AB8A iwitch uteri) and that warki with 
the Hui mochrftei 
» ii wpplied wiiti iti own copying utikty ond o program that allowi 
many uncoopefative gomei ID run from drive 6 Check ou« oil theie 
feoMiei ogaintt ihe tell ond y«M will tee why MS800 It limply llw bell 
MS800 on dltc or ROM C9.95 

UTILITIES 
BONZO SUPER MEDDLER 13.95 
Superb tope to dev: tranilw utility Dealt with moil 
lormt of protection! Maitive and ncreaiing 
dotobaie oi verified fromferi, STAND ALONE 
frontier!. 

BONZO BUTZ 13.95 
Trantfert all forrr.t of SP££DtOCK lapei onto due. 
producing STAND ALONE Irantfert latge 
dolabate of verif-ed tranfon Include! 4 FRtE 
odventurei 

BONZO S FLASHPACK 9.95 " 
| Over 60 powerful addition! to BASIC lor uie 
within youi own program! Produce! tland olone 
programi > e 'loth Batic doet not need to be 
preterit fot the program! to run 

BONZO S BIG BATCH 9.95 
Fait, flexible DATABASE, tuperb POOlS 
PREDICTOR. SCREEN ond SPRITE DESIGNER 

MAXIDOS 13.95 
The mot! comprehenilve and eflective of all CPC 

I diK utililiet All funcliont work with AMSDOS. 
CPM. RAMDOS and ROMDOS formon 

| Functiont Include:- diK/file copy, optimiie ditci 
ipeeding up occenet by up lo 50% CAT 
includet erated filet nrote filet, unerase filet. 
di»c editor, format, CAT Mo informotioo. identity 
formal, kill files, rename lUet, print CAT, tol umm 
numberi, make lilei Read Only, ReadWnln 
System ond non system backup disci, verify 

| discs, archive diKs to tape ond much more 

22DISK (Shareware) 5.00 
The premier CPC to PC to CPC fib troniler utility 
Works with AMSDOS discs ond one of the 
MS800 formats 10 your program'! data dlsct con 
simply be taken itroight lo ihe PC for file transfers 
22D6K runs on the PC 

ROM SOFTWARE 
PROTEXT £3000 UTOPIA E25.00 
PROSPtU. £25 00 MAXAM £3000 
PROMERGE £25.00 MAXAM 1.5 £25 00 
PD GAMES £3 50 VIDI ROM £5 00 
6128 ROM £25.00 MS800 £9 95 

0274 602180 

RS-232 (dual-channel) 
w i t h comms sof tware 

by Ihe designer of the PACE RS-232 
£ 3 9 . 9 5 

3rd DflfVt SWITCH 
ABBA SWITCH 
SID€ SWITCH (plugon). 
ABBA A SIDE combined 

12 95 
12 95 
5.95 

1495 
3' individual disc coset 10 lor 5.95 
3.5" dues 10 for C7 50. .30 lor 20 00 
3 5" locking disc box (40) 7 95 
64k RAM PACK (DkTionics) 39.95 

D.I.Y. KITS 
All Jut morked * require altoralioni to your 
computet'! circuit board If you are not 
comfortable vnti Am. don'l buy ibe kit 
Ml Iho* ore no* iftrted ot rnochwe tpecihc work 
on all moch«et 
All km ore lupphed wiih dlogromi and lull 
Mitfvcfam 
VIOIO DIOniSER 46.00 
rhil Ii the full R0M80 VIDI and Include! 
everything you would iece<ve if you Itouglil II 
reody mode 
32k RAMROM ...TBA 
SIO€ SWITCH ..3.00 
(oWoVfl s> yom disc drive'i coblel 
ABBA SWTTCH* 3.00 
3rd DRIVE SWITCH 7.50 
Romonoff SWITCH 4.50 
464-6128 CONVIRSION" 45.00 
Thu .i Itie complefe 6128 circuit board wh<h 
mrludet ihe dltc nierfoce and 4te 12BI RAM The 
cormriton ii to repkxe the 464 arcutf board with 
Ihe 6128 one and the retuh H a 6128 m a 464 
cote A d.K drive is also needed 
6128 ROM'. .25.00 
6128 Wus TAJf socket* 18.00 
(includet *e IttMOTT locik l̂ 
464 Plus DISC interface* ...30.00 
464 Plus extra 64k RAM' 15.00 
Wi w4 Fit Ihe following lift (or you if you tend 
yo«x computer to ut 
6128 HOM... 40.00 
6128 Plus TAPS socket.. 30.00 
464 Plus DISC Interface 45.00 
164 Plus extra 641c RAM 25.00 

AH pritmt mtlvdm corriogm 
SAI for Mler details of these kits 

(0257) 
421915 

O . J e S O F T W A R E 
Fast Friencllv Sendee 

(0257) 
421915 

A D V E N T U R E S 

ACNIM 
Avon (vrtfti Mo<cioc) 
Counloown lo Dooni 
Giant Killer iMotf.t Add 
KinodoTi ô  •xynil 
last Dart Doom' Heior^ 
Myth (Role Ptoyt 
PhA>sophe. i Ouest 
Spfinotchei 

DISK 
£12.95 
£15 95 
£12 95 
£15.95 
£12 95 
£1595 
£6.99 

£12 95 
£12 95 

A R C A D I E 
ASS 

Alien Storm • Sh Donee* 
Boooruo 5rw 
Copioin Plaret 
Coptom Blood 
Oscoheat , £J/5 
Dirrv Ciyttal Kingdom £8 50 
Dbl Dtoj) III • Roatond 
G-loc 
Galo-.tic Games 
IncredibbShrmk Sphere 
Lemmmgt Z . .£1295 
liahl Comdor 
Midnght let • NigMtreed 
Myihcd... 
Nonh & South 
Popecboyll 

II 
Rock n Ral 

• Obi Drag III 

£950 

_ II . UN Squadron 
Sup* Cauldron £9 50 
UAMIIMS £3 75 
W S e l i Fa« 

DISK 
£12 95 

,.-£4 99 
£1295 
£6.99 
£6 99 

£1295 
£9 99 
£6 99 
£6 99 

£1595 
£6 99 
£9 99 
£6 99 

£1395 
£12.95 

£6 99 
£12 95 
£6 99 

£12 95 
£6 99 
£6 99 

£1295 
£6 99 

£12 95 

SPECIAL OFFER ON DISCS 

Booatua pros £4.' 
£2.' 

QASS1C 4 GAMES 
MJNOSIRETCHfRS 
SOCC6R MANIA 

DIZZY COUKTCN 
D02YEX ADVtNT 
SUPfltStAR SEYMOUR 
DREAM TEAM 
tlANNA SAtURA 

D I S K C O M P I L A T I O N S 

Drought!, Chen t>orSaarwi fcvdge 
Monopoly, Scrabble Ouedo 
FMuqiA, FMngiWCep. Gaxio. Mî ote Socc 

ASSrm COMPILATIONS 
Di«y. Foil Food, Ir Itland, MooKbnd F Wirld 
Dar, Pon<, S/bo r̂d. YWk Fo». fopidi 
tobocc? H/wood. WWnii, SMntron So t̂ PI 
Vnnftoki' H. Sifpwii V/W^ Wr#ilUmontO 
Yogi Esc. IM 6 teody, top Ca». H Kong Phooey 

DISK 
C8 95 

C12 95 
£15.95 
C A S S 
£8.JO 
£8 50 

£1095 
£6 99 
£4 99 

S T R A T E G Y / S I M U L A T I O N 
C A S S D ISK 

CWedo £6.99 
Coiotius 4 0 Bridge £375 £7 95 
Colossus 40 Chest £3 75 £7 95 
looiboll Manager II £3 75 £6 99 
Foolbrill Monager II . E»p K4 £9 99 
Foc*botl Mann^ III £4 99 C12 95 
Football Manoger World Cup £6.99 
Monopoly £2 99. E2 99 
Sporting Triangles £3.75 £4 99 
WbrW Class Rugby £12.95 
WCup Into 9Q (NoiCPC*) £6 99 

Br Posr.• Lmy mm i 
FOStAOt:- UNtno kinooom, 

A C C E S S O R I E S 

AMXMouie& Werkxe .... £3495 
AMXMoum* Ad»/*t.MouieM* £5495 
AmtadFOI 2ndMt0m* £59.95 
CaiMta AigrvrenlKf fftt Cave) £795 
Caviee, Uod Km Conrj £3 95 
Dui DiM» CWv- V £595 

5 £I2J0 10- £23.95 
Kbocrdfadleodi 464 £195.6128 £9.95 
Kboard Erf Leah 4A4./6128. 19 95 
Print. Coble CPC £8.95 
I W Cable CPC. £795 

£2.99 
64»: Mamcvy Ejqowon 464 _ £44 95 

How TO OROflt.- accuj/visa m or tax (0257) 421915 mon sri 8.30 17.30 say 8.30 • 12.30 
D. MAX I CMIOOIi/rO's fAYASU TO OJ.SOTTWAM. UND TO O. J.SOTTWA»l, 273 MOSSY llA ROAO, WttlMINOtON, NR WMAN, LANCS WN6 9RN 
ovtt £5.00 KMT ran (ORMRS UNPSt £5.00 ado 50r). rosuoi:- ovttstAt (Air) ado CI.00 niM totrwAii (mtmint rank ocAn/citon caio) 

PliASI WIITI OR PHONI tot LAtlSt KXI USY (ANSW«R9NONl/tAX OUtMM NORMA! HOURS) 

B U S I N E S S / U T I L I T I E S 
DISK 

Advanced Ait Studio 6128 £1995 
Adv Art • AM* Mouse . M Mot £54 95 
Colour Dump 3 |Cci Scr Dumf4 £15 95 
Goth Coune Typing Tui 6128 £20 95 
0-Kology puk Uttktyl £12.95 
Maitercok 128 (128k) £27 95 
Masteiflie HI |l28k) £29 95 
Mi<rode. DTI' lor 6128 £29 99 
Mrfoodeiigr • *MX Moute E59 99 
Mini Ofhce N CASS £12 95 £16 95 
Money Manager |*PCW) £24 95 
Pioprinl {Prin* Enhancer) £ 15.99 
Prosext CASS £16 95 £21 95 
Pio«e.l CPM (61281 £51.95 
Proipell £20 95 
Piarype (Print fnhai»ciH| £23 95 
Taiwcvri 6128 £24 95 
lav-Spell for taiwwdl £20 95 

J O Y S T I C K S 

CHCtTAH Bug 
CHEfTAHMoch I 
KOt-f X Speedking 
KOt-tX lOavkgoky 
OUCK5HQT Python I 
OUtCKSHOT Python I AAicrotŵ ch 
ZIPSTICK Super Pro 
Game! Poddle 

£13.95 
£11 95 
£11 95 
£13 95 
XI 0.95 
£11 95 
£14 95 

£8 95 

E D U C A T I O N 
CASS 

Fun School I Undei 5 
Fvn School I 58 
Fun School I 8-12 
Fun School II Under 6 £3 99 
Fun School II 68 £3 99 
Fwn School II B. E3 99 
Fun School III Under 5 £10.95 
Fun School III 57 . £10.95 
Fun School III 7.11 £10.95 
Fun School fV Under 5 £10 95 
Fsin School IV 57 CIO 95 
fun School IV 7-11 £10 95 
Pkrydayi 3-8 ,C 10.95 
leh Ploy w«h Word! 48 £12 95 
Fun Wordi 7 £8.50 
Read Right Away I 5-8 £9.95 
Bead S^htAwy 2 69 £9 95 
Read K«ghl Away 3 7. £9.95 
Betei Speling 9, £8 95 
let Hoy Numberi 4-8 £12 95 
let! Play Money 4-8 £17.95 
Primary Mo*. 3-12. £24 95 
Fun wA Nvmtoeri 7. ,.„ £8 50 
large! Matht 613 
Micro Maiht 11+ £24 95 
Better Moihi 12-16 £8 95 
Mego Modtt 15. £24 95 
French Mitlresi 11 * 
Germon Matter 11 • 
Sponiih Tutoi I I • 
Micro Englllh 8 Ad £24 95 
Ihe Thiee Boon 5« (6I28| 
Five on Tieoiwe hlond £9 50 
Granny'. Garden 610 (6128) 
Dragon VMyld 6 10 (6128) 
Gsanl CJW Matht Adv 9-14 
Antwei Bock Ouu 611 
AODlltONAl QUESTION PACKS 
Arirtunetu: 611 ..,._ .... 
SpeHog 6 11 

DISK 
£895 
£8.95 
£8 95 

£13 95 
£13 95 
£13 95 
£13 95 
£13.95 
£13,95 

£1295 
£11*95 
£12.95 
£12 95 
£1295 
£1295 
£12 95 
£12 95 
£24.95 
£11 95 
£12 95 
£24 95 
£12 95 
£24 95 
£16 95 
£16 95 
£16 95 
£24 95 
£12 95 
£11 95 
£19 95 
£23 95 
£15 95 
£11 95 

. £7.95 
£7 95 

P R I N T E R S 
All pnntors listed below are suitable for 

use with AMSTRAD CPC, ATARI ST. 
COMMODORE AMIGA. IBM PC & 

COMPATIBLES 
When ordering please state computer 

PANASONIC KXPI170 £144 95 
STAR IC100 9 PWi Mono/Cokour £169 95 
(Inc Colour/Mono Ribbon t CoWdump 3| 
STAR IC24-100 24 Pin Mono, £219 95 

l fcl'vyy 
PRINTIR RIBBONS 

Quantity: 
DMP 2000/3000 
CITIZEN 1200 
KXPIO/I180 
IC10/20/100 
IC24.IO/20/700 
KXPII24 
ICIO/IOOCoiber 
lC200wt~ 
tC200CoW 

BUDGET CASSETTES 
Chuctie Egg 
Continental Circui 
D.//y Moa<land 
OwSeCWonH 
FI5 Strike Too*. 

5 
£16 25 
£16 25 
£1625 
£16 25 
£1750 
£16 25 

1 2 
£3 75 ...£7 00 
£3 95 £7 50 

.£375 £700 
£3 75 £7 00 
£395 £710 
£3 75 £700 
«95.£17 50 
C4.95 £950 

£1195 £22 95 
Otber printer ribbons plea so phone 

RIBBON RE-INK...^jjjjjj.. £12.95 
£ 3 . 7 5 EACH 

Cotuiiut Chen 
Ditty Kwit Sna. 
Oouble Djo^or 

f 16 Ccmbo* I'iot 
Gunship 

MoecliDo.nl 
Myth 

Quattro Cartoon 
Kick Dangerout 

Rodtand 
Seynow WWetl 
Soccer Double 3 

Streodighter 
let! Matter 

Tun Icon 
WW1 Wreirie 

agW 
Golden Ate 
HoV 1990 
MotcKdoy 
Ouevri Europu 
Qmitro Fantotlic 
Rick Daiioerow! II 
Scooby (Sso 
Soccer Double 2 
StegiheSk» 
benage Tirtei 
TrrrtoQun 
Twiricon • 



M E E T T H E T E A M 

The AA crew muscle In the the platform action in Fluff as the weirdest 
bunch of computer game baddies you're ever likely meet. 

Simon Forrester, 
aka The Happy Hippy Hairy Monster 
"Yeah man. peace to the world. Except to those who try to get past 
me 'cause that'll mean bad vibes and you'll have to wear flares for 
the rest of your life. (Look, do I really have to say trash?)" 
Ploying tip - Hack into the tree to get past the Happy Hippy 
Hairy Monster; he'll be so phased by the blatant damage 
you're doing to a beautiful 
living thing that he'll faint, M 

Clur, writer and general dogsbody, 
aka The Talk The Hind Legs Off A Donkey Monster 
"It's like this. see. me and a mate were walking down the high street and we were passing that hippy shop, you 
know the one that sells those pointy candles... the one where I saw Rob Newman buying some incense... you know 
he was in that Mary Whitehouse thing... I saw them live in Bristol, you know... anyway what was I saying...T 
Ploying tip - Deal with Clur iike you'd deal with a nagging Aunt. She may sound scary but her bark is 
definitely worse than her bite. As long as you're quiet she won't notice you sneak past. 

Lisa Kellett, art editor, 
aka The Shop Until You Drop Monster 
Lisa will go to the ends of the earth to protect her purchases. Here's a 
woman who definitely doesn't claim on her Barclay card insurance. Go 
anywhere near her shopping and she'll whack and wallop you black and 
blue with a whole range of carrier bags (including a rather nifty paper one 
from Boules). It doesn't hurt that much but you're left with a few nasty 
bruises and a hurt pride. 
Pfoying tip - The only way to halt the shopaholic from hell is to take away 
her credit cards at which point she is rendered utterly powerless. Pop into the 
nearest shop, pretend to be a sales person and when she pays for the goods 
keep her card. Just keep on reminding yourself that it's for her own good. 

Dave Golder, 
editor and 
boss (or should 
that be bossy?), 
aka The 
Fiendish Food 
Flinger 

The problem with Dave is that he 
finds it hard to be threatening; 

^ ^ ^ he's got such soft sweet nature 
^ ^ ^ just can't cope with being a 

baddie (is someone taking the mick? - Dave). So 
instead of attacking you, Dave just nicks all your 
food and eats, thus draining all but a smidgen of 
your energy. To add to that, all the food makes him 
even fatter and he blocks off the exit he's guarding 
completely. Avoid him at all costs. 
Ploying tip - The only way to get past Dave is to 
lure him away from his post with a trail of grub 
(tuna butties work really well). 
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CPC industry to find out whether software backing-up devices are the root of all 
piracy or essential utilities that are keeping the CPC scene alive* 

Rob Scott of Avatar, that, "how can it be wrong 
to copy games when you can't actually buy 
them any more?" 

Paul Miller of Hit Squad, however, wouldn't 
agree with that: "Using the excuse they can't buy 
them any more is totally unjustified because ifs 
not true. The full Amstrad range from Hit Squad 
is available through branches of Toys'R'Us if not 
through Ocean (Hit Squad's parent company -
Dave) itself. There are 44 Toys'R'Us stores in the 
country so it shouldn't be that much of a problem 
to get hold of the games." 

Hmm, this comes from a company that, the 
very next day. told us that an their CPC games 
were on the way to the incinerator. There are 
very few CPC owners who agree that getting hold 
of games was that easy. 

And the vast majority of people using 
software back-up devices are not necessarily 
crooks. After all. even the producer of games 
like Fluff. Rob Buckley of Radical Software, 
admits that: 'I don't usually put any copy 
protection on my stuff anyway, because people 
will want to make back-ups of their software". 

Some people take an even more extreme 
view One reliable source from within the 
computer industry reckons that: "unofficially I 
don't think copying games is all that bad a 
thing. A large percentage of the circulation of 
games might be pirated copies but that doesn't 
mean that if they didn't have that illegal copy 
they would have gone out and bought the game. 
A lot of the time they don't actually play them, 
the game just sits in a box somewhere. If 
someone copies a game from a certain 
producer, plays it and thinks that it's alright, 
then the next time they have the money to buy 
stuff they'll think, that producer's game was 
okay so lU give this one a go'.* 

Backing-up in progress 
Copying devices come in Many shapes and' enough to store in memory and then transfer' < 
forms, but they're mairily'.distribuled as the sections separately onto a new.disk, so that 
programs on disc. A lot of them are actually you end up with an exact copy, track tor track, 
public domain, but for a really good one you're sector for sector, byte for byte.* of the program 
going to have to pay. It won't cost you a lot of you started with 
money but at least you'll have the support of the Some backing-up programs also contain , 
company you bought it off if you get stuck. cracking' elements which crack into software 

What most copying devices do is break the code in order to get around anti-piracy 
program up into handy little£hpnks neat protection. File under controversial. 

are allowed to make back ups or not. The law 
says that you are allowed as long as if s 
necessary for the smooth running of the software 
- what that actually means in real terms is 
anyone's guess. But whatever you do. remember 
that any back-up must be for your use and your 
use only - if you sell the original second hand 
then you must dispose of your back-up. . 

But is it piracy? . 
The problem is that backmg-up'devices and 
piracy have become irrevocably linked in the 
minds of many people. It's really difficult for a lot 
of people in the industry to look at the issue of 
backing up software without looking at the issue 
of piracy. For example. Roger Hulley from 
Alternative Software says: le t ' s face it. £9 per 
cent of the back-up devices available, as we all 
know, are used for piracy." 

More and more back-up programs seem to 
be available for the .CPC, but is it legally or 
morally correct to use them? After all, many 
games have anti-piracy-code to stop you 
copying them, while many of theie backtng-up 
devices also include 'cracking' software for 
getting around these anti-piracy measures. And 
what about the view, adhered to'by people like 

Take a look at any stereo system and 
chances are it'll feature a tape deck which 
you can use to record CDs. LPs and 

perhaps even other tapes. Odd that. Why? 
Because home taping is illegal. Selling stereos 
with equipment that enables home taping isn't, but 
home taping is. Even if you only want to record 
the stuff for personal use. in the eyes of the law. if 
you do it. you're a criminal. Home taping is killing 
the recording business, apparently. 

A similar slogan is familiar in the home 
computer market - software piracy is killing the 
software industry. And there are programs 
available to CPC users that seem to parallel tape 
decks, in that they enable you to make copies of 
software - they are known rather euphemistically 
as *back-up devices'. But the law isn't quite as cut 
and dry when it comes to copying software as it is 
in matters concerning tapes and CDs. 

Making copies of games and giving them 
away or selling them is definitely illegal, there's 
no getting round that one, no matter how you try 
to explain it away. But what a lot of people don't 
know is that it is now legal, thanks to a new EC 
law. to make back-ups of your software. 

The law isn't very clear, though: a lot of 
factors come in to play to decide whether you 



So where do 
you stand? 

You might be a bit confused about what's 
strictly legal and what's not. Don't feel isolated 
- the legal system never seoms designed to be 
comprehended by mere mortals. Anyway, 
here's Robin Lawrenco, the operations manager 
at FAST to try and clarify matters: 

"Tho law regarding copying devices is 
basically that tho use of any device that has 
been specifically dosigned or adapted for 
infringing copyrighted work would constitute a 
criminal and civil infringement depending on 
the circumstances. Under the new EC software 
directive people now have a right to make a 
back-up of their software as far as is necessary 
for tho legal use of that software. The new 
directive givos a limited right to decompilation 
and also a limited right to back up. but it is a 
limited right and K is quite specific; you can 
only back up as far as necessary for legal use. 

"For example you wouldn't need to have a 
back-up of cartridge-based software, but it may 
be necessary to have a back-up of some disc-
or cassette-based software. So really it 
depends on how you are using the back-up 
devices and whether you're entitled to havo a 
back-up in tho first place. 

"Anyone who copies softwaro without the 
permission of the owner breaches copyright 
and that is a criminal offence. You cant cross 
format, without permission of the copyright 
ownor. Basically I fs up to tho software 
company as to whethor they object to it or not. 
And it is dependent on the conditions whether 
they would be prosecuted or not. 

"Any person who infringes copyright risks 
up to two years in prison and a substantial 
fine (up to £5.000 per count) and indeed if 
there's any question of them copying trade 
marks in the process they can go to prison for 
up to ten years. 

"Basically what FAST and the law are 
saying about back-ups is that if you want to 
back up your software, be it from tape to tape, 
tape to disc or disc to disc, then i fs best to get 
tho permission of the copyright holders before 
you do. And that means getting in contact with 
the software house that produces tho software, 
or in some cases contacting the programmer. 
The only time when It is perfectly legal to copy 
and distribute copies of software is if the 
program is public domain. As long as you're 
sure the program is PO you can give a copy to 
whoever you want. 

"If someone is concerned about tho legality 
of their's or anyone else's software then they 
should contact us on our piracy hot-line 
-a 0628 660377." 

Er. I hope that's all clear now. 

Basically, there are a lot ol honest people out 
there who just don't want to nsk losing their 
favourite game or utility forever because of the 
unreliability of data storage systems. 

Is it a crime? 
So are backing-up devices a crime against 
humanity leading to hundreds of unemployed 
software company ^ ^ ^ ^ " V 
bods or are they a - : 
necessary part of any J f f j f c ^ B O ' j S 
computer users' & [ | j f v 

collection? We $ 1 W W T ^ 
thought the best thing 1 ^ m ^ H A 
to do was to ask the • S l V J J 
people in Ihe 
software industry who ^ 9 ! 
count. No. not the 
accountants, the producers of the software that 
you want to back up; no one has more of a stake 
in the debate than them. Some of their views 
might surprise you. 

"If we ever came across anyone who was 
pirating our games we'd pass the information 
straight on to FAST and let them deal wilh it." 

"Blatant copyright 
infringement" 
CRAIG JOHNSON. KIXX 
1 think if back-ups are strictly for personal use 

j g p ^ ™ 1 and only used for backing 
tJP legitimate software then 
I've no real reservations, 

• fly P^ely because tapes are 
W A I B / m notoriously unreliable and 

% J H 1 r through continual wear and 
* i r 4 J " H tear they may well give way. 

B a t I don't object to an 
,. individual making one back-

up copy of a particular 
game for their own personal use but if a 
company is going out to market copying 
equipment for non-personal use then that's a 
different story. As for the games not being 
available and thai making copying okay, we have 
got quite an extensive range of products for the 
CPC. somewhere in the region of 80-90 titles 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n t a m o u n t In 

"They should put 
their intelligence to 
better use" 
PAUL MILLAR. HIT SQUAD 
"I don't have a problem with legitimate 
owners of your software making back-
ups for their own use at all. But as for 
people copying our old games using 
the excuse that they can't buy them any 
more, thafs totally unjustified. If the 
pirates are that talented that they can 
hack into our old games to copy them 
then they should be putting their 
intelligence to better use and going out 
and developing software themselves. 

Watchdog 
FAST Is the Federation Against Software Theft, a 
watchdog organisation for the softwaro industry. 
We asked Robin Lawrence from FAST to explain 
what the organisation's all about. "The Federation 
Against Softwaro Theft was set up in 1984 
following tho computer industry lobbying 

body to enforce the new rules. We are 
responsible for doing two main Jobs: first of all 
markoting via advertising to the general 
populous about copyright and things of that sort 

companies to make sure they can stay legal. 
Secondly, on the piracy side, on behalf of their 
mombors. we can prosecuto anyone found to be 

includes you, If you are one of the thousands of 
millions of people in the world who own or use -
maybe unwittingly - a piece of pirated softwaro 

include computer software. The government 
agreed to changing the law on the condition that 
the software Industry sot up their own watchdog 
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the end piracy is a vicious circle because if 
publishers like us are unable to generate 
revenue from sales of these products then we'll 
end up by not publishing any more. Ifs ruining 
the market really." 

" I f s down to sheer greed 
at the end of the day" 
ROGER HULLEY, MD Alternative Software 
"We don't think there's any reason to do a back-
up. We do a copy of the game on both sides of 
the tape in most instances, unless it's a 

compilation in 
• • • • • • • • ^ M l which case there 

are different games 

n ^ B K T ^ ^ r ^ M ^ I
 0(1 d,tterent sides 

If the situation was 
j W f i j k ^ ^ ^ B one in which a 

^ ^ r Z * ' * ^ ^ H person wanted to 
S M p r ^ H do a back-up and 

we knew it was 
. ^ ^ M B E ^ ^ ^ ^ H j going to be 

genuine, if they 
K U A U i U i ^ l wrote to us we 

would probably 
give our permission to do so. Lefs face it, 99 per 
cent of the backup devices available, as we all 
know, are used for piracy and generally as the 
user out there lor £3.99 can buy a cassette with 
the game recorded on both sides there's no point 

really. For every one game we sell about 19 are 
pirated. Ifs down to sheer greed at the of the day, 
nothing to do with price; most of our games are 
low in price so ifs not a case of the products 
being to highly priced so the pirates can't use that 
excuse. Many of these people who are into the 
piracy of software, are. shall we say, dealing m 
other things that are 
highly illegal - you 
only have to look at ^ B ^ j f e 
halt of them, to be 
honest, to know ^ ^ t f V 
thafs the case. Ail • •' 
they're doing is m m m I 
damaging this h i«Ml f , ^ 
industry, they don't Oorr#n 
care about the 0 1 ̂  
industry, they don't 
care about the * 
machine, all they want to do is make a quick buck, 
and then move on to the next thing that they can 
rip off. If we came across anyone pirating our 
games we would report it directly to FAST via 
ELSPA. We do have 
the right to seize 
counterfeits of our ^ W E r i / j 
products, but the ^ H n y y / / / j 
chances are that we ^ ^ ^ g t e M f w A 
would go through H ^ H ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
the official route." 

Th« man 
himMlf, 

Jobl lnj of 

" 9 0 per cent of copies 
of our games in 
circulation are pirated" 
DARREN JOBLING, 
Operations manager. Zeppelin 
"All of our cassette games carried a warning not 

to copy or back-up our 
I games. The only good thing 

i J l t L ^ I that I could say concerning 
4 M 9 * • back up devices is the likes of 

a V H K p P ourselves and other 
r ^ j j K v ~ manufacturers unfortunately 
M m T i \ \ l • • are no longer mass 

producing CPC games, we 
S L ^ v haven't got any CPC games in 

^ ^ ^ stock at the moment, we're 
only making up special 

"""" orders. Therefore if someone 
who has a problem with a game they've bought 
legitimately contacts us we wouldn't be able to 
replace the game. In that case it would be a 
wise thing to back-up your game. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ "We own the copyright to 

all our games and there are 
various leRal obligations that 

y K ^ B H we have to the 
programmers, so making 
the excuse that our games 
aren't available any more 

Contacting Bonzo's scrapyard 
DAVE MUGGERIDGE, Amstrad Contact to disc, such as the Bonzo and Softlock excuses about software being too expensive to 
(A fanzine run in conjunction with Bonzo's utilities. In fact I've just been given permission produce, but the only real reason is that they 
Scrapyard, a service dovoted to cracking to re-issue Bankraid which will back-up some of can turn to producing games on cartridge and 
games code) the software which other making about 80 per cent profit on it and they 
l would say that people have "If people know utilities have not been able can't be bothered to produce a budget game 

got a right, really, to back- they can make a t0 cope 10,0 ,or ̂  o r thereabouts on a cassette simply 
up software for their own m ^ m ^ ^ • • . | | ( | - believe in backmg-up because the money's not in it. Ocean bought 
use. But what I don't like is 1 0 programs; what I don't things out on disc that were totally uncopyable; 
when you go to car boot go and buy those believe in is people who STS bought out utilities and games that were 
sales and see people with games . " hold of a tape-to-disc copier uncopyable too. but they don't seem to have 
masses and masses of 3nnch and 3.5- and go out and sell the tape. got anywhere with it. 
inch discs, all backedup copies, and keeping the back-up for themselves. There's 1 think that if people know they can make a 
they're selling them. little enough software around as it is, so tliat if back-up for their own use if software houses or 

"The problem, in my eyes, happens when you're going to back up a tape or disc and then somebody made it public that you could back 
people want a game which should be available sell the master on then you are in possession them up, like we've done with the Bonzo 
on disc but ifs not. All the budget games are of an illegal copy of that piece of software. Database (we've listed all the tapes that you 
never available on disc. So there should be "I think the trouble is - the reason why can back-up), people tend to go and buy those 
some method where people that have got disc software companies basically left the CPC is games. 6128 owners are more likely to buy a 
drives should be able to transfer their software that - they keep coming up with all these tape knowing that they can back it up to disc. 
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isn't an alternative. We did a bit of research 
recently and we found that 90 per cent of 
copies of our games in circulation are pirated 
copies. But, actually. I was quite surprised it 
wasn't a lot bigger than that. We wouldn't take 
any action ourselves if we were to find a pirate 
dealing m our games, we'd simply inform the 
police and FAST. It's very difficult to get the 
proof you see If we had the proof, if they were 
making money from It them we'd certainly think 
about a private prosecution" 

"Back-ups aren't 
really necessary with 
our software." 
STEVE DARRAGH. Titus 
To tell you the truth if it wasn't for piracy we'd 
probably still be producing for the CPC 
According to some research we've done, for 
every one game we sell there's up to 10 illegal 
copies floating around. If we were to actually sell 
lust four of those illegal copies then our profit 

m m ^ m 
to 

H y o u ' v e g o t a p i r a t e d copy of Prehisterik 

2 then I t ' s your f o u l ! tha t Titus w o n ' t do 
a n y t h i n g m o r e fo r Hto CPC. 

margin would be big enough to allow us to carry 
on making CPC games. 

"As for back-ups. weW they're really not 
necessary with any of our software. H a 
customer has a problem then they can send 
the faulty tape or disc back to us and we'll 
replace it for free." 

Obviously you could say that my newsletter 
(Amstrad Contact) encourages piracy in a way by 
publishing the Bonzo database. Indeed, I just got 
a mass of data from some hackers about games 
that wonl go to disc via the utilities, which I'll 
publish individually. So we are encouraging it but 
we always concentrate on tape-to-disc; I was 
going to publish a database about which 
copiers would cope with which discs, = 
but something inside told me. 'no, I • I 
don't do it, that would be pushing it 
too far. it would kill the trade totally' 

•The trouble is with the best disc 
copiers, and I say copiers because 
that's what they are, aren't available in 
the UK. There's a particularly good 
French one and there's an illegal German 
one that I have come across that will 
copy all the back.ngup utilities; it's I j 

pirating the pirating program I 1 

And that is, possibly, the final straw." 

"We recommend that 
legitimate owners of our 
software make back-ups 
of our software." 
PETER CAMPBELL. Campursoft 
"We recommend that legitimate owners_of our 
software make back-ups of our software The 
problem is that in this market vou never know 
how long you're going to be able to carry on in 

i n n 

If y o u ' v o bought DCS on disk Campursoft 
recommonds you m a k e a back-up. 

business. If you haven't made a back-up of your 
program and something happens to the original, 
if the company's gone under m the meantime 
then you're left high and dry. 

"At the moment I'm checking someone out 
who may be retailing something of ours that he 
shouldn't be but we'll see about that. 

"As I said we have no problems with people 
making back-ups and selling our products 
second hand as long as they don't keep the 
original. If it ever came to that point where 
some of our programs are no longer of 
commercial value then we would release them 
into the public domain." 

"Piracy is rife in France 
and Germany, but I 
don't think the situation 
is as bod over here. " ^ 
ROB BUCKLEY. Radical 
"The issue of back-up devices doesn't Pi-

bother me, I don't usually put any copy 
protection on my stuff anyway, because mm 
people will want to make back-ups of S i 
their software, but obviously illegal B j 
copying ruins people. If it ever came to 2 
a point where I wasn't selling a particular g 
product any more then I'd put the 
products out on PD. I've done that in the -
past with Eve 

0/ Shadows for example. .Hi adventure that was 
sold commercially at first, but it was then 
forgotten about by the buying public and so I 
put it into the public domain. 

"The reason why companies now aren't 
supporting the CPC is because... I don't know 
the exact figures but... a large per cent of their 
software is pirated. If you expect people to 
support your machine and carry on churning out 
software then they should have the respect to 
actually either pay for it or not get it at all. But ^ 
then again there is the case that people wouldn't 
fry II anyway. 

"Certainly piracy is • ce and 
Germany, but I don't think the situation is as bad 
over her6 - welt that's what I've been told. But 
there are so many people that know other 
people, it's a very close-knit community, where 
everybody is doing it I suppose." ^ ^ 

The verdict? 
And so. m conclusion, at the end ot the day. we 
can determine that, er, well. ah. nobody really 
agrees on anything, actually, and the whole area 
of backing-up devices remains a subject that 
stirs up a great deal of controversy^ The main 
trend seems to be M the companies still 
actively involved in the CPC scene have a more 
lenient attitude towards backing up and regard it 
as a necessity, but many of the big. old softies 
regard backing-up devices as the thin end of the 
wedge a's far as piracy is concerned. 

But when the remaining stocks of old CPC m 

programs from the big software houses have all 
joined The Hit Squad's w the incinerator, will you 
be more tempted to do a bit of cross ̂ ^ ^ 
format backing-up? Technically, 
remember, ifs still illegal. y / J 

W H c n fluff f i n a l l y comas out y o u ' l l h. 

w i j o t (J i ci t it up the ^ i | B • oh fl wckloy^ 
t h e p r o g r a m m e r , w o n ' t m i n d . 

H K K J S S S W 

I I M f l M W l 

t t 
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And now, for the first time in glorious technicolour, 
Amstrad Action presents a Richard 

Fairhurst production of Technical 
Forum (PG). Starring, your i 

letters and your techy problems. 
Co-starring, assorted! techy hints 

Special guest star... er... didn't turn up. 

What's up, Doc? 
I'm a bit puzzled. I have 
acquired a fair amount of 
public domain software from 
various PD libraries. Some of 

the .DOC files hold far more data than the 
6128 can hold. For example, a .DOC file for 
Scrivener requires 60k of available 
memory. My maximum, using Protext on 
disc, is about 24k. 

How has 60k been saved on one file, and 
how can I access the last 36k? 
Tom Walton. Manchester 

I The trick in trying to read a 
large file like this is not to 
attempt to read it all m at once. 
Instead, if you read it in line-by-
line, the CF>C only needs to 

reserve 2k as an area to store blocks of data 
from the disc. You can do this from CP/M using 
the TYPE command, or in BASIC with a simple 
program as follows: 

10 OPENIN "SCRIUNER.DOC" 

20 WHILE HOT EOF 

30 LINE INPUT »9,al 

40 PRINT al 

SO MEND 

60 CLOSEIN 

If you want to send the file to the printer, change 
line 40 to PRINT «8,a«. 

This is all very well, but the question remains 
- how do you create such files yourself? Well, it 
is possible to use a word-processor that can 
cope with a larger amount of text. Protext on 
ROM can manage around 39k, and the PD 
word processor VDE can handle up to a 
whopping 60k. Alternatively, you could write a 

text file in two (or more) parts and stick 
them together with a 

program like this: 

10 0PEN0UT •BICFILE.DOC" 

20 OPENIN "SUBFILE1.DOC": GOSUB 50: CL0S 

EIN 

30 OPENIN "SUBFILES.DOC": GOSUB 50: CL0S 

EIN 

40 CL0SE0UT: END 

50 WHILE NOT EOF 

60 LINE INPUT 19,a$: PRINT 19,al 

70 WEND: RETURN 

Adding more lines like 20 and 30 will let you 
use more than two sub-files. It only copes with 
ASCII files, so make sure you save your Protext 
files in program mode. R i c h a r d 

say which model you have) will be a set of tiny 
switches which control various aspects of its 
operation; look in the manual if you can't find 
them. These are known as DIP switches 

Simply find out the default values from the 
printer's manual, and flick the switches 
accordingly. Now switch the printer on; if the 
manual mentions anything about resetting the 
printer to its default settings (often by holding 
down a button when you turn it on), do this. It 
should now work again. R i c h a r d 

Extreme 
violence 
18 months ago. I bought a 
printer from a computer 
catalogue. It worked fine 

until I lent it to my brother who wanted it for 
his PC. I didn't see it for months and 
when I got it back (last January), it 
didn't work - I thought it had run out 
of ink. but I replaced the cartridge 
and it still didn't work. Then he told 
me he had been changing control 
codes or something, and it was not 
going to work on the CPC. Do you 
know what is going on? 
Anonymous. Maidstone 

Roy Walker 
fan club 
I am trying to program a 
gamo based on the TV show 
Catchphrase. I have asked 

the owners of the programme. Action Time 
TV, for permission and I'm awaiting their 
reply. If they say I can. will I need: 

AVES 
Kr, is I t d o n ' t judge a 
book by Its covor? 

This sounds like a case 
for extreme violence if ever I 
heard one. The best solution is 
to take your brother to the local 
rubbish dump and tip assorted 

garden rubbish down his shirt until he agrees 
either to fix your printer or to buy you a new one. 

Alternatively, you should be able to reset the 
printer to its original settings (but that isn't as 
much fun). Somewhere on the printer (you don't 

mh a j *• < * 
FrMMPJMPMB 

1 A special art package? Could I use your 
excellent Screen Designer or will I need 
something more advanced, as I need to 
move things around the screen? 
2 If I use Screen Designer, how do you add 
sound or music to the picture? 
3 What is the best sound software around? 
1 need to add music to the pictures. 
4 Can you use an art package and a music 
utility at the same time, and if you can, how 
do you go about it? 
5 Is my CF>C 464 up to this or not? 
Ivan Staines. King's Lynn 

I Screen Designer is an art 
package, not an animation 
utility. You can use it for 
drawing backgrounds, but if you 
want to move things around the 

screen, you'll need something else - check out 
Simon's animation special in AA101. 
2 You load the screen into BASIC or machine 
code, and then CALL the routine to play music 
which your music package has generated. 
3 We gave away BooTracker on the covertape a 
while back. Top dog is Soundtrakker (Sentinel 
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Software it 081 876 7032). and there are a few 
PD programs around, although neither 
Digitracker or Prntracker will work on your 
njachine, and they're pretty useless for 
generating game music anyway. 
4 Er, isn't this question two again? 
5 Without question. Are you. though? A game 
like this will need to be written in machine code, 
which is no cinch, and Action Time are unlikely 
to grant rights to someone who'll only be writing 
a version for a sadly out-of-fashion computer. 
Even big companies like Ocean have to pay 
thousands of pounds to licence concepts like 
this. Sorry Richard 

XL-ent 
I have a few questions 
which I hope you can 
answer for me (we're here 
to serve - Richard). 

1 Can I run the PCW program Money 
Manager on my CPC 6128 using CP/M 
Plus, and If so. how? 
2 When is the brilliant Robot PD Library 
going to reopen? (Creep - Richard.) 
3 In AA82, Jess Harpur wrote a listing for 
use with OCP Advanced Art Studio and 
ROMDOS. Is there any way this program 
could be modified to work with ROMDOS XL. 
because as it stands it will not work? 
4 When using a single socket ROM box, 
what is the number for the slot? I think i fs 1 
- am I right? 
5 Where can I get a cheap but decent 
photocopier, and how much will it cost? 
6 Can I transfer the ROM in a single-socket 
ROM-box into a six-socket ROM-box? I got 
the single-socket ROM-box from Siren 
Software with ROMDOS XL included. 
7 Where can I get a 5.25-inch disc drive 
from, and how much will it cost? Will a 
5.25-inch disc drive be able to work with 
ROMDOS XL? 
8 How can I make backup copies of 
programs like Protext and games like 
Afterburner, Chase HQ. Gunship and Nigel 
Mansell's World Championship? 
9 Can PowerPage 128 be used with an 
AMX mouse? 
1 0 Is PowerPage 128 compatible 
with ROMDOS XL for the B drive? 
1 1 And finally, I've got two 
printers and I was wondering 
if there is some kind of switch 
available which would plug 
into the printer port and which 
would then enable me to 

connect both printers simultaneously 
and switch between the two. 
Steven Ashboft, Ross-shire 

1 Possibly. The main 
difference between the CPC 
and the PCW running CP/M 
Hub 16 that the PCW has a 
RAM-disc (an area of 

memory that pretends to be a disc drive), 
which the CPC doesn't If Money Manager 
depends on the RAM-disc, you're stuck. 
You might also come a cropper if it uses 
any special features of the PCW or if it 
requires Mallard BASIC. It will probably be 
okay, though; phone the suppliers to 
check on these points (by the way, you'll 
also need a PCW disc-reading program; 
plenty are available from PD libraries). 
2 Ifs open again now. 
3 i haven't got a copy of ROMDOS XL to 
have a look, but at this very moment a 
grovelling letter is on its way to Simon 
Cobb at Siren. More info next month, hopefully... 
4 It could be anything; it depends on what the 
designer of the ROM-box chose. Type in and 
RUN this listing... 
10 FOR n/.=MF00 TO AAF14: READ al 

20 POKE nx#IAL("<"Ul): NEXT 

30 CALL *AF00,9nZ: PRINT r\V. 

40 DATA 0E,00,0C,CD,15,B9,E6,80,20,F8 

SO DATA DD,6E,00,DD,66,01,71,23,36,00,09 

The number printed is the first ROM slot used in 
your system And there you have it. 
5 There's no such thing as a cheap but decent 
photocopier, unless you buy second-hand, in 
which case it'll probably break down after a 
month (says a slightly bitter Richard speaking 
from experience), or it's fallen off the back of a 
lorry. If you do buy one. make sure you get a 
maintenance contract for it. 
6 Yes, no problem. 
7 Not many places do them these days. 
Quantum or STS may be able to knock you one 
up specially (check out the Amscene Directory), 
or peruse the M Reader Ads. It should work fine 
with ROMDOS XL. but to get 800k per disc, make 
sure that the drive is 8CMrack and double-sided 

8 You need to use a specialist disc 
copier. Wave ( « 0229 870000) are 
selling off Discology 3.3 for the very 

reasonable price of £5.99, or you 
could get the much better 
Xexor for more dosh from 
Sentinel or Quantum. Note that 

some discs are simply uncopyable, 
although Quantum can modify 

your CPC to handle almost anything (remember 
folks, ifs illegal to copy games without the 
copyright holder's permission, although noone's 
going to lock you up for simply backing up your 
originals - just make sure it stays like that.) 
9 No. 
1 0 Yes. 
1 1 PC supplies catalogues will sell you a 
junction box to do exactly what you want, but it'll 
cost you a fair whack. All you really need are a 
couple of plugs and sockets, some wire, and a 
switch - if you don't want to make one yourself, 
try your local electronics shop, or one of the 
indie CPC hardware people. Richard 

Blind data 
1 Does the Typechecker 
program come up with the 
same letters for a game or 
program that's been written 

for the 464 and not the 6128, or are they 
different? If so. which line tells the computer 
what letters to show? 
2 How come all of the tapes that you 
supply free with AA can be used on the 
6128 and 464 Plus as well as the 464, and 
yet the Type-Ins are separated for use with 
464s and 6128s? 
3 What do the numbers and figures mean 
in the DATA section of any program? I 
would like this explained to me in detail, as 
I have read in my Minidictionary of 
Computing that 'data' covers a lot. like: 
'data: introduces a line of data values'. I am 
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still none the wiser. Then I go on to read 
'databank', 'database', 'database language' 
and so on, all of which I do not understand. 
Could you possibly explain it to me? 
4 Where do you and your pals on AA get 
your knowledge from? Did you go to college 
to learn all that you know about computers? 
5 Why are there so many Amstrad 
computers for sale in the Reader Ads? Are 
they all small businesses? 
Nora Lees. Birmingham 

1 rypechecker comes up with 
the same letters regardless of 
what computer ifs running on 
(er, as long as ifs a CPC). 
Basically, for each program line, 

fypechecfceradds up all the letters (with capital 
A being number 65, capital B being number 66 
and so on) you've typed in, converts the grand 
total to letters, and prints the result. At AA the 
same thing happens with the original program, 
but since we know there aren't any mistakes in 
that (because the author sent us a copy on tape 
or disc), we can print these correct codes in the 
magazine to check against your typing. 
2 The commercial programs on the covertape 
work with all CPCs because no company in its 
right mind would write a program for sale which 
used the FILL command, for example. Since the 
464 doesn't understand this, they'd be cutting 
out half their market, so they use their own fill 
routine which works on all machines. 

Type-Ins authors, though, don't worry about 
such matters (although, budding coders out 
there, i fd be nice if you did). This means that 
sometimes they'll use the extra BASIC features 
of every machine since the 664, to the 
exclusion of 464 owners. 
3 The word 'data* means 'information', and 
that's what DATA lines hold. Imagine you were 
writing a program which needed to contain the 
name of every capital city in the world. You 
could write a long succession of instructions 
along the line of: 

16 at<l)="London" 

80 af(2):"Paris" 

30 al(3)="0uagadougou" 

...and so on. but it would be very tedious. Instead, 
you type the names into DATA Imes. separated by 
commas. You can then read 
them into an array using the 
companion command, READ, 
which takes the next piece of 
information from a DATA line 

l a n d puts it in a variable. 

10 READ a t : PRINT "First piece of 

DATA: ",af 

20 READ bl: PRINT "Second piece of 

DATA: ",bf 

30 DATA Steven Spielberg,orang-utang 

In the capital cifces example, you'd use a 
FOR... NEXT loop to read in tfre data into an 
array, so the first piece o' data would go into 
a$(n) where n is 1 - i.e. a$(l) - then the next 
one into a$ln) where n is 2, le, a$(2), and so on. 
Thi& is the most common way in which READ 
and DATA are used. 

The one remaining question 
about all this is, what do 
programmers use it for? Well, 
there are plenty of uses. If you 
were writing a platform game, 
for example, you'd store the 
layout of each screen in DATA 
statements. If you were writing 
an adventure, you would 
probably use them to hold your 
room descriptions. Possibly the 
most common use. though, is in 
a line like this one: 
320 DATA CD,0E,BC,21,OO,8O,11,0O 

When you see a line like this, containing a 
sequence of hexadecimal numbers, they're 
almost certainly machine code instructions. 
These are POKEd into memory and then CALled 
to run the machine code routine (see the letter 
titled XL-enf). As a machine code program can 
do an infinity of different things, it's impossible 
to say what each routine will do However, 
unless the whole program's in machine code, 
there are two main reasons for using it - the 
first is for speed (machine code programs are 
generally much faster), and the second is for 
tasks that are almost impossible in BASIC; 
sprites and complex animations, for example. 
4 No - just fiddling around with them for a long 
time (both Simon and I have had CPCs - and 
been reading AA - since the dawn of time, or 
thereabouts). The best way to learn is to read 
lots and lots of magazines, but unfortunately 
there are very few indeed these days which don't 
focus on a particular type or area of computing. 
Even socalled multi-format magazines, like 
Personal Computer World, really only focus on 

the PC. with occasional Macintosh coverage. 
5 Probably not. in fact. A CPC is just as 

good for running a small business as it 
always has been. What ifs not 

so good at any more is 
running the latest, super 
accelerated, multi-million 
colour games. Fluff 
proves that decent games 

can still be written for the 
CPC but software houses 
don't give it a chance and 
don't release any new stuff 

for it. This means that, sadly, 
scores of previously happy 
CPC users are buying Amigas 
and consoles, and flogging 

their poor devoted Amstrad to 
pay for them. Ifs a tragedy 

(sniff, sniff). Richard 

< I \ Clock this! 
Yet, Iff another itorrnmg AA 
exclusive. Not content with giving 

you a fantastic cover-mounted 

cassette every issue, we present a worid ftrst 

a cover-mounted clock. 

Okay. Ifs not on the cover, and you do need 

a CPC to bo abla to use ft. but nevertheless. It's 

a remarkably handy IHtle utility Type in the 

Ihhnjj and you have a number of n<*«v 

commands to play with. I SET, 10,30 will 

. set tho time to 10.30 in the morning (It 

x uses the 24-hour clock) As long at 

you define thr. variables first (OK. 
ixaffc § 

I G E T . f h ' / , 8 n ' / . . 0 S / will get the 

tune end store it in the spedfWd 

, ^ ^ variables. I0H turns the clock 

™ J display on. and I OFF turns ft off 

'' J . again rr..-clock kr«ps on 

flf running, regardless IS£CONOS.O 

/ turns the display of seconds off 

ISECONDS.l to turn 11 on again. finally. 

iWINDOW.n - where n Is a number from 0 

to 7 - lets you select which window the 

clock Is to be displayed in. 

10 FOR ft=4A000 TO IS12J 

20 KLAD at: POKE n,ML(
a
i*«iO 

58 HEX! nt MIHHHII7,33,40.1,1 

40 U1MDOM 1,40,2,25: CALL 1*000 

58 DATA 01,13,AO, 21,15,AO,CD.Dl.K,21,24 

iAl,81,0G,81,11 

£0 DATA SB,A0.C3.D7.K,00.00,00,00,2D,A8 

,CMC.AO,CM? 

70 DATA Hfl,C3,7B.iMI,C3,7D.«).C3.82,AO,C3 

,88,M),S3,4$,D4 

m DATA 47,45,D4,57,48,41,44,4F,07,4F,CE 

,4F,4C.CS,SMS 

90 DATA 43,4F,4Ef44,D3,00.M,7l,02,32(lF 

,Al,DD.7E,00,32 

100 MIA 20,A1.AF,32,21,A1,C9,DD,6E,04,D 

P,65,05.3A,IF,A1 

110 DA!A 77,DD,ft,02,DD,Cfi,83.3A,20,Al,7 

7,M.SI,00.DD.$6 

128 DATA Ql,3A,2l,Al,77,C9,DD.7l,00,32,2 

3,Ai.C9.AF,32,CD 

130 DATA Afl,C3,3t,C9,32,CD,A0,CS,DD,71,0 

0.17.28.05,AT,32 

140 DATA EF,A0.C9,3i,C§,32,EF,A0,C9,3A,2 

2,Al,3C,fT,32,20 

ISO DATA 28,3A,21,JU,3C>FE,3C,20,19,3A|2 

Mi,3C,FI,tC.af 

150 DATA 0D.3A,II,A1,3C,FI,18.20,01,AF.3 

2,1F,A1,AF,32,28 

170 DATA A1,AF,32,21,A1,CD,CD,A0,AF,32,2 

2,A1,C9,00,3A,23 

160 DATA Al,CD,64,8I,F5,3E,lI,CD,SA,BBi3 

MF,A1,CD,0M1 

190 DATA 3E,3A,CD,$AJ8,3A,28,Al,CD.06,A 

1,F1,CD.B4JB,O0 

200 DATA 3A,23.A1,CD,B4,BB,FS.3E.3A,CD,S 

MB,3ft,21.Al,CD f 

210 DATA 0S,61,F1.C3,B4,BB.1MA,CD,OD,A 

1,15,01,GE,00,92 

228 DATA 3B,e3.0C.19.FA,l2,F5.79,C6,30,C 

l,5fi,BB,Fl,C9,0O 

230 DATA 00.00,00,87,08,00,00,00,00.00,0 

0,00,00.00.00,00 
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f/AfAtYifAf f t . THE FINAL CLEAIRA 
When the MULTIFACE was launched In 1986. 
it was an outright winner. No one has ever 
come up with such a powerful, useful add-on. 
Labeled the ESSENTIAL CPC COMPANION, this 
MULTIpurpose interFACE proved to be an 
absolute Godsend for the Amstrad CPC users. 
Remember the first disk drive on the CPC 464? 
Suddenly the loading took seconds rather than 
minutes from tapes. Except that there was not 
much to load - very little had originally been 
released on disks and there was no facility to 
transfer programs from tapes to disks. 

THE S A V I O U R 
This Is one area where the MULTIFACE saved 
everything • literally. The black magic box could 
stop anything any time and SAVE it to disk or 
tape. When the 6128 came with a built-in drive, 
it was left again to the MULTIFACE to do all the 
transferring - and to perform other miracles... 
So. in case you just came from Mars, what 
does a MULTIFACE do? First, it sits at the back 
of your CPC. its magic button always ready. 
Press it. and the MULTIFACE takes control! 

A C T I O N ! 
Once in action, it freezes everything and it 
displays its own menu. Being fully menu-drtven 
and error-trapped, you'll probably never need 
the full manual that comes with the MULTIFACE 
Most operations are also entirely AUTOMATIC. 

so to SAVE a game once you stopped it you 
just name It. Insert disk/tape and press a key. 
You can then return and continue the program 
II you get beaten later on. just reload from where 
you saved last and play IUSI from there again! 
No need to go back to the start all the time Or 
even better, the Multiface allows you lo POKE 

I N F I N I T E L I V E S 
listed In this magazine and you'll never loose 
The MULTIFACE comes with a built-in TOOLKIT 
that lets you inspect/alter/dump the CPC RAM 
It also has its own 8K RAM and 8K ROM 
Many top programs were written with the aid 
ol the TOOLKIT and the extra 8K RAM. And do 
you like the screen shots in this magazine'' 
They are all produced using the MULTIFACE! 

When we announced earlier that we were to 
pull out of the 8-bit market, the surge of interest 
in the MULTIFACE was such, that we had to 
make many more. And not just the MULTIFACE • 
we also have the one and only disassembler. 

T H E I N S I D E R 
that lets you see and alter what happens any 
time anywhere Inside a RUNNING CPC program. 
It comes on a disk and loads inside a MULTIFACE. 

Press the magic button and the INSIDER will di-
sassemble. find text/code, dump the CPC RAM 
to printer, etc. Get it at HALF-PRICE for £L25' 

LAST CHANCE! 
As this goes to press, we still have enough 
stock of both the MULTIFACE and INSIDER. 
This, however, is our final clearance and once 
these are sold, we will NOT make any more. 
The MULTIFACE is terrific value, in fact more 
for the customer than lor the manufacturer... 
We will only accept orders when we can supply 
the goods and we give a full guarantee. Plus 
we still offer up to £10 OFF! mai l o rders ! 

You MUST NOT uso our products lo copy, reproduce or InfiinQO In any way vtfiatsoevor any copyright material without the permission of the \\ AJIpoces | • - - - - - * J - ^ ^ p p j y ^ o V i ww rvivwi mvi u w wwi ̂ iwuwvi* iv •» *•• / 'TP'"* — • r-— — - — — 
copyright ownor We do neither condono nor authorise the use ol our products lor tho reproduction of copyright material • to do so is ILLEGAL! 

are already discounted and 
Mail Orders to 6.6.1004 only. 

I order a MULTIFACE 2 for CPC 464/6128 • e + r a £39.95 or for CPC + • £39.95 

R O P O S D e g ^ £14.95 BLANK DISKS • £2.95 INSIDER £7.95 

I enclose a cheque/PO/cash for £ or debit my Access/Visa No. l 

PLUS P&P: UK and Europe £2 Overseas £3 

I I I I I I I I | ~ l Card Exp 

Name/address. 

ROMANTIC ROBOT. 54 Deanscroft Ave, London NW9 8EN 3 24 hrs 081-200 8870 S A A 
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Beginners All-purpose Symbolic 
Instruction Code? BASIC more 

like. Red-headed, l ive loot 
nine genius? Clur Hodgson 

more like. Put 'em together 
and what have you got? This... 

How would you like to win millions 
on the pools? Now you can with 
Clur's Patented Pools Predictor! 

Well, actually, you cant Ifs only a simple 
random number generator but it will save 
you the bother of deciding which boxes on 
the pools coupon to pick. Not only that, but 
it gives me a great opportunity to explain 
all about using arrays in your BASIC 
programming. Let's have a look at what 
we're working towards: 
10 REM Clur's fab little pools 

proggie 

20 PAPER 0 

30 INK 3,8 

40 PEN 3 

SO CLS 

60 INPUT "How nana watches?",NUMBER 

70 INPUT "Hoy nany guesses?",C 

80 IF ONUMBER THEN PRINT "Don't be 

so blflfim' stupid, you peasant. 

NUMBERS LESS THAN ";NUMBER;" 

0NLY.
B
:G0T0 70 

90 NUMBER=NUMBER+1 

100 DIM N(G> 

110 FOR Y=1 TO G 

120 2=INT(RND*NUMBER) 

130 IF 2=0 THEN GOTO 120 

140 FOR 0=1 TO G 

ISO IF N(C)=2 THEN GOTO 120 

Command 
performance 

ISO NEXT 0 

170 N(V)=2 

180 PRINT 2 

190 NEXT Y 

200 ERASE N 

210 INPUT "Try again (y or n)?",TI 

220 IF UPPERf<tf)="Y" THEN GOTO 106 

230 IF UPPER!<t$):"N" THEN END 

Not only are arrays used in this 
program but. carrying on from last month's 
graphics program, there's also a neat 
change from the normal CPC text and 
background colours in the first few lines. 

Think of using colours on the 
Amstrad in the same way as you would 
ink pens on sheets of paper (yes. ifs 
analogy time coming up). In total you 
have 27 colours of pen and paper to 
play with, but you can only use four 
of these colours on-screen at any 
one time. Imagine that you have a 
very tiny desk and there's only 
room for four ink pots and four 
piles of paper (all the other ink pots and 
reems ol paper are stored in a cupboard in 
another room). Each of the ink pots can be 
filled with a different colour ink, numbered 
for convenience (0-26), and the colours of 
the piles of paper must be the same as the 

colours of the ink. Say, for 
example, number 3 ink pot has 
colour 21 in it; to draw in 
colour 21 you must fill your 
pen from pot 3. The BASIC 

Wm command to do this is PEN 3. 
A reminder of this month's now commands: 
PAPER - Represents tho background colour of 
tho CPC screen. 
INK - Change the ink If you want to altor what 
colours are available for you to use. 
PCN - Chan go tho ink in the pon to altor the 
colour tho toxt appears in. 
GOTO - Go back to tho lino numbor stated 
aftor this command. 
D I M A(fi) - Croate an array called A of size B. 
•RASE A - Erato all the on tries in tho array A. 
INT C - Rounds tho number roprosented by 
tho variable C to the nearost whole numbor. 
RND - Gives a random numbor of value 
between 0 and 1. 

ACTION 

Changing the colour of 
paper you're writing on (the 

background 
colour) is |ust 

as easy. If ink 
pot 1 contains 

colour 9 ink, then 
to change the 

background to that 
colour you just pick 

up the corresponding 
pile of paper. In BASIC you |ust use 

" the command PAPER 1. 
But what if you want to use a colour of 

paper or write in a colour that your original 
four pots dont contain? You have to go into 
the next room with one of the ink pots, 
empty it out and replace with the colour you 
want. The BASIC command to do this is INK 
(number of ink pot. number of new ink). For 
example, if pot 0 has colour number 2 m it 
and you want to change that to colour 
number 11 then you type INK 0,11. 

Unfortunately this is where the analogy 
breaks down, because if you change the 
ink in one of the pots, then everything you 
have previously drawn with the ink from 
that pot will magically change to the new 
colour - shame. 



That's enough 
theory... 
Clur's Patented Pools r 
Program (© Hodgsoft 
1994) uses lines 20. 30 
and 40 to alter the 
standard CPC colours to 
pink text on a dark blue 
background. On start up the ink pots are 
filled with dark blue, yellow, cyan and red 
in pots 0, 1, 2 and 3 respectively. So the 
command in line 20, PAPER 0, turns the 
background colour to dark blue. Line 30 
changes the ink in pot 3 to the colour 
represented by the number 8 (red to 
bright magenta). And then the command 
PEN 3 orders Arnold to change the colour 
of the ink in the pen to the ink in pot 3, 
which we previously defined as magenta. 

Input, output 
Now you need to think 
about what you 
actually want the 
program to do. As it's a 
pools program you 
need to find out how 
many matches are 
included on the coupon this week (usually 
58). and how many guesses the user has 
paid for (usually 11). That's what lines 60 

and 70 do. then assigning those 
numbers to the variables NUMBER and 
G. I've covered inputting numbers and 
assigning them to variables before so I 
won't bother going over that ground 
again (you7/ just have to order AA101 
from Back Issues on page 40-a 
back-on-form Dave). 

Line 80 is what I like to call a 
common sense line, it looks at G (the 
number of guesses) then at 
NUMBER (the number of teams). If 
the value of G is higher than the 
value of the variable NUMBER, the 

program sends out a message 
saying that this situation is pretty 
stupid. Then the command GOTO 
70 orders Arnold to forget about 
going through the lines in order 
like usual and to go back to line 
number 70 to ask for another 
number to be inputted for the 
number of guesses (line 90 is 
simply adding one on to the 
number of teams variable to make 
sure that the computer does 
include the numbers of all the 
teams in its calculations and 
doesn't miss off the last one.) 

Randomise 
and rationalise 
So all we 
really need to 
do now is to 
print out a list 
of numbers 
which is G long 

and not going above 
the value of NUMBER. But 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 ...won't really do. we need the 
numbers to be randomly selected from 
the range available to us. For this I need 
to introduce you to a lovely little 
command: RND. 

Just typing PRINT RND into the 
computer and hitting return will instruct 
Arnold to print, on screen, a random 
number of a value between 0 and 1 (for 
example, 0.271940568). But you need a 
number between one and 58 (inclusive). 
All you have to do is multiply RND by the 
value NUMBER and the program will pick 
a number within the range specified. 

The line 10 Print RND' 10 would print 
out a number between 0 and 10. But that 
would print out a number with seven 
digits after the decimal point and you're 
after whole numbers (or integers as 
they're known in the trade). So change 
the line to 10 PRINT INT(RND* 10), and 
you'll be rewarded with a whole number 
between 1 and 10. 

A pools program not only needs to 
print out a set of numbers but it also 
needs all those numbers to be different 
from one another. So you need to store 
all the numbers in memory and check 
each number against the list in memory 
before it gets printed out. The way to do 
this is to store all the numbers in what is 
known as an array. 

Soaking up the 
arrays 
On line 100 of the 
program we arrive and 
a strange command. 
DIM N(G). This tells 
Arnold that we want an 
array set up in memory that is going to be 
called N and Itave the dimension G. in other 
words it will be able to hold G amount of 

strings in the array (G being the number of 
guesses as defined earlier in the program). 

The next line. 110 should look vaguely 
familiar, it's just the start of a FOR NEXT 
loop as explained in last month's Basically 
Basic. Inside the loop are instructions for 
a random number between 0 and number 
to be assigned to the variable Z. Then the 
program checks whether the Z is equal to 
0; if it is the program goes back to line 
120 to pick another number. 

On line 140 something very weird 
happens - there's a FOR NEXT loop inside 
a FOR NEXT loop, this time using a 
variable called C. This loop checks 
through the numbers in the array N, from 
the first to the last, to check if the 
variable Z is contained in the array. If it is 
then the program goes back to line 120 
to pick another integer to check 

II the integer Z is neither equal to 0 
nor contained in the array N then that 
number will be stored in array N (line 170) 
and then printed out (line 180). Then in 
line 190 the program loops round to line 
110 to go through it all again. The loop 
will only stop when Arnold has printed out 
the amount of numbers as specified in the 
variable G (the number of guesses). 

This is not the end 
Arrays are stored in the computer's 

memory until you tell it to 
^ i wipe that section of its 
H I memory or switch the 
^ ^ ^ ^ 1 power off. The 

1 command for wiping 
the section of the 

memory which is storing the array ts 
ERASE. So line 200 erases the 
entries in the array N. If you didn't do 
that then if you ran the random 
number generator again (see / 
line 220) it would just give 
you the same numbers over 
again. 

The function of ine 210 
is to check whether the 
user is happy with the 
numbers they've been 
given. If they answer yes 
(Y) then the program goes 
back to line 120 and Arnold 
prints out another set of 
random integers. If they 
answer no (N) then the 
program ends and you're left 
with a ready prompt. 

Well, I think that's about it 
Clur's fab Patented Pools 
Predictor well and truly 
explained. Tune in next month 
for more brilliant BASIC 
programs and 
more BASIC 
commands 
for you to get 
your head 
around. TTFN. 

April 1994 AMS 



The contenders lor Hie fight-
weight colour 24-pin printer 

world title light both look 
lighting lit (though one's 
quite a lew p o u n d s more 

than the other). The 
referee for this match is 

Simon Forrester. 

bits that, once broken, would stop the printer 
from ever worki' ij again. This wasn't a printer 
for using; this was a printer for running away 
from, screaming it .. ubbish. 

Anyway, we don't have to suffer them these 
days. In fact, we can use justauout my dot 
matrix printer going. Two printers that have ' 
been released are Citizerfs ABC 24. and Star's 
LC24-30. both of which i:re 24-pm and capable 
Of cok*ui, Which one sho jld you get? 

Ci t i sen ABC 2 4 
Weighing in at: £180 
This is a pnnteij aimed at tr^ t _ smaH 
business S W The term Citizen used in their 
nressthingy was SOHO, an acronym for Small 
Office. Home Office. Tha 's you, that is. This was 
the printer that originally came in for review, w * 
you've already been int' Juceidi^^Pt7v.ije m 
Mary's preview. And in th^opposite comer... 

Star U 2 4 - 3 ( H H i 
W e i g h i n g in c; 
If you'd have becm m the M office when a mce. 
polite represenlitive fron Star Micromcsj^fccu, 
say the price aa quickly as he could to make it 
sound a little billess than it actually was. you'd 
have learnt a loiof new words that you definitely 

• couldn't have repeated to your 
mothe f fP * *™ 

£350 quickly enough for your 
own sanity. This is . 
to be their cc .under with the 
ABC. Things aren't looking 
good foristar so far, are they? 

1 Amnrad's planed DMP range //as rubbish. 
2 Thefreally were completely and utterly 
mexo^biy luObidii. 

The Amstrad DMP pi iter vas a rubbish lit! 
beast did I mention that >t .visn't very good?), 
having only nine pins (wh en was okay back then 
but ruobish now), and u i ^ *'Obably the wors. 
design of ribbon imaginable which ran out after 
about a day. It was slow, noisy and shoddity put 
togetr er, with lots of irreplaceable flimsy plastic 

Ml any years back, when Amstrad first 
I released the CPC. they came up 
I with a brilliant method 7i waning 

sure they majle huge amounts of cash; they tried 
to make the machine utterly ir<compatible with 
just about evary other peripheral known to man, 
meaning ttiui users had to -.urytWng from 
Amstrad at incredibly high prices - the discs 
were three-inches wide, the formats were deeply 
strange, the printer port was odd. and the tape 
ports owed more to the BBC 
Model 8 than they did to 
common sense. 

e n 0 u 8 h 

with the printer port, tttou^ - the 
standard was known as 
Centronics, and it was still 
possible to buy printers that 
would C O o t h e r 
manufiturers. T- Is is a good job 
for two reasons; 

Colour? Programming 
Just a quick note, because this is a 
review, not a tutorial - if you want to 
use your printer from BASIC, you can 
use the print command as usual, but 
whereas you used to have PRINTft'Ttw 
Hairy One", you have to use 
PRINT6#8. "The Hairy One" instead. So 
now you know. 

That's right, colour. Though your CPC will 
give a standard black and white output, a 
colour printout Is perfectly possible, 
either using Epson codes (technical flng) 
from your own programs, or a colour 
dump package for printing out screens In 
colour, several of which are readily 
available from PO libraries 

can see at a g!» ce 
•? two compare I've 

April 1994 AIWISTRAD ACTION 
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Max 
Spttd 

Draft 
NLQ 

240cps 
080cpt 

Draft 
NLQ 

240cps 
080cps 

And so. In this ftrst round, 
they start off level pegging. 

Direction Bidirectional, with loglc-
soeking for characters. 

Bidirectional, with logic-
seeking for charactors. 

Both heads travol in both 
directions is what that means. 

Draft 
NLQ 

Courier 
Sans Serif 
Prestige 
Roman 
Courier 
Script 

Draft 
Roman 
Sans Serif 
Courier 
Prestige 
Script 

And still the two contondors 
are hoad to head. 

Sheet or tractor food. Shoet or tractor foed. Ono of thorn has got to pull 
away soon (I hope) 

Max 
R ^ s ^ l u l i o i i 

As graphics. 360 dpi (one 
way. you pick) by 360 dpi 
(tho other way. it sooms). 

Again, 360 dots per inch in 
either diroction. Do you 
realise that's 2.880 dots 
across one piece of paper? 

More importantly, can you 
believe I actually get paid 
for writing this stuff? 

8k. upgradable to 104k. 
Tho 8k alono would be 
porfectly adequate for Just 
about any use, but if you 
wanted to print DTP pagos. 
you'll need the upgrade. 

By tho time you've got it 
running on your CPC. 
you're looking at about 
256 bytes. That's 32 
times less, and wouldn't 
print diddly without 
holding your printer up 
for an ice ago or so. 

Finally, something different. 
If you plan to print toxt in a 
hurry (or ovon in a day), the 
Citizon printor wins this 
catogory, as the Star's 
buffer system won't bo much 
use to your CPC. 

Tho whole thing is 38.5cm 
wide. 24.7cm deep and 
16.7cm high. 

This one is a chunkier 
38.6cm wide. 27.5cm 
deop and 19.5cm high. 

The Citizon is smaller. The 
Star is bigger. This category 
was bought to you by the 
words 'big' and 'small'. 

Print 
HI€£€h1 L i f e 

200 million dpi 100 million dpi We've all seen the battery 
ads - wouldn't they be better 
if a bunny got shot doad by a 
flying red hot printer pin? 

£180 £350 I know, I just had to 
montion theso prices again 
- £350 just appeals to my 
sonso of humour. 

I'UHB'frii 



M A C H I N E C O D E r 

The Hairy 
firmware guide 
Unfortunately. Amstrad stopped printing the 
huge black book containing all the firmware 
calls you'd ever need some timo ago. Fear 
not. because the Hairy Firmware | 
should see you through troubled times: 

Ifs basically tho input version of 
&BC8C, so look at that ono. 

It's that closing thing, with no 
ontry conditions, corrupting 
flags and reglstors and having 
a carry flag that says whether 
you were successful or not 

This call roads the data into 
memory. The only ontry condition is H I 
containing tho address to put tho data 
at. and you can bet the carry flag does its 
thing and other bits ond pieces corrupt 

This entry sets up an output stream to be 
written to. On ontry, B must contain the 
longth of the filename, HL must contain the 
addross of the filonamo. and DE must 
contain the addross of a 2k buffer. On exit, 
thoro isn't much to say. apart from the fact 
that the carry flog indicates whether the 
operation was successful. Just about all 
main registers and flags corrupt on exit 

To close an output stroam, use this call with 
no ontry conditions. The carry flag indicates 
success. Just about all main registers and 
flags corrupt on exit 

This sends the data out to the file previously 
opened. On entry, HL contains the address of 
tho data to bo saved, DE contains the data 
length, and BC contains the entry address (tho 
address that'll be automatically jumped to if 
the code is run from BASIC), and A contains 
the We type. The carry flag indie atos whether 
the operation was successful. Just about all 
main registers and flags corrupt on exit. 

After all of this oxtendod cataloguo stuff, 
you might like to know that this call simply 
performs a normal catalogue of tho disc or 
tape with no strings attached. All you need 
to do is enter the routino with OE containing 
the address of on availablo 2k buffor for the 
CPC to store its information. On exit, the 
carry flag indicates success and all other 
registors and flags go doyley (eh? - Dave). 

This writes a pure chunk of data out to tape. 
On entry. HL must contain the start address 
of the code. OE must hold the length, and A 
must contain a synchronisation (identity) 
byte. On exit, just about everything corrupts. 

Reads in a chunk of data produced by Cas 
Writo. The parameters aro identical, as are 
the oxlt conditions, with tho carry flag 
indicating success. 

Chocks a chunk of data against a part of 
memory. Entry conditions aro identical to 
Cas Road, and on oxit the carry flag 
indicates tho integrity of the file. 

April 1 994 AMSTRAD ACTION 

bit of the page is called? You know, 
the bit in the lettering that's smaller 
than the headline but bigger than the 
body copy and tells you things like, 

"this feature, which was written by 
Simon Forrester, is a machine code 

tutorial." No? Ah well, just wondering. 
We like writing them, you see... 

you've been following this series, and if not. why 
not?), so take a look at the Hairy Firmware Guide 
which has all the information you need. 

In case you're wondering {go on, admit it), 
the file type 2 indicates that the file is binary; 
it's not all that important as far as machine 
code is concerned, but BASIC is likely to throw 
a bit of a wobbly on contact with the file if you 
don't specify this, so ifs best to include it. 

Anyway, let's write a little loader for 
that file: 

Id b,12 

Id hl.filnan 

Id de,48000 

call 4bc8c 

Id hi,48000 

Id de,4233e 

Id bc,49a97 

Id a,402 

call 4bc98 

call 4bc8f 

ret 

,filnan:db "CHUCKIE .BIN" 

But does any of that 
mean anything to you? (No 
- Dave.) Probably not -
knowing the firmware 
routines involved might help 
a little (I'm not going to go 
through it line by line, because 
you should have got the hang of the 
mechanics of machine code by now if 

org 67080 

l i n i t 47fff 

org 47000 

liftit 47fff 

Id b,12 

Id hl,filnan 

Id de,48000 

call 4bc77 

Id hi,48000 

call 4bc83 

call 4bc7a 

JP 49a97 
,filnan:db "CHUCKIE .BIN" 

Do all your normal bits and 
take a look at the firmware 

calls, so we can go on to 
something more juicy. 

Long felines 
It's time for some extended 

CATs. The problem a lot of 

ast month we took a look at 
writing a direct sector 
loader, which was a routine 

to read a block of data directty from the disc 
without hassling around with files and things. 
Some people might just have wanted to be able 
to write out a normal file to disc, though. So for 
anyone who doesn't like wasting their time on 
trivial and completely pointless 
exercises such as writing direct 
sector loaders that any disc copier 
could romp through, here's a brief 
guide to writing normal files. 

First, then, you need to write 
out a file. For the sake of this 
exercise, use that standard 
binary file that I love so much: 

File CHUCKIE.BIN 

Addr 48000 

Lngt 4233E 

Exec 49A97 

And without further ado, 
let's get straight to the code: 



people encounter with binary files is that once 
they're on the disc, it's very difficult to get 
information such as exact length or entry 
addresses on them. There is a way, though, as 
the firmware routine at &BC77 (Cas In Open) 
gives certain details about files when it's used. 
The information itself is stored in the registers on 
exit if the command was successful: 

A File type 
DE Location 
BC Length 
The execution address is held at the memory 

address &1A bytes after HL. and so can be 
calculated using the following, placing the 
execution address in DE: 

Id de,4001a 

add hl.de 

Id e,(hl> 

inc hi 

Id d,(hl) 

And so we can discover the attributes of 
almost any file. One odd thing to remember is 
that binary files created by Maxam don't have a 
length as far as this routine is concerned. This is 
because of the way the program writes the file 

out, but don't worry about it. 

M A C H I N E C O D E E 

Org 

Behead 
it instead 
I can bear you. tape-owning 
readers - you're all reaching for 
the writing paper, planning to 
send a letter into the mag 
threatening to stop reading, sue. libel or 
bomb us if we don't cater for you 
sooner or later. Here are a few bits and 
pieces that should keep you ticking 
over, in the form of headerless hies. 

A headerless file is exactly that - a 
file without a header. In their raw form, BASIC can't 
read them, as they're not all nice and structured 
(they're just a leader tone and a mess of squeaks), 
but if you want to write a tape loader that doesn't 

mess around with proper files, 
here's how to do it. We'll start with 

| saving our Chuckie Egg file out in 
headertess form: 

org A7000 

linit 47fff 

Id hi,48000 

Id de,4233e 

Id a,480 

call 4bc9e 

And to load it back in and run it again: 

org 47008 

U n i t 47fff 

Leave my 
cat alone 
Now we've been 
through extended 
catalogues, you might 
want to know how to 
do a standard 
catalogue, like the 
sort you'd get if you 
typed CAT in BASIC. 
The firmware call 

involved is listed in the Hairy Firmware Guide, but 
to save you the slog of shifting your eyes over to 
a different part of this spread: 

Id de,buffer 

call 4bc9b 

I think we can just about leave it at that. 

Id hi,48000 

Id de,4233e 

One minor chango you'll have 
noticed to this month's 
column is that ovory mini-
listing has a base addross 

Those aren't moant to be concrete, 
i fs just that judging by tho 
letters, some poople don't fool 
quite safo freely romping 

around memory. If you're using 
tho actual example program 

{Chuckle Egg) that I am, the 
address given will work 
perfectly for you. If you're not. 

you might have to work out some 
new addresses for your routines that 
stoor clear of oxisting programs. 

Id a,480 

call 4bcal 

jp 49a97 

That was easy, wasn't it? The only part you 
may not have understood was the figure held in 
the A register. It's the synchronisation byte -
think of it as a file name, as the read routine will 
ignore every file that doesn't have the 
synchronisation byte of &80. Like riding a bike or 
watching an episode of Twin Peaks, ifs simple 
once you get the hang of it. 

Can you verify that? 
I know - when I first started using headerless 
files, I thought they sounded pretty dodgy as 
well. There is a verify routine, however, and it's 
really simple to use. All you have to do is rewind 
the tape once you've saved the file out, keeping 
the original in memory, and then run the 
following routine: 

org 47000 

liNit 47fff 

Id hi,48000 

Id de,4233e 

Id a,480 

call 4bca4 

After this routine, if the file was okay, the 
carry flag will be set. If the file is dodgy, carry is 
false. Either way, you'll be able to check and. if 
there is a problem, re-save the file. 

So now you know. Doesn't the world 
somehow seem a better place? 

Next Month 
Dear Mr Campbell. 
As publisher of the magazine Amstrad Action. I 
feel you really ought to do something about the 
situation regarding Simon Forrester's Assembly 
Line series of articles. For a full two paragraphs, 
he was talking about tape firmware which didn't 
apply to me at all. 

If your writers continue to ignore large 
portions of their readership for what I feel to be 
far too great lengths of time, I'll have to think 

vory carefully about buying your mag in future. 
Thanks for your valuablo timo. 
Roger Obviouslymadeupname. Tunbridge Wells 

Dear Roger 
In a nice public relations sort of thing, I'll get 
Simon to cover something next month that'll 
definitely apply to you - programming 
toolboxes, and what they can do for you. 

Thanks for taking the time to whinge to me, 
Colin Publisher 
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Pipeline by Ralf Brostedt 
Pipe Crazy by C Moullec 

Most games place you in the role of a muscle-
bound hero, an ace racing driver or a famous 
movie-star. These games, however, let you live 
the not-quite-so-glamourous role of... a plumber! 

Where have you heard that before? (Super 
Mario Bros?-Dave.) Probably in a Pipemanta 
review, as both Pipeline and Pipe Crazy are 
Pipemarua clones. Like in the original, you're 
faced with a grid that 
features a leaky valve 
Within a few seconds 
the washer gives up 
the ghost and the 
valve starts gushing 
forth water. Ifs your 
job to connect 
various bits of piping 
to the valve to form 

^ J J J i r j J J y 
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one long pipe thafll carry 
the water away. 

The piping comes in 
various different shapes and 
sizes, but unfortunately you 
can't choose your pieces. 
They're chosen randomly for 
you. so you've got to make 
do with whatever piping 
you're given. You are, 
however, given the chance to 
do some forward planning, 
because the next three available bits of piping 
are displayed for you on the left of the screen. 

To place a section of pipe, you simply move 
your cursor to the position where you want the 
pipe and hit the fire button. To complete a level, 
you must construct a pipe of the required length 
before the water overflows out of the end. 

Pipemania is one of the most enjoyable 
games I've ever played. Unfortunately, neither of 
its PD clones come close to matching its 
plumbing perfection. 

Pipeline, which boasts colourful graphics and 
leveWesign faithful to the original, is ruined by a 
slow moving cursor. It was the frantic nature of 
Pipemania that made it so good. The inability to 
speedily move the cursor around the screen 

^ destroys the gameplay. 
L The completely 

opposite is the case 
with Pipe Crazy. While 
the cursor moves 
around the screen at 
an admirable speed, 
the level-design is 
dreadful. The difficulty of 

every second level is based on the fact that you 
can't swap around sections of the pipe once 
you've laid them down - an idea which doesn't 
work at all well. The other levels are all too easy, 
no matter which of three difficulty levels you use. 

Neither of the games are desperately bad -
they will keep you amused for a few minutes, but 
both could have been a whole lot better. 

• • • • 
Enter the 

Public Domain! 
And now. especially for all new AA readers -
everything you've ever wanted to know about TO. 
but have always been afraid to ask! 

So what Is It then? TO software is software that 
has been donated by its authors to the Public 
Domain. This means that It I t free for anybody to 
copy, as long as nobody makes any profit out of it 
and It is not altered in any way. Yes, that's light, 
i fs FREE! What's more, there's absolutely loads of 
It available for the CPC. covering every 
imaginable ute for your machine - games, utilities 
and applications. 

I bet you're thinking. 'If Ifs free it cant be any 
good, can It7" Yet it can. actually! While there is 
inevitably a lot of rubbish to be found in the Public 

Domain, there is also plenty of quality software 
available, which Is every bit as good as. if not 
better than, the commercial equivalent. And while 
commercial releases for the CPC continue to 
dwindle, there is always a steady stream of TO 
being released. To make sure that you only got 
the very best PD available, all you need to do i t to 
read the reviews In this column* 

Where can you get hold of It? The most 
common way of obtaining TO in Britain is to get It 
from one of the many PD libraries. These have 
large selections of PD which they will copy for you 
for a small copying charge (usually about 25p per 
side of ditc). All the software reviewed In Public 
Image should be available from all the libraries 
listed in the Amscene Directory. Send any of them 
an SAE. and they'll be happy to send you a 
catalogue of the software they distribute, along 
with full details of how to order i t 

The French connection 
Is this the only way of obtaining PD? No In 
Europe, where the TO scene It most active, there 
are virtually no PD librarios at all Why is this? 
Well, most CPC users on the continent get hold of 
PD software from pen-pals, at home and abroad. 
The authors of the software give their productions 
to aU their contacts, who in turn give copies to 
their contacts, and to on. In this way the software 
gets around In no time at all. If you wanted to use 
this method yourself, you could placo a small ad 
in AA saying that you are looking for contacts to 
swap TO software with, and you should get a 
decent response. Obviously, though, you'd need 
to have some TO to swap in the first place, so 
you're still going to have to ute the service 
offered by the TO libraries 

It i t from contactt abroad that the Public 
Domain librariet get most of their software The 
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D e a t h ' s 
Ticket 

By Royer Sebastien 
Death's Ticket is a sideways-scrolling shoot-
'om-up of tho R-Typo variety. The problem 
with that comparison is that tho makers of 
R-Type will probably sue for defamation of 
charactor. Death's Ticket looks interesting 
enough whon you first load it up. but you 
soon realise that there's little to it. and it's 
actually quite dull. 

There are a number of things which work 
against this game. First, there aro only three 
types of enemies, two of which just hang In 
tho air. The other one flies at you, but it only 
moves horizontally, so it might as well just 
hang liko the others for all tho difference 
that startl ing innovation makes. 

P U B L I C D O M A I N 21 
Gosh, this looks 1 wonder ^ 
stortflngly or ig ina l . wha t ' s on ^ 

- r -
the tolly? _ 

-o e 

$ t f i n r 

All the enemies can be dodged with ease 
because the game moves at a snail's pace. 
You can, if you want, shoot them, but there's 
little fun in it, and anyway, you'll hnd that you 
run out of bullets In no t ime at all. 

Although the screenshots may 
look decent onough. don't be 
fooled - while the graphics are 
colourful, tho gamoplay could 
hardly bo loss interesting. 

if i l f 1 ~ "»• ri««V»". r " i f f i ' r ' £»r v Hi iVi l f " V." f v n i r u i n r 
It never rea l ly got started. 

By Laurent Vittecoq 
For any of you whose 

intellectual appetites still 
haven't been satisfied, or 

any Puzznic fans craving for a 
bit more action, here comes Zaxon, yet another 
PD puzzler in the Puzznic mould. 

If you've ever played any Puzznic clone, it won't 
take you long to get to grips with this one. As 
usual, you're faced with a screen full of patterned 
Wocks. You have to move the blocks around to 
position matching blocks next to each other, at 
which point they vanish. When you've eliminated all 
the blocks, you go on to the next level. 

What makes Zaxon different is that when you 
move the blocks, they slide along as if they're on 

ice, only coming to a halt when they 
hit a wall or another block, or when they fall off 
the end of a platform. The other major difference 
is that they won't disappear unless one crashes 
into another from the side, so unlike other 
Puzznic clones, you can't get away with landing 
them on top of each other. 

As regards presentation, the graphics 
feature a strange choice of colours, and 
there's no music, no instructions and 
no level designer. The cursor is also 
slow to move and respond. However, 
owing to the nature of the game, these 

small deficiencies fail to impinge on what is most 
important - gameplay. which is available in 
abundance in this game owing to the clever 
design of the levels. 

Zaxon may not be as good as 
Puzzmx, but it's not all that bad 
either. For Puzzmx fans ^ • 
looking for a new challenge, it's 
worth checking out. 

Next Month... 
As well as another collection of PD paraphernalia, next 

month's pulsating Public Image will feature an in-depth 
interview with Fraggle of Moving Pixels, whom you'll 
know for being responsible for the likes of Jumpmanla, 

Puzznix. Crazy Snake and many more. So what's he 
up to at the moment? You'll just havo to wait 

until next month to f ind out! 

small fee you pay them is really to cover the 
costs they incur In obtaining softwaro 

Share and share alike 
Is shareware the same as PO? Yes and no. 
Shareware, like PD, can be freely distributed 
and is available f rom PD libraries. The 
difference is that if you like the software and 
make use of H. then you should pay a small 
shareware feo to the author of the software. If 
evoryone has the decency to pay the tiny fee 
roquested. then the author is motivated to 
continue producing software for the CPC. and 
so we all benefit 

That should be all you need to know about 
the Public Domain. However, H you've any 
further questions, just put pen to paper and 
write to me at the usual AA address, and I'U be 
happy to supply the answer. 

SEl?l<Jl)S Disk repair Anonymous 
Anyone with a disc-drive knows 

the problem - your disc keeps giving 
you read errors, even after re-formatting. 

Often only a part of the disc is corrupt, which is 
really irritating, because 
this is always the part 

• • A 9 that tho computer tries 
H to save on to. Damn 
^ and blast, eh? 

rifflfe!) Diskrepair gets around 
' H I P ' this problem, by 

Q identifying tho part of 
the disc that is 

/ copying a dummy file 

on to It. The 
dummy file is hidden away in another user area, so 
for all intents and purposes, what you're left with is 
a perfect disc, albeit with a little less storago 
capacity than you had before. 

Using Diskrepair i t simplicity itself; all you've 
got to do i t move the cursor over an option on the 
monu screen and press fire. However, for some 
strange reason that I can t quite understand, 
control is by joystick only. 

The only other thing I can say against Diskrepair 
is that it's nothing new ~ the excellent 
Disc'oMagic by Joker ol Beng! also 
includes a repair facility, plus loads ^ O I ^ g K ^ 
of other utilities. However. If you ^ M E W > 
don't want to pay Dfsc'o "Magic's M V / 
small shareware fee. then you should 
find Diskrepair very useful indeed. 
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L I S T I N G S 

Simon realty does get Hte easy life - he doesn't have to type any 
of these programs in himseH, whereas you do. Ha! {But it's worth 

the effort, honest guv - says the diploma€y ed.) 

War* 

M a y K 
» f g^Mi 

T o p i O 

Personally 1 r e a l ly ha te Mils 
gross col o u i s c h c ni o... 

•

This game, from 
John Strangeway of 
Kelso, is what you'd 
end up with if you 
got hold of a copy 
of Tron Cycles, took 

H S ^ ^ H i s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B j i away 
but gave one of the 

players the ability to suddenly warp to the other 
side of the arena. You play the part of the blue 
line on the right hand side of the screen, and at 
any point you want, you can hit the space bar. to 
make your line scream over to the left in an 
attempt to hit the first cell of the white line. 

If you succeed in hitting the very first pixel of 
that line, you'll score a point. If the line has 
already passed by the time you get to it. you'll 
die. If, however, you fire too early, you'll simply 
make the white line bounce off your blue line, and 
it'll gradually make its way over to your side of 
the screen. When it gets there, you'll die. 

Okay, so this probably isn't the ultimate in 
home video entertainment, but ifs here for a very 
special reason - it contains quite a few little 

programming points that it'd do you a hell of a lot 
of good to take some notice of. Type it in, then. 

DAHC 10-RENUarx 
NAEA 28 - REN Copyright • 1393 • By John • Strangeway 
BAHC 38-REN 
BAJF 49•h-0 
EACH 58'SYNBOL-AFTER-32 
BALP 68 MODE 6 
JAJD 78'SVNBOL-62,8,1X18611861,1X1188116,8,8, 

8,8,8 
GAGG 88•INK•8,3:BORDER•3:PAPER•8 
FAHO 98•INK -1,IS:INK•2,2:INK - 5,8 
GACF 100 INK 3,26:INK 6,11:INK-8,8 
FAID 116-INK IS,11,16:INK-7,13 
FAAH 120-INK'14,21,8:INK-13,6,6 
EADF 138-INK-S,9:INK-10,S 
CAAI 140•INK-4 f18 
IANJ 158>UINDOUI2,2,19,3,28:PAPERI2,S:CLSI2 
IANO 160•HIND0HI1,2,19,22,24:PAPER 11,1 :CLSI1 
IACN 170 HIND0WI3.2.19,21.21:PAPERI3,4:CLSI3 
LAW 186 • PLOT • 36,17,1: DR AU • 38,376: MAN • 688,37 

O:DRAU-608,17 
LAOH 190-PLOT•27,17,1:DRAM'27,374:DRAW-612,37 

4:DRAU 612,17 
CAXI 200-PLOT-27,373,1iDRAW-612,373 
CAFJ 218-PL0T-27,369,1:DRAM 612,369 
JABP 220 LOCATE 12,8,2:PEN 12,11:PRINTS2."Mar 

JA0B 230 L0CATE I2,8,3:PEN I2,7:PRINTI2."»» • 

IA00 240 LOCATEI2,9,4:PEN 12,10:PRINTI2,"B<j" 
JADN 258 LOCATEI2,8,S:PEN I2,l8:PRINTI2,*John • 

NAIF 260-L0CATEI2,S,6:PEN-12,16:PRINII2,'Stra 
ngevay" 

NAC0 278'L0CATEI2,3,7:PEN -12,18:PRINTI2,"Copy 
rijht-1993* 

DBPA 280 LOCATE 12,3,12:PEN•12,9:PRINTI2,"Top 
:':LOCATE-«2,8,12:PRINTI2,USINCaMHMII 

NADL 290 LOCATE • 1.1,2:PEN• »1.13:PRINTil.*••S 
PACE-to-Plas' 

DADC 300 klrlNKEYI 
EAIJ 318•IF*VI:"•"•THEN-338 
CABK 328 C0T0 388 
CAED 3)8 ni l '« i l l « PU| « ••«•« « 
BAN0 340•CLSV1 
BAP0 3S6-CLSI2 
FAFN 360'conp:40:plar:598 
CACH 370-bonus:S00:score:0 
AAFP 388 
GBCK 390'LOCATE'I1,1,2:PENI1,2:PRINTI1,CHRI< 

2S3)»":":PENIl,8:LOCAIE'il.3,2:PRINT'll 
,USINC'M«';bonus 

HBXH 400•LOCATE•i1,8,2:PEN•11,2:PRINTS 1,CHRI< 
185)*":PEN 11,8:LOCATE•I1,18,2tPRINTIl 
, USING--HIHtHI"; score 

DANN 410 CLEAR-INPUT 
HAPJ 420•FOR-dliner80'TO-366-STEP-3 
NAKA 430 PL0I'COflp,dline,3:PL0T'plar,447-dlin 

f,6 
DAIC 440-klrINKEVI 
EADK 450-IF•klr**"-THEN-480 
EA0N 460-SOUND-l,100«i,1,10 
EACC 470 NEXT-dhne 
EAEN 480 REN «.« Space-»'« 
FAKP 43Q'plaryr447-dline 

Line 390 
Here's something you might like to try. 
When John wants to display the score, he 
makes suro thore are a certain number of 
digits in the number, whether they're 
unused zeros or not. This is achieved with 
the USING command, that he can give a 
format for the number to use. So if you 
were to use the command: 

PRINT USINC * M . M " j 3 . 4 
You would see: 

•3.40 
Note the space before the number, as that 
was left behind bocause thore was no digit 
to fill that column. If the number was 53.4. 
the five would appear in the far left 
column, and the space would be lost. 

For a detailed list of the various control 
characters (other than #) available to the 
command, take a look at your manual. 

NAEA S00'PLOT'pUr,plary,6:DRA^coflp,plary 
I AND SlO'IF>dhn*rplary«0'THEN'S80 
IAPD S26 IF-dlinerpUry«MHEN'S88 
I ACE S38'IF'dlinerpUr«rl-THEN-S88 
HAEO 540 • IF'dline>plaryTHEN 830 
HAPN SS0 IF'dline(plaryTHEN'700 
BACJ 560 END 
AAGP 570-j 
EA0A S80REN».«Hit•»•« 
HAFI S90-scorerscore*bonu$ 
FA0C 6GGF0R-looprlTO'15 
CAGC 618 SOUND-1,166*1oop,6,IS 
0ADD 620 PLOT-co«p-16.dline*16,15:DRAH-coupM 

O.dhne-18 
0AED 630'PL0T'Conp-10,dline-10,lS:DRAU conpM 

8.dlinf*18 _ _ 
DADN 648 NEXT-loop 
BACP 658-CLSI2 
LAGN 660•PLOT•30,17,1:DRAM• 38,378: DR AM •688,37 

8:DRAM'668,17 
DANA 6?8'CO«pr46 
DAHL S£0•bonusr500 
CADL 690 GOTO>380 
FACN 700REN«'«'Top-Nisi'»-i 
JAFC 710-FOR•c=dline*TO'pIary'STEP•3 
EAFL 720•PLOT'coup,c,3 
EA0J 738-SOUND l,18«i,1,16 
CANH 740-NEXT-C 
EAC0 7S8'COHP:CO«P«40 
EABL 760'DRAW*coup,80.7 
CADA 770•IF•coup)S60<THEN-960 
IANN 780•IF•bonusrSOO•THEN -bonu$:2l0 
FAJN 7SO bonusrbonus-ie 
NAHJ 800 PL0T'Conp-40,plary,S:DRAH'plar.plars 
IANL 810PL0T'plar.365,5:DRAhplar,80 
CA0K 820 GOTO-380 
EADI 830REN*-i'Hi$$.i-* 
HAPJ 840•FOR•crd1ine•TO•365•STEP•3 
EAJL 850-PLOICMIP,C,3 
EACK 860-SOUND'1.10*1,1,10 
CABI 870 NEXT*c 

FALF 880-SOUND-1,0.100,12,1,,31 
KAJ0 89O'PLOT'Conp-10,c*lO,14:DRAW•conp•10,c-

18 
KAB0 S00-PLOT•conp-10,c-10,14:DRAU•conp*10,c» 

18 
GAXC 910•FOR urO• TO• 200:NEXT y 
GACJ 920 PLOT 20,377,0:DRAM•620.377 

Lines 80-140 
Ooh - reading this set of lines. I can't help 
feeling it might have been easier as follows 
(I haven't included all the ink values as 
that'd just be a waste of space): 

FOR p:0 10 3 
REAP i 

INK p , i 
NEXT p 

And later on in the listing to have: 
DATA 0,26,13,6 

This is an all-purpose routine that could be 
inserted into any program, letting the 
programmer change the ink values by 
simply altering the DATA statement. 

When we get down to it, the same type 
of principle could have been used to save 
time and effort with the window set-up 
commands in lines 150 to 170. 
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CAFJ 338•PLOT•28,378.0:DRAW•828,378 
IMF 948-IF-h(score-THEN-h:$core 
CANK 950-C0T0•150 
FAME 960 REM » «-Finish « » 
FALF 978 SOUND 1,8,108,12,I.,31 
BAJH 980-e:80 

KAKO 990 PLOT-coup-10,c»10,14:DRAM'conp*10,c-
16 

LAJA l000 PL0I-co«p-10,c-l0.14:DRAW-conpH6,c 
• i e 

CACF 1018-F0Ru:8-IO-2OO:NEXI-u 
IACI 1020-IF-h<score-THEN-h=score 
CADH 1038-COTO-150 

Spaghetti Worm 

Hie bolognosc 
tauce looks o 

little off as well. 

Don't adjust your 
page - this game 
is actually called 
Spaghetti Worm, a 
title which is explained in the listing. Ifs basically 
a standard worm program-thing, the instructions 
for which can be found on the title screen. All 
you have to do is collect the numbers to make 
your snake grow, with the aim of building a 
snake that's over one hundred segments long. In 
a total disregard for Jonathan Wilson's wishes, 
though, I've brutally renumbered this program 
(because I'm funny like that). 
AAIK 10 ' 

HAND 20•'-Spaghetti-WornHI.0 
IAEC 30''•(c>-Jonathan-Ui1 son -1994 

AALX 48 
LAAX 58*' ' (Orig in* U v e a l ltd •"Spighetti" 
KAHJ 60-• -Horn-because-of-the-type-of 
LAM 70-' 'progranning-"techni<iue"-used). 
AAPK 80 
LAIP 90-'-If-you're-laxy-you-can-skip-out 
LAEH 100-'-the-title-screen-and-the-REMs. 
JAFJ 118.'-But-don't-alter-the code! 
AAKN 128*' 
DAPH 138-'.(BML--DTS> 
AAMN 148>' 
AANN 158 
KALA 160•'•" It '$•S^nbolic•of-Course, . , " 
AAPN 178 
EACX 180-SWB0L-AFTER-32 
KANE 198-SYMBOL-ASCCl" >,126,122,122,122,122, 

122,122,126 
JADL 200• SYMBOL•ftSC("2**),12€,66,122,122,66,94 

,66,126 

JANN 218•SYMBOL•ASC("3"),126,66,122,66,122,12 
2,66,126 

JAEM 228-SYMBOL-ASC<"4"),126,94,94,86,66,118, 
118,126 

JAJL 238•SYMBOL•ASC<"S'),126,66,94,66,122,122 
.66,126 

JAIC 248 - SYMBOL'ASC<"6">,126,94,94,94,66,98,6 
6 , 1 2 6 

KAID 258-SYMB0L-ASCC7"), 126,66,122,114,122,1 
22,122,126 

JADG 268-SYMBOL-ASC("8"),126,66,98,66,98,98.6 
6,126 

JAG0 278-SYMBOL-ASC<"9"),126,66,98.66,122,122 
,122,126 

JAKF 288•SYMBOL-ASC("8"),126,66,98,98,98,98,6 
6 , 1 2 6 

IAAX 296-SYMBOL-ASC(".">,8,68,68,68,68,68,68, 
8 

JAJF 388-SYMBOL-ASC("?"),126,66,122,34,46,56, 
48,56 

JAM 316-SYMBOL-ASCCl" >,56,68,138,138,138,68 
<56 

IADK 328• SYMBOL-ASCCl">,8,56,124,124,124,56, 
8 

IAJ0 338-SYMBOL-ASC(•)">,36,36,36,36,36,36,36 
,36 

HAJP 340-SYMBOL-ASC("(*>,0,24,24,8,8,24,24,8 
HAPP 3S8$YMBOL-ASCC-">,8.8,2SS,8,8,2SS,8,8 
HAN0 366-SYMB0L-ASCC,">,8,6,8.182,162,8,8,8 
IAGH 370-SYMBOL-ASC("•">,36,36,228,4,4,252,0, 

8 
I ABB 3 88-SYMBOL-ASCCO, 8,24,24,96,96,6,8,8 
IACH 398-SYMBOL-ASC("X"),8,8,252,4,4,228,36,3 

6 
IAEA 486 - SYMBOL-ASCCI"),8,8,6,96,96,24,24,8 
IAHH 418-SYMBOL-ASC("/">,8,0,63,32,32,39,36,3 

6 
HA0J 4 28 - SYMBOL-ASCC,"),8,8,8,6,6,24,24,6 
IABH 438-SYMBOL-ASC("">,36,36,39,32,32,63,8, 

0 
HAIJ 440-SYMBOL-ASCCl">,8,24,24,6,6,0,0,0 
AAAO 458-' 
IAIF 468-'-"Constant"-Variable} 
AACO 478-' 
FAOP 480-DEFINT-a-b.d-$,u-z 
EAOC 490-DINa(120),b<120) 
LAOC Se8no$:CHRIUSMCHRI<2)»V»CHRf<8>fCHR 

t(15)*CHRKl> 
MAJH 518-tponf:CHRI (22HCHRI (1 ) : -tpoff f:CHRI( 

22)•CHRt(0) 
CBLP S28 - l f l : *A " : T t l : " S " : -up f= "K " : ' dn l : "N " : • 

spdl:"SL0M"•'either-FAST-or-SLOU 
ABJP 536-slowhl:"("*CHRI<8)4CHRI(lS)*CHRI(2>* 

" ] " *CHRf (15)*CNRI (1 ) : ' fasthf : " ! " 
PAPJ 540-slowtl:CHRI(15)4CHRK8>KHR<(143>«CH 

RI (15 ) »CHRI (1 ) : - fas t t l : " - " 
PAPA 556•IF•spdISLOW"•THEN•head!:slowhf:•ta 

11Srslowtl 

OALM 568•IF -spdl:"FAST"•THEN•headf:fastht:•ta 
i l t : f a s t t l 

EBJI 578-IF-Adans-AND-Hu«e-=-NOT-Tossers-THEN 
•The-Pope-is-a-Protestant 

FAJO 580•EN! -1,-4,-20,8.5,-4,28,8.5 
CAHA 590•sh=l 
AANN 688-' 

Typing listings 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ If you've never typed in a listing 

from AA before, then reading 
S ^ ^ B this following blurb is a 
M REALLY GOOD IDEA. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • Basically, all you need to do I t 

type In exactly what we print EXCEPT 
the first four letters In each line. 
• The first four letters are a code which work in 
conjunction with our unique and utterly 
excellent TypeChecker program below. 
• Only press RETURN when you get to the end 
of a command line. If a command line goes on 
to two lines do not press RETURN at the break 
in the line. Your lines on screen should break in 
exactly the same place as they do in the mag. 

TypeChecker 
This is a program that enablos you to check 
whether you have typed AA listings in correctly. 
Type It In. then SAVE It for future use. So, when 
you want to type in an AA listing, and you want 
to double check that you got It right: 
• Load up TypeChecker. 
• Type NEW. 
• Type in the listing of your choice. 
• When you've finished type LIST. 
• At the end of every line a highlighted code 
will appear. It should correspond with the code 
printed in front of the same line in AA. If it 
doesn't you have typod in that line incorrectly. 

PAUL 10-TypeChecker-U1.0'--BySinon-Forrest 
*r--D»c-1992 

MAOJ 20-'-For-Anstrad-Act ion---Public-Domain 
DANK 30-MEMORY-I9FFF 
CAJK 46-csuar0 
CANE 50 -FOR -addr=4A808- TO -1A05B 
DAKJ 60-READ-bytft 
GAJB 78.b»t*:UAL<"4"*bj|tel> 

FACF 88 - POKE-addr,byte 
GAFB 90-csu«:csun*byte 
DALK 100-NEXT-addr 
O K I 118 • IF • e$ua< >42ADD - THEN • PRINT • "Check sun • 

Error":END 
LAKE US • POKE •«AO011 PEEK • (ABBSB >: POKE •«A802, P 

EEK-(iBBSC) 
KAHI 120 -POKE - 4BB5A,4C3!POKE -4BB5B,43:POKE -IB 

BSC,AM 
MACN 130-PRINT-"TypeChecker-VI.0-Instalied":E 

ND 
HABC 140-DATA-CF,FE,93,FE,0A,CA,Q0,A0,FS,CS,D 

5,E5,FE,0D,CA,22 
LACJ 1S0-DATA-A0,5F,16,80,2A,SA,AO,19,22,5A.A 

0,E1,D1,C1,F1,C3 
LAFJ 160-DATA-00,AO,3E,20,CD,00,AO,3E,18,CD,0 

0,A0,2A,5A,AO,7C 
LADI 170-DATA-CD,45,AO,7D,CD,45,AO,3E,18,CD.O 

0,06,21,08,06,22 

LACN 180-DATA-SA,A8,C3,1B,A0,F5,E6,0F,C6,41,C 
D,00,A0,F1,E6,F0 

KAJC 196-DATA-1F,1F,1F,1F,C6,41,CD,00,A0,C9,0 
0,00,END 

Turning TypeChecker off (it is automatically 
initialised when you RUN the program above) 
and back on again is quite simple: 

POKE 8BB5B.0 To turn It off 
POKE 4BB5B ,3 To turn it back on again 

TypeChecker was an Amstrad Action 
presentation brought to you in association with 
Hairy Happening F>roductions Ltd. 
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Safe Soft's Disc Archiver 
Odder and odder, thought Alice. K turns out 
ttiat some people aro having trouble using 
this listing from issuo 101, because of odd 
things like buffer space taken by 
TypeChecker. If you run the program 
without TypeChecker In memory everything 
will be fine, but just in case, you can replace 
the first lines of the original listing with: 

CAJK 10-MEN0RY-l7FFF:addr:l8866 
CAE! 28-READ-bl 
KAMI 38-IF-bl:"MaTHEN-SAVE-"sda.bin",b,18886 

,!BF8 

FAJO 48•POKE•addr, VALCI" »bl > 
EAEF 50 addr:addr»l 
CABE 66-GOTO-20 

You don't have to re-type all the data 
statements, just the first six lines (phew). 
This will then savo out a binary file to disc. 
To run this, you can use the following 
program (you can't just run the filo that 
was saved out): 

DAFX 10-MEMORY-I3FFT 
FALL 28-LOAD-"sda.bin",14686 
CAJK 36-CALL-14686 
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Elite 
I f s that covertape tha fs plagued my life 
since it was sel lotaped* to the front of 
the hundredth issue of AA. Normal 6128 
owners (not Plus owners) who are having 
problems getting the tape to work might 
f ind this listing useful. All you have to do 
is type it in. and run it with your Elite tape 
in the drive: 

CAAM 10-LOftD • "e l i te .bin", 4BE80 
DAHE 20•POKE ABE94,0 
DAJE 30P0KE A8E9S.0 
DALE 40•POKE•ABE96.0 
CAGN SO-CALL-ABE80 

0A0I 610 • ' • Install-464-COPyCHRI-(by-Stuart-Ca 
scoignt) 

AAPN 688 
JAFA 630DATA-cd,60,bb,eb,23,Se.23,56,12,c9 
DAHJ 648-RESTORE-630 
EACL 858-NENORY* HIMEM-10 
FANL 660•copychrrHIHEM• 1 
XALA 670-FOR-cp:copychr-TO>copychr*9 
DABB 680-- READ-cpl 
FAM0 698-•P0KE-cp,VAL("l"*cpl) 
CAJ0 788-NEXT-cp 
AAPN 718*' 
FACK 728-'•Tit le-screen 
AAB0 738-' 
JAOJ 740•DATA -"000001008881000111888111188011 

000 i r .291 
JAHJ 7S8-DATA*"000001000001001800100100010818 

18181",228 
JAIJ 768-DAIA "000001001001001000100100010010 

01001',28S 
J AHJ 770-DATA-*000001001001001000100111100010 

01001",251 
JAOJ 780-DATA-'000001010101001000100100010010 

80001",182 
JAIK ?90-DAIA."000001100011000111000100010010 

00001",199 
DAHJ 800-RESTORE-748 
CAPH 818 - NODE•1:•BORDER-8:•INK•0.0 
CA0B 820-INK 1,0:-INK-2,8:-INK-3,8 
CAED 830 PRINT:-PRINT-tponl 
NALD 840•FOR-«1:2S70- TO•2628•STEP•18 
HANP 8S0 w]sum8:-READ wll.wlck 
EAIN 860 -F0R-MC=1-T0-3S 
FADP 870-"Mct :HIDf<«l l ,»c, l ) 
NANL 880 • •• IF - *c l : M " - THEN• PRINT-slouhl; -ELSE 

-PRINT-'-"; 
JAPA 890- ••elsu*:elsuit*VAL(Mcl)«hic 
DACB 900- -NEXT-iic 
CAHC 918--PRINT 
OABB 928- - IF-*IsunOelck-THEN PRINT-"Check - h 

ne"ul; 
CAOP 930 NEXT-wl 
XAHN 940-PEM-l:-LOCATE-12,1 J-PRINT>"S>P>A«C-H 

•i«m«P 
KANE 950-LOCATE-IS,10:-PRIHI•"Version*-One" 
NAOH 960•LOCATE-12,12:-PRINI-'ByJonathan-Mil 

son" 
EBNE 970-PEN-3:-LOCATE•2,14:-PRINT'"Eat-the-n 

unbers-to-get-tai l- length-100" 
DAOF 988'LOCATE-2,IS 
EBNN 998>PRINT>"To>change-Xeys>fro*-Mf«j-." 

j r t f ; " . " ; u p l i d o l ; " > a n d > c h a n g e " 
ABDN 1000-LOCATE>5,17i-PRINT*"Speed-froa>*;sp 

dl ;a-al ter•1ine-2378" 
IANI 1010 PEN-2:•LOCATE•19,2S:-PRINT•"BML1" 
KAFN 1020-SPEED-INK-2,2:•INK-1,26:•INK-2,15,0 

tINK-3,25 
BBBP 1030•FOR-0 = 100•TO•1000•STEP•S s•SOUND•1,o 

,1,18,,,28:-SOUND-2,1800-0,1,IS:-NEXI-o 
NANJ 1040-PEN-l:•LOCATE•9,20:-PRINT•"PRESS•A• 

KEY-IO-CONIINUE" 
FAIN 10S0-CALL-IBB03:>CALL-ABB18 
BAOA 1068*' 
EAPE 1070-'-UINDOUs-13.1 

BAAB 1080.' 
CAJP 1898-N0DE-1:-HIND0WI1,1,48,25,25 
CAPP 1100-BORDER-3:-INK-0,3:-INK-1,26 
JAHE 1110-o:RND*16:- INK-2,o:•IF•o:3-THEN-1110 
JAKE 1120 o=RND«lS: INK•3,o:•IF•o=3-THEN 1120 
FAPC 1138-PAPER-8J.PAPERI1,8 
EAIA 1140-PEN-l: • PENH 1,1 
DAJF 1150-CLS:-CLSI1 
BAPA 1160.* 

EAAC 1170-'.1000-Words 
BABB 1180-' 
EAKN 1190.' Sheet-1—-
FAJJ 1200 * IF•sh=l•THEN-pr:0 
EAEN 1210.' Sheet*2- — 
HANN 1228-DATA-11,5,30,-,'1,10,10,-,*21,10,20 

HAFO 1238-DATA>1.1S,28,-,'31,1S,18,-,>1.28,38 

JAHA 1248•IF•sh=2>THEN-RESTORE -12281•pr:6 
EAJN 1258-' Sheet > 3 — 
IACN 1268-DATA-4,4,1,/,-5,4,32,-,"37,4,1,X, 

.5,15,) 
IAPK 1278-DATA-8,7,1,/,'9,7,24,-,>33,7,1,X, 

J . 9 , ) 
JAJN 1288-DATA-12,18,1,/,'13,18,16,-.-29,18 

.X,.12,11,3,) 
JAEP 1298-DATA-12,16,1,','13,16,16,-,-29,13 

, ) , •29,16, 
JAHJ 1388-DATA-8,19,1/, -9,19,24.-, -33,18,9 

,•33,19,1,• 
J A11 1318DATA-4,22,1,',-S,22,32,-,>37,7,15 

, '37,22,1,* 
JALD 1328•IF•sh:3-THEN•RESTORE•1268!-pr:24 
EAJN 1338-' Sheet-4 — 
HAFJ 1340-DATA-8,7,18,),-16,1,6,),-16,13,12, 
HABN 1358•DATA-24,1,12,),*24,19,6,),>32,1,18 

) 
JAPA 1368•IF-sh:4'THEN-RESTORE-1348:'pr=6 
EAON 1370-' Sheet-S 
JALC 1388'DATA-18,3,1,*,-19,6,1,*,>22,9,1,*, 

25.12.1,* 
JAEX 1398-DATA-2S,12,1,X,'22,1S,1,X,>19,18,1 

X,-16,21,1,/ 
JAIC 1400-DATA-1,3,1S,-,>1,6,18,-,>1,3,21,-, 

1,12,24,-
HACN 1410-DATA-1,15,21,-,>1,18,18,-,>1,21,15 

JALF 1420-DATA-16,1,2,),-16,22,3,),-19,1,S,) 
•19,19,8.) 

JADL 1430-DATA-22.1.8.),-22.16,9,),>2S,1,11, 
.25 ,13 ,12 , ) 

JAIE 1440-DATA-39.3,2,-,-39,6,2.-.>39,9,2,-, 
39.12.2,-

HALN 1450-DATA-39,IS,2,-,-39,18,2,-,>39,21,2 

JACE 1468•IF•sh:S-THEN•RESTORE•13881>pr=38 
CAPI 1478-' Drav-Screen — 
EAXL 1488-PRINT•tponl; 
FAXA 14 90 • FOR•pr = 1 - TO * pr 
CAJA 1S0O -READ-px.py,pn.pl 
EANN 1510 • -LOCATE-px,py 
FANB 1528--FOR-pn:l-T0-pn 
CAPL 1530 - "PEN-3:'PRINT-plCHRI(8)j 
IANA 1540-"PEN-1:'PRINT>CHRI(ASC(pl)-l); 
JANK lS50>"ir-pf:")"-THEN-PRINT'CHRI(8)CHRI( 

18); 

DAJE 1560--NEXT-pn 
EAAP 1578•-SOUND-1,98,2,18,,1 
DAPC 1588-NEXT-pr 
BACB 1S98-• 
IACF 1600-'>The-bit-at-the-start 
BAPA 1610-* 
ABFC 1620- l i=4: -x=l : -y=l : - < | u : 0 : > l e : 0 : d i r l r r t 

I J >pts=l:-rh=3:>nt=0 
PAOI 1630 FORorl-TO-119:a<o)=l:b(o)rl:NEXT>o 

: -overl:"NOT":-chf="l" 
JAEN 1640PRINTI1,"Lives:"] l i j " -Length:" 
KAPE l6S0-IF-spdl:"FAST"-THEN•PRINT•tpoffS; 
IAAC 1668-GOSUB-1988•'get-lst-point 
CACK 1670>t:TINE•'set-tiner 
DAID 1688-CALL-JBB83 
BAHB 1690 
CADE 1700-'-Honey-Nut-Loop 

BAAB 1710-' 
DAPN 1720-LOCATE-x,y 
CAKH 1730-CALL-copychr.Ochl 
OANA 1740•IF>chl()">"•THEN COSUB-1900:-IF-ove 

rl<>"N0T"-THEN-2120 
EALI 1758-PRINT-headl; 
KADI 1760-rt=rh- le: ' IF-rt( l>THEN-rt :r t*119 
CAEC 1770-LOCATE-a(rl),b(rt) 
LAOC 1780-IF-nt-THENnUnt-1-ELSE-PRINT-tai I I 

; 
LAAF 1790-if=UPPERI(INKE¥l):•IF> il()""-THEN-d 

i r l = i l 
LAHJ 1880•IF-d irl:opl•THEN•y:y-l:IF•y=0•IHEN• 

y=24 
LAFI 1818 - IF-dirl=dnl•THEN-y:y*l:IF-y:25-THEN 

>y:l 
LAAI 1828-IF-diri=Ifl>THEN-x=x-l»IF-x=8>IHEH-

x:48 
LAFJ 1838•IF-dirl=rtl>IHEN-x:x*l:IF>x:41>THEN 

•x=l 
IAEK 1848-rh:rh*l :• IF -rh=128•IHEN rh=l 
FANN 1850-a(rh):x:-b(rh):y 
IACJ 1860-GOTO•1720 -'aa in•gane•1oop 
BAHB 1870 
LACH 1880-'."CRASH-Course-In-Brain-Surgery" 
BAJB 1890-' 
LAHN 1900 - IF-1NSIRC123456789?",chl):8>THEN-1 

920-ELSE>1978 
EABC 1918-' Oops — 
JAON 1920 I i : | i - l : ' L0CAIEI1 .7 , I t 'PRINTI1 , I i ; 
HANL 1930-IF>li:8-THEN-overf:"DEAD" 
FABJ 1948-SOUND-1,388,IS,IS,,1,1 
CAJG 1958-RETURNto-HN-Loop 
EAFO 1968 Scored — 
NAOL 1978• IF -<|u:l -THEN• overl:"DONE": -RETURN•' 

to-HN-Loop 
FANC 1988-SOUND-1,188,18,18,,1 
IABD 1990-le=le*pts:>nt=nt*pts 
HADF 2000•LOCATES 1,18,1:-PRINTfl, le; 
IA11 2818-PRINT-taiII>'eat-nunber 
FAHN 2828 - IF >le>99* THEH-qu=l 
JACA 2030•LOCATE•INT(RND»39*1),INT(RND*23*1) 
LAPH 2040-CALL-copychr,8chl: •IF-chl<>" •" - THEN 

•2838 

EBND 2050-IF-qu:0-THEN-pts--RND«8*l:-getl:nol* 
NIDI(STRI(pts),2,1)-ELSE-getl:nol*"?" 

CIJE 2868 - IF•spdl="FAST"-THEN -PRINT-tponlgetI 
tpof(I;-ELSE-PRINT•get I ; 

DAON 2070-LOCATE-x,y 
CAEC 2080 - RETURN•'to HN-Loop 
BACB 2098.' 
IACN 2100•'•"Oh-dear..,-you're-dead.* 
BALA 2110-' 
FADL 212O'Secs=(TINE-t)/300 
EAJL 2130 HHILE-rtOrh 
KANE 2140•- LOCATE-a(rt),b(rt): 'PRINT-taiII; 
KACP 21SO•>SOUND-l,98,l,10,,l,li'FOR•o=1> TO - 2 

8:-NEXT-o 
IAAP 2168> >r t : r t * l : - IF-r t :128-THEN-r t= l 
CAIB 2170 • WEND 
NANE 2180-LOCATE!1,18,1:-PRINTI1,le;"-line:"; 

secsj">"| 
ABPF 2190'IF'Overl:"D0NE">THENPRINTIl,CHRI(2 

24);>ELSE>PRINTI1,CHRI(225); 
NAHO 2288-IF-overl:*D0NE">THEN-sh:sh*lfIF-sh 

=8 > THEN•sh=l 
CALB 2218-FOR*0=588•TO*1*STEP--1 
EABD 2220*-ol:o«0.025*2.5 
KAFB 2238--SOUND-l,o,l,ol:-SOUND-2,588-0,l,ol 

CAGL 2248-NEXT-o 
FALN 22S0-CALL-ABB83:>CALL-4BB18 
CAIF 2260-GOTO.1090nee-gane 

© 
Send us your stuff 

Anyway, that's all we've got space for this 
month. Remember, if you want to see your 
handywork in print, just send your tapes or 
discs in an envelope marked 'Type-Ins' to the 
usual address, and remember to send an SSAE 
if you want your disc or tape back. 
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Ever wanted to reshape the world 
in your own image? Well, you 
can start with the UK thanks 

to these new maps designed 
to be used with 

MitroDesign. 

Dave Golder 
explores. 

PC A DING ™ 

OJU^POflO 
H A O S F * C l lKk.. 

Cli»»... INC^STCB 
L i * . . . 
toflt.. 
I nUH 
Cinlf. 
Owl... 
II.mv*d 
i ruHi 

frit*.. 

ave you ever met one 
of those smart alecs 
who ask you what the 

shortest distance between two 
points on the earth's surface is, 
and when you reply, "a straight 
line," they go, "no. ifs a curve, because the 
earth's surface is curved." Well, next time, just 
tell 'em to dig their way between the two points. 

Anyway, now I've got that off my chest I can 
get around to what it was that inspired the rant in 
the first place. Campursoft have released a 
series of UK maps for use their rather splendid 
Microdesign Plus DTP package, with a set of 
world maps set due to follow soon. 

The UK pack comes on two discs containing 
an impressive range of cartographical delights: 
1 Counties 
2 Major motorways 
3 Internal boundaries (le, 
Scotland. Wales) 
4 Major rivers 
5 A coastal outline of the 
UK in double-thickness pixels 
6 A coastal outline in single-
thickness pixels. 

v -

& 

7 Major town and cities. 
8 A combined map of 
towns, motorways and cities. 

Plus, there are a number of other 
outline maps of specific areas, such 
as Wales, the north of England. 
London and the Isle of Man along with 

^ ^ ^ a series of weather symbols you can 
m m use on the maps. 

Each individual map is built up 
from a series of 
files; what you 
have to do is 
open up 
MicroDesign, 
then load and 
print each 
section a piece 
at a time in 
order. At full 
scale the maps 
are produced at 

a scale of 1:4,120,000 (that's about 55 miles to 
every inch) which fits on an A4 sheet of paper. 

As reference material the maps are extremely 
limited but presumably thafs not their real 
purpose. Using MicroDesign's facilities you can 
add your own information to the maps to 
annotate them to show, say. the distribution of 
MGM cinemas around the country (don't ask me 

why I decided to use MGM cinemas as an 
example) or draw on road routes. 

Ifs a shame that specific sections of 
the maps (ie, ones you want to use as 

opposed to the sections they're already 
broken down into) can't be imported into 
MicroDesign for use on a DTPed page. 
And a few more detailed maps of major 
towns, cities and A roads would have 
been welcome. But as they stand they're 

still useful additions to 
your disc collection if 
you've got already 

MicroDesign and you need some 
basic maps of the UK to adapt 

for your own uses. And if 
you're doing geography at 

school or college then 
the forthcoming 
world maps are 
going to be a 
major labour-
saving way of 
sprucing up 
those dull , - r 
essays. 

Getting the 
lull picture 

Each of tho maps comes In section* saved in 
different Mes. To get the full picture you need 
to load then print each file in turn. 

Details 
PROOUCT: Maps for Micro Design 
PRICE: £12.99 (£11.99 on ROMDOS format) 
Formats: 3-inch discs. 3.5-inch discs, 
ROM DOS discs. 
AVAILABLE FROM. Campursoft. 10 Mcintosh 
Court. Welipark. Glasgow G31 2HW 
IT 041 554 4735. 
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Lords & Ladies of Adventure 
if you're stuck on one of the games listed below, the 
kind souls listed alongside are willing to help you out. 
Please remember to enclose an SAE with your 
enquiry and D0N7 ask for a full solution, as you 
might be disappointed. If you want to become a Lord 
or Lady please write in to us here at The Examiner. 
Amstrad Action, Future Publishing. 30 Monmouth 
Street. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW with your full list. 

• Virtually every Amstrad adventure ever - Joan 
Pancott I T (0305) 784155 between 1pm and 10pm. 

# Adult 2, Boredom, Can I Cheat Death?, Doomlords 
I'lH, Dungeon, Firestone, Jason & The Argonauts. 
River, Spacy. Tizpan, Welladay - Stuart Mainland. 2 
Douglas Road. Coylton. Ayr. KA6 6JJ. 

• Five On A Treasure Island, Werewolf Simulator -
Samantha Blair. 21 Obelisk Rise, Kingsthorpe, 
Northampton. NN2 8QT. 
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And on the 32nd page the editor did say, " let there be a text adventure column." And 
Debby Howard did oblige with words of wit and wisdom... (who's writing this stuff?) 

I see they ' ve 
cut Hi* budget 
on SeaQuest. 

Where to go 
If you'ro looking for new and re-roleased 
adventures, then drop those peoplo a lino 

(enclosing an SAE of course) for their 
latest stock lists. 

• WoW Software. 78 Radipole Lane. 
Weymouth. Dorset. DT4 9RS. 

a Advonturo Workshop, 36 Grasemere Road. 
Royton. Oldham. Lancashire. 0L2 6SR. 
• Amstrad Adventure Solution Service, 

10 Overton Road. Abbey Wood. 
London SE2 9SD. 

Cluepot 
Stephen Bosco, being the nice chap that ho 
is. has sent me a guide to Five On A 
Treasure Island which hopefully will answer 
the loads of letters that I get every month 

from frustrated readers. 

First of all. wait until the game says that, 
"You feel the train stop". 
Loave tho train. 
Follow aunt Fanny to the shop. 
Enter the shop by going west. 
Buy some ginger beers and ices and 
then leave the shop. 
Become Georgo and go down to tho shop. 
Become Julian and give George tho ices. 
George is now your friend you can ask her 
about Jimmy, aunt Fanny, uncle Quentin, 
Joanne, the cook and Kirren Island. 
Go to Kirren cottage. 
Open the door and go to the sitting room. 
Toll Dick to go north. 
Turn on wireless and Joanno will entor. 
Become Dick and go north and wost. 
Enter store cupboard. 
Get the cake and the scones. 
When you go out Joanno will bo thoro. 
Repeat the process to got back in 
bocause you need tho spado. 
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Bargains galore and much, much more in the CPC second-hand 
superstore. Or, in other words, here are the small ads... 

AAt . 40 Mth at tapes 150 ROMxn and MMAM £25. AIM 
mouse and sofrswee £50. Mutotoce I £25, The ln-.«yr Lb 
Trt Barren on 0302 864730 
Gamet. about 80 ,,i t xn« l artf 's t ruc lons At 80 
just £25 plus P4P <al tapes! Phonr Smon on OR] 806 
5721. after 5.30pm 
New 3* MX (V* i > * r 64a memory lupanuon. straft i 
pysKA Alvo 464, record key a lauBy, cokxr monitor, 
manual, various Uprv The lot £150,00 051 928 6740 
Kmc lxx«<it 6128. 
MuMfoce U £25 AIM n o n e . uit and Soce Press £50 30 
y (Vsks £30- Gun pk.s 10 games 125. Star LC2410 
prrtrrOJOO TeiDwrm 0302 864 /30 
Amttrad 464 plu i CO*>/ morvtor. printer and 3 5 nch disk 
d r w f7»v«d. U * ' marual and AA mags Worthowi 
£700. w* t e l fur £500 Phone aftrr 6pm 0246 239111 
6128 pfcn, cola.* r twr t r r . two > 5*«V-.T . UJ "ace l « M 
Guv Sony tape recorder. two joysticks, mouse. wvlgrt. 
MP3. TV t r w r . loads o » » - etc Bq.jmJ ts new £425 
Tit 0257 268005. 

Amrtrad tertal p r i n t * 8056 P x h j « e ndudes RS232 
connector printer leads, paper, nstiucticnt on tape 
Complete paexoge £40 . PAP ftwne 0642 58S934 and 
ask tor John 
AMX moute and art package i.15. MP 2 coixa TV 
modu lar £20. Sren K C k I r an ians package ten u w with 
3 5 inch 15 AMI swap for Mega Clrwe Barnes Phone 
0757 706881 
Amstrad CPC fame tapes £2 50 each MeroQjest tor sale 
onV lb Send SSA£ ( « (Mats to J Ctnnrgtum, tape. 33 
WrfcwuJ Crescent, Stocton on Tee*, Cleveland 
Printer. Star L C 2 4 1 0 £100 WOCAM . -I v x » r t ROM 
board£25. IMXAMf taROMbot£25 UMBOS 110. The 
hMJer £5. Tel Darien on 0302 864730. 
Armtrad CPC464 green screen mcntcr modUbtar.2 
pystcks, 70 garnet. 4 AAce*e» tapes, tench yousett BASIC 
portt 1 and 2. £120 ono. HH 0355 228851 latter 6 pm) 

Bargain o l the year Anotrad CPC464 ccmuitrr , cokw 
monitor, W maruat, pyshek • 50 games, E»« efcvt 
condtmn P i n 20 M mags. £75ano.TdD*» idon0375 
843096. 
Ovor 300 garnet "or tale. CPC464 tape* rowing from 5<fe 
to £2 TopquaMv Phone 0375 843096 tor complete tot 
OK "Tronic* 256k : '*mory eupmaon bark wi tch •.ortware 
lor Amctl ad CTC 6128. lu» »wti ucbons £55 n t W e n P&P 
Tel Aianlteketti 0989 720479 
Game Over 2. Great Gt*iar*». SMrK. Grand Pri* and 
Exoton for saie. 13 oatfi Contact f fawy, 67 /1 ferry 
Rood l * t n . Edreurgh EH6 4AQ 
AA covarupo t not 1 5 . 1 / 1 8 . 2 0 i » 50p each A | » 
G u m 2 o r o n " £5. T«o C8 garnet W o r i d O p M d T2. £5 
each Aho Lr.vrpool w l r o te.im d i t * i K atle £8. Send 
SSA£ to Alan A*Uwr. 21 Vandyck AMTWO. Keynvwm BnitaM 
8SIBILX 
CPC464. dr> d m r 464 upgr«»P- MtiMace I . p j ' . t c * 
fl^iUoer. w m 1000 gamrt on (»J> axd taoe. 100 Amstrad 
feuorn 55 CWTA other book to l cowr l ape t . £176 ono 
Cal CmoM 0222 575530. a* lor J r f r 
A m u r ad Action »»wb 92100 a l envortape- ' I n 
very good condlwi . £26 worth ot mAgs wfl mHHct £10 to 
£15 Fhone Dane) on 0757 706881 
Amt t rad CPC464 128k memory, green ureon montor. 
(oyttlck. many AA v over 300 p a t r i h *t»tlt (V scttvuare. 
gMorantwsd u i t l N w 94 IrcnewaWe) f l 5 0 ono. Phorw M M 
w 0562 885383 (Weil MOandi l 
6128 colour, datacoidef, joystick, manual, covettapei 
•cu-.wc r0**ctjen" Kit>. (Ml 2. U«Je»baard. O K U . 
Snooker, kfttrator. Ace tf fees. Sm BJanks Al VQC. 
tfMantedprt«ecthnahe<l £ 1 5 0 p b t p o t U g e t el 081 518 
3335 
464 keyboard i 15. m x u i i £5. GT65 gieen tcremi £25. 
clatwc colection covf tapet £5 Book* Am--trad Corrpuf*v. 
13. IVactcnl Progmmi lor l |y 464 £3 CP/M. disks and 
i w u l £15.081 518 3J35, 
CPC6128. colour monitor, lapr dec* »«h leads, i t u c - u i m 
Garnet on disk and tape. nsruK. uWtet <lsks. mtructmns 
lor r r t a s cn dsk £300 o»». Eric r Wanrnton 
5pm 109251791557 

Printer ANWLWL W/P3000. pkre manual act MMDO 
HOfcttio*. Proteit on ROM - ienvt4e ottan to Doug^ 
Canipbrl on 0389 79894 nr Gbngow. 
Am t rad CPC6128 .v«. 3-5 «ch <ksk ( W . prrter. Oadt t* 
macs, AUX mouse and art packjga, M n OUce 2 and TV 
modUator Oflern cn 0757 706881. from 4 o'clock to 10 
o'clock 

Amur ad CPC6128 M i W x e 2. Slcp Pre.-, ard r 
Art Stiido, many games pnntrr Wiorf. tape Uick and 
m M L pius table. Excetent condeon £299 ono Flwrv 
02 J4 870571, spM 
Lota o l CPC Hidudng Bards T#e. Krfson 
Smash TV and the rwder for Ist tend SSAE to Oar*a 
Bow for i 4 Centra Owe. Asliton, Chester CM3 8BR 
Amtt rad 464, okw mor»ler •• s. Anshad Acbcr 
magazines 88100 wth c.iMiit;i j)« and (oysl>:« £ 125 ono 
col E d « * d on 0244 4 5 7 0 4 & 
Amtt rad CPC464 * F . CCAM <r«xKor. £110 AJIO«^nr.tra.1 
febon from nu ie one to 100 complete Mrth M r y coMrtape 
£100. T « l F r i r t o n 0 7 l 6399319 
Amtt rad CPC464 <*lh green moMtor.owr | B 0 | | « » v 30 
AA ma^a/mm, pyslick, mvt td. good * c r t n g order »200 
o t » T H 0455 274276 
Multiface II and M d e r to 6128- £35 West B r o m « h 
021 588 2 M 7 . n t m t 
ACU magar inet IJUV 1991 Ua* 19921. CPC At t*A 
mag<vrrs {Are 1992 November 1992) £1 each aidwSriit 
P&P. Also frencti TesJ (drtW by GMT rtogram-. ideal for 
OCSE French rwWen £8 etc PIP. Cortoct M. Huesg. 8 The 
Hone Pork. Conidtfcrgin. Co M r n , BT38 7EO. 
Arnauad 464 grr-i-n monrtnr and man>< 2 j w • \ 
apprm 75 garnet pkn computer desk £150 ono Cortocl 
Un on 0738 528S9 

Several Amt t rad <¥C 464 »r,boards A l VGC, ful 
nrdc To r.ltm £26 each, r e PAP W» le tr. D OtrreR. 3 
Russat Close. Sw.vniy.ie, Southamptos. HampVvr 503 
Mi 
Amstrad CPC6128 green scrron, lots d serious and 
games ftoAwM r x U V n MnOtVe 2. Proteit EMe. 
Bobsleigh, esc Tape games aru] tape recorder n u y w 
£120 W 0252 330558 

Tape garnet f y sde.loads andtoodt 5 Q a » £ i M 
<r«nal and b a u d Send fo D a r n i Lifflmood. Van 
Widen Cotrge, Scan Road. Ownim OMI U M 
Fwirtware tpeciftcal. n n s r u m lor coc 464. (Soft 158) 
optramgsyrstam.iSflft 1 MWlDOSPOM £ l 5 » i e p a r . 3 u s 
postage or eoleel K Wr*M. 107 (Word Road, Wiikxigl tm, 
Berts BG11 2U. 

Pan pal. i n * c» leoiak?. 2023, to ti»K * k * A compuBm 
andgvnet an) b * m general Wnte to mark lorr t iwt. 16 
Rothes* Place. Kftnamock KA3 I S i 
Amttrad 6128 marxj *gent r^jed frcm 
scratch John. I te r t i 0707 375636 
Advamure garnet w.iosed l ie fcr.slrad 6128. pnrtMrfJy un 
(Mk. Also reo.rrr any oAn-t jres «r,tt«i us r j j PAW or GAC 
TtMphoneMan0707 262914 belcee 3pmor aflrr 
irt&lfH 
Mulntace 2 «*h martial, n >o game* cn i ts*«»tape Send 
lots to hk Mr st. 29 Oak Lo4ge Road. S M M d S30 4QA 
Rug 0747 647184 

TV Tuner tor use CTM644 monger Talephone Dave 
0928 560918 

Required: CPC464 cattettet ••speco»r Soccer cassette, 
and game cassettes snth as Yafrtree. Patience new 
c « o games Send ksl and pnees to G Ford. 20 Carttan Road. 
Riyntord tss«s HM2 5AA 

Free PO and Humus Tapeor iHk It you wont lapc/dsk 
back S4TH) IVase sand to It PO. 33 Wrtand Cnrscmt 
Stockton on Tees. Ovr iu iwl 1SI90UT. 
Wanted Proieit cr ttr, :itr*» «crd processor tor the 
CPC464 rtfructton marnil if pos-^te Contact Peter 
Gamon on 0223 312450 or write lo 46 Grartc^estar Road. 
Cotrgjndge C83 9EO 

Nirvana -iftk copy UtWy F<» 6128 P»ui Also Upeto4»A 
copy prograni lor 6128 Plus 
Wanledi PO tor new Ibrary tape «-Ask ArvtMng 
considered Mdna^retumnd CcntactChrrton0254 67755 
o * e < e t o C M o w v t i t h r u 1. UcwrtKfy * w u t . BacAbun 
882 3EU 
Panpal wanted Any age between 9 and 13w«*ed los *ao 
garnet pobet arvl other Bwgs Write to 46 GranKhet:r» 
Ruad CanOndge 3 3 9CD 
Desparataly needed - me Femware GukM bt1 Bob Taytce 
and Thornot Detoe VM svvap Svatcrtilade (tape, baud Mlh 
namcbcntl cr nagobate. Frater CUrk. 2 Geek Street. 
Akra. 4362 Queensland. AusbAa 
Wanted. M « Pageiroket at > > pre© am lor p r r tu * 
Itoemg t e * l o r 0 « O & n Eneon0904623554 
V(K» Wrr«' 7 S e a K Cto ." Raw <«e. vork Y03 6 ^ 

Bumper pack rvih cheats, bus reviews »») a tieetae For 
readnrt n RC» tend £ I to Liam Rathbrg. DtbW, 
Road. RoKtea. Co Twmrary, Irnlond For Annfrad Fonroti 
Swap - f l t ' t r tot/ games t i r any t tesr Dtuy Down The 
Rapdi, BcbbieOViy. Spefttound O u ^ or Tetm, tor me 
CPC464 Cassett- Tri A U v W 0628 4483 altar 4.30pm 
Interested In swapping '.etavjl CPC6128 games one 
**•>*(>• Mega Or** game' CPC games ncvxle Bx taCs 
Operation Wdf, Super OHRoad and Others For moro 
rtorir«t»ntel 0757 706881 
Do you have i P M . « I f f Have you mo.e,1 and would 
you Me to ctar«e your address on the ROM* I may be ablt 
t o r e * CalRonaUcnOTBJ29536 

O R D E R F O R M s e n d t o : s m a l l ads, a m s t r a d a c t i o n , 30 rvKxvMOirm s t r e e t , b a t h , avom b a i 2bw 

Please place the fo l lowing adver t isement in the next avai lable issue of Amstrad Action 

Name 

Address READER ADS! 
I f s true - you can advertise in 

Amstrad Action for MOTH IMG! It's all part 
of our continuing efforts to provide you 

with the best value magazine 
possible. 

Classif ication. Tick box: - I For Sale • Wanted - J Services _J User Groups L I Other 

I 
Write your advertisement here, one word per box. Include your name and phone number if you want them printed. 
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POcnffi 8 \SS3QUI 
M e e t Fluff, Hie 
cuddliest, pinkest 

Deadlines. Don't you just hate them? If 
you didn't before, you will after this tale. 
Because you were expecting a review of 

Flufl and. indeed, we were expecting to bring you 
a review of Fluff, but to be honest we couldn't. We 
were promised a reviewable version of the game 
in time for this issue of AA, but Rob Buckley, the 
programmer, turned up one day before our 
deadline for the issue (this stuff is about as up-to-
the-minute news as you'll ever get in Amstrad 
Action), with a version of the game that had only a 

W % l i k e t h i s Y 

fev. levels of the 12 levels it's 
u innately going to have m an 
anywhere near completed state. W 

We could have mocked up a review based on 
what we'd seen - you wouldn't have known that 
we hadn't seen the whole game. But that's not 
the way we do things around here - our only 
purpose in life is to bring you the facts. 

But. we thought, we can't give the game all 
this build up (ie. sticking it on the cover) without 
giving you something in 
return, can we? So hens 
it is, the full and up-to-
the-minute update on 
the development of 

^ what could be the 
biggest thing to 
hit the CPC 
scene in a long 
while. And of 
course, if you 
can't be bothered wait for the next issue 
of AA to read our definitive view then you 
can draw your own conclusions from 

what you see here. 

Radical atvff 
You might recognise the name Rob 

Buckley; he's been dealing in the Amstrad 
market for quite a while now with programs like 

Ball Bearing and utilities like 
Smart Plus. Late last year he 

I rang us up with a game he had 
in development that would 
stretch the CPC Plus to its 
limits with a platlormer like no-

Jone had ever seen before on an 
Arnstr: j (and ifs obviously taking a 

' longer to realise his ambition than he 
thought); but looking at what we've seen so far of 
the game, anyone who's ever played a console 
platformer wil| find it very familiar stuff. 

The eponymous character is a ball of rattwr 
feminine pmk fluffy stuff with a beak who has to 
work her way through a number of colourful and 

F very different levels - for example, there are 
forests., building sites and an underground tunnel 

level to cope with. 
But getting to the end 
of each level isn't just 
what the game's all 
about. You have to g 
find a few items in 
order for the warp to 
the next level to 
appear. And these 
aren't the common or 
garden coins or stars 

I that you normally have'to collect in this sort of 
game - Fluffs searching for her kids 

Flufl is a bit of a bimbo - she's e\rt*r so cute 
but she is seriously lacking in the brain 
department. If she was human she'd probably be 
called Sharon and have a boyfriend named Kevin 
who drives an old yellow Chevette - you know 
the type. But I digress, the point I want to make 
is that she's thick and that's all you need to 

This to loports 

1 1 f i p o r * C < **** 

f e e k ) Spikes, and ? T Z L 1 
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drain your ene r gy faster 
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Second opinion 
Ifs hard to know what to say at this stage -
Fluff is obviously well though out. with careful 
attention to detail, gameplay and all the other 
bits and pieces that could turn a reasonable 
platformer into the best CPC game ever, but 
there are still quite a few things that could do 
with moro work than I think they'll recoivo: 
• The animation on somo objects is too fast 
and way too jerky, such as the wavos on the 
first level, which don't oxactfy strike you as 
having any amount of time spent on them. 
• The inertia system is lovely n'everything. but 
Fhiff does seem a little heavy, and It does take 
quite a while to get up to a reasonable speed. 
• The gravity seems a little relaxed - whoroas 
Fluff is heavy enough to take a while speeding up. 
when she jumps up. she drifts slowly downwards. 

This could be a game that could easily 
score around 80 per cent, but for 90 per cent 
It needs quite a lot of tidying up. S imon 

Okay, so here we are with less than half a game 
to look at and I'm supposed to give some sort of 
comment on H? I would normally roserve 
judgement until I've seen a finished version, but 
seeing as Davo begged me... 

The first level, the only one that's almost 
completely finished, plays well - apart from a 
few minor bugs which I'm sure Rob will iron out 
(there seems to be a wayward attitude towards 
what's solid and what's not at the moment). I love 

the spin, that really works, especially as you can 
do it in mid-air too. Dodgy collision detection, 
though; at times it does seem to be quite a way 
off - if that isn't tided up then that's a good ten 
per cent off the final mark. 

Fluff definitely has potential. It's got colourful 
backgrounds and cute characters (check out the 
blinking eyes on the main sprite), but it needs a 
lot of work still. If Rob Buckley puts in enough 
effort he could be in with a winner. Fluff won't 
change the CPC as we know it but it might well 
cheer up many a Plus owner. Clwr 

Third opinion 
Look. I'm having severe problems taking Fluff 
seriously. Sure it's fast. Sure there's lots going 
on. Sure the graphics are first rate. But it 
stars a blob of candyfloss with purple Doc 
Martens. I'm not being facetious hore - 1 really 
find the character a turn-off. Why does the 
CPC need another cutesy platformer - Bubble 
Bobble and Rainbow Islands sewed up that 
market years ago as far as I'm concerned. I 
wish that Rob's programming offort had gone 
into something with a bit of a harder edge -
maybe if he'd been inspired by Flashback 
instead of Sonic. 

But yes. I'm boing churlish. I suppose. With 
a bit tidying up and some sensible 
development in the lovols to maintain variety 
and keep the game constantly challenging, it 
could turn out to be a truly great game, 
though probably not the best ever. I think 
maybe it tries a bit too hard and the gameplay 
gets bogged down by the snazzy techniques, 
but then, we did say that it was bringing 
console action to the CPC. Dave 

on an inertia system (it takes you a while to build 
up to full speed from a dead stop); she even 
jumps further the faster she's moving at the point 
of take-off. Some of the lumps need to have Fluff 
running before she jumps if she's going to make 
it over the gap. which makes for a fast-moving 
game. Speed is of the essence in any decent 
platformer and Fluff can certainly shift. 

I can't make any promises but we should be 
able to review the finished game next month 
(thafs if our very own Richard Fairhurst has 
finished the soundtrack) But. for now. 
take a look at what we all think of 
what we've seen so far of Fluff. 
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The water 
won't hurt 
you but Hie 
waves will. 

programmers seem to have got it into their heads 
that doing really speedy pirouettes should protect 
you from baddies (take a look at Zool on the 
Amiga or Aero The Acrobat on the SNES). Ifs a 
totally unnatural thing to do, even lor an alien, but 
in the context of this game the idea seems to 

work really well - the 
graphics look like a glitch 
at first, but once you get 
used to it, the effect is 
pretty nifty. The 
difference between Fluffs 
spinning action and 
others I've seen, is that it 
drains her energy (but not 
as much as getting hit by 
a baddie). An energy bar 
is displayed in the top left-
hand corner of the 

screen; when you run out of energy you lose one 
of your three lives, it's as simple as that Run out 
of lives and you get thrown back to level one. 

Working your way around the levels isn't as. 
easy as it first looks. Fluffs movement is based 

know. She's so dim-witted, in fact, that she's 
gone and lost all her children. You know how it is. 
one moment they're pulling on your apron 
strings, next moment they're on the back of a 
lorry heading for the municipal refuse site. 

If the plot seems a bit skimpy thafs because 
we just made the last 
paragraph up; Rob 
hasflt thought up a 
plot yet - but then 
nobody's ever played 
Sonic The Hedgehog 
for its literary 
aspirations. The 
sprogs haven't got 
names yet. either, 
because Rob just 
refers to them by their 
colours (we could have 
one of those Blue Peter-type 'name the puppies 
competitions', bat we won't - Dave) 

To reach al her kids she's going to have to do 
a lot of walking, jumping, running and. believe it or 
not. spinning. For some obscure reason lots of 



In the beginning God said. "Let there A Y 
be arcades and let there be huge 
video games machines that will 
swallow up copious amounts of 
teenagers' money" But then he noticed ft 1 
that the home computer user was lonely < 
and decreed that the very same games 
that were in the arcade should be bought 
into the home on the personal computer. 
And H came to pass that there were arcade 
conversions for the CPC - some of them 
were very good, some of them were bad. 
but most of them were nothing like the 
arcade versions at all This wasn't 
necessarily a bad thing - R Type barely 
resembled its arcade ancestor but was stMl 
a good game, and there were some games 
that were almost perfect conversions but 
were still, hopeless because the original 
game was so bad. 

Since the down of time, or at least Hie CPC, shoot-'em-ups 
have been thrilling gamesplayers. Clur discovers which blasters 
are more and which ones are less than the sum of their parts. 

We get loads of letters from our readers telling us that we said a game was rubbish, but they 
bought it anyway and thought it was the best thing since sliced bread. Everyone judges the 
quality of a game by different cnteria. here in the office we aH like different things about 

different games. Dave likes Rick Dangerous 2 because of all the puzzles. Simon likes Elite because there 
are no rules to the play as such. Lisa hkes Prehistoric 2 'cause its pretty and I love Pang for its simplicity. 

You see the problem is that you might have different ideas completely about what makes a good game 
from us. So each month we take a game genre and split the games up into various elements of the 
gameplay and tell you what games are really good or bad at doing those particular things. Here in the 
third of our series we take a look at the good, bad and gawd damn ugly of shoot 'envups. 

Good: Smash TV (Ocean) 
Even taking into account inflation. I reckon 
that Smash TV got even more money out of 

me in the 
"» * l * S arcades than 

< Vlrtua Racing 

tat hasye l i and 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ If what you'ro aftor 

j C S r p l ^ ^ r J I a b l t ° f r e a l i f i m 

U j S E S ^ i P f c k UPS t h c n , h c best 
^ P K ^ ^ ^ H sort to arc 

example, games in 
{ % i f i f J ™ " w h i c h you're piloting a 
^ E b C ; spaceship f rom the 
cockpit, rather than watching the action from a 
nearby solar system. 

up that brings up a radar display of any ships in 
your immediate vicinity. 

Bad: Galaxy Force (Activision) 
Okay, you're not actually looking through the 
windscreen in this one. but you're stuck so far up 
the ship's rear engines i f s a near to getting the 
pilot's point of view as damn it is to swoaring. And 
i f s worth mentioning Just to warn you away from it 
- with directional guiding arrows that 
don't work and sloppy graphics. ^ ^ A 1 

the restricted view is hopeless. ^ M f . - f l l | M J I ^Runnm* M « b y " " 
Richard Bachman - an 

ultra violent futuristic gameshow that 
wouldn't look out of place in a Mad Max 
Aim All you have to do Is run around, killing 
everything and picking up the prizes. The 
CPC version doesn't diverge much from the 
arcade original, apart f rom the fact that the 
sprites are a little smaller I fs just as quick, 
just as noisy and Just as much fun 

Good: Academy (CRL) 
The sequol to Tau Ceti was light years ahead of its 
predecessor. Academy takes you on 20 missions, 
on a multitude of planets. Even though your view 
to restricted by tho limitations of tho edge of the 
ship's windscreen, there's a scanner you can call 

Bad: NARC (Ocean) 
The problem with NARC is that the arcade \ 
original relied on the kind of features 
which you could not hope to convert 
effectively to the CPC - sampled sound, 
stunning graphics and amazing speed r 

Once It had been stripped of these 
gimmicks what we were left with was a 
rather l imp and confused blaster that 
moved at a snail's pace. Which just 
goes goes to prove that ok! adage. 
"Gameplay before graphics* 

— R i g h t since the 
. H E g ^ ^ ^ P E c ' dawn of shooi-

n g - 'em-ups with Space 
Invaders and Defender, 

^ ^ ^ watching tho 
action from an 
independent 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ viowpoint has served 
its purpose just fine, 

thank you very much. All this polnt-of-viow 
nonsense, is frankly, a gimmick when It all boils 
down, and while, when i f s done well it can be 
very effoctlve, it undeniably limits the gameplay. 
From a distance things can look very different; 
for starters you get to see what you'ro 
shooting at clearly, rather than just 
getting a glimpse of its tail before it " f j / 
blasts you with its rear rockets. I . J I 

Basically, thore's much moro scopo for 
spectacular graphics and moro complex 
gameplay when you get the overall picture; think 
about trying to got all tho elements of Thrust 
Into a game that's viewod through the cockpit -
it could probably be done, but it'd be pretty dull 
having to keep your eyes on dials loll ing you 
your altitude. And there's a more practical 
reason for watching tho action from a distance; 
it allows for an elemont of strategy and puzzling 

Check out last month's cover topo If you 
don't be l i eve what w e ' r e saying. 



from closo combat games whethor I'm shooting 
at my enemy or beating them up. but I know 
someone who does so I asked Simon for his 
opinion on this particular type of shoot-'em-up. Thero's no point In pussy-footing around - shoot-

'em-ups are about killing. Mary Whitehouse 
might not liko it. and the *video game as a 
necessary cathartic experience for our modern 
repressed society' might hold about as much 
water as a tea strainer, but it's the carnage that 
draws poople in for whatever reason. And there's 
a wholo shoot-'em-up sub genre in which the 
whole point is to kill as many of the onemy as 
possible. Personally I don't get much satisfaction 

Good: Ikari Warriors (Elite) 
The little guys that you have to kill in Ikari 
Warriors are so cute that it breaks your heart to 
blast 'em. but that's your job. They're little blue 
Ninjas, with tanks and the great thing is that you 
can steel their tanks and squash 'em with their 
own armoury. You wont be able to find fW in the 
shops, but do make an effort to track it down 
somehow, you wont regret it. 

CONTINUE? 

worse thon the original (don't be l ieve 
the 65 par cant mark It got originally) . 

that you're blasting are right up at the front of 
the screen - you can see the whites of 
their eyes. But there are so 
many of the little beggars 
and they're all look the 
blimmin' same. 

Bad: Operation 
Thunderbolt (Ocean) 
The only nice thing that you can say about 
Operation Thunderbolt is that you can load it 
darned quickly bocause it's on cart. Everything 
else about the game is total and utter pap. The 
graphics are sad. the sound is buzzy and the 
gameplay is virtually non-existent. The chaps 

H H j Whatever a game is about, whatever 
I ^ ^ H j i it's trying to achieve, it needs to look 

good. But we're not just talking flashy 
graphics here; most importantly the visuals need 
to serve the gameplay. Even serious, functional 
programs like spreadsheets and word processors 
have to be designed so that you can tell what's 
going on and games are no different. A shoot-'em-
up could have the best feol. the toughost enomies 
and the fabbest weapons, but if you can't toll if 
you'ro shooting at a baddio or a bit of tho 
background then you're really stuck. Alternatively, 
you can't but help feel cheated by games like 
Blasteroids which play woll but look drab. 

Good: Starstrilce 2 
(Real t ime So f tware ) 
A brilliant example of the use of 3D vector graphics 
in the world of CPC gaming. Starstrike 2 plays very 
much like Elito excopt that tho emphasis i t on the 
shooting rather than the exploring. I fs also a great 
examplo of what a sequol should be - a successful 
game improved on and oxpandod. 

Starstrike 
2 Is llko 
Elite with 
a lot mora 
shooting. 

Bad: R-Type (Electric Dreams) 
R-Type's dire graphics on tho Amstrad stem from 
the fact that tho game was a Spcccy port, rathor 
than coded originally of the CPC. The results are 
lacking in colour and detail. It plays okay, but if 
you want to impress your mates with the stunning 
graphic capabilities of your CPC then don't show 
them this one. 

I the R 

to be introduced into the gamopiay, which 
handily leads us on to Cybernoid... 

Good: Cybernoid 2 
(21st Century) 
Imagine, if you will. Cybernoid 1 or 2 viewed from 
tho cockpit of the ship; not only would it be 
impossible to play becauso you wouldn't be able to 
work out the puzzloy elements of tho games (which 
are what give them a lot of their character), but all 
thoso gorgeous graphics would be straight out the 
window (or should that bo through the cockpit 
window?). Cybemoid 2 is undoubtedly one of the 
genro's finest momonts. 

Dragon Spirit V 
(Hit Squad) 
If you're going to look \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

a game from a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
distance then for heavens fl. 

sake at least make the viewpoint realistic. In 
what situation, I ask you. would you evor be 
placed way above the flying object that you're 
controlling? Never, that's when. And guess where 
the viewpoint is in Dragon Spirit? Apart from that, 
i f s a completely hopeless game in general 

Lot's faco 
facts - Hils 

dragon's got 
about as much 

spirit as an 
impty bott la of 

Jack Danlals. 



Okay, so a great gamo wont be harmed that 
much by inappropriate or downright dire 
music, but a mediocre game can be 
helped along in the score stakes by a 
stonking tuno. A theme tune needs to 
enhance the atmosphere of tho game; 

| catchy ditties alone are moro likely to make 
I you turn the sound down after a few plays. 

DOOOIMDO 

Good: Zynaps (Hewson) » 
Surely one of the very few games worth 
buying just to liston to the theme music. 
Gameplay wise it's not so hot - tho collision 
detection's appalling, but the tune's lovely. A 

sort of hippy laid-back space flight melody, fab 

Youch, it 's Dragon Spirit - someone gat 
me Hie e«r-p lugs quick! 

a Bod: Dragon Spirit 
(Hit Squad) 

>1 This has got to be the silliost match between game and 
music that I've evor heard. Twee tunos do not go with 

nasty. Hying. Are-breathing dragons. Not that the 
music's bad. cause it isn't, it's just that it's, how can I ^ 

put this...? inappropriate. It's a bit like having the Mickey I w i 
Mouse Club theme tuno accompanying the Charge of the Light Brigade. ^ ^ 

stretch your mind, tho only reason the gonro was 
born was to have some fun. and whore's the fun 
in games with wimpy little sound effects Evon if a 
gun looks like a gun and kills like a gun. it still 
doesn't feel Uka a gun unless it sounds like a gun 

noticed that tf . 1 ' A t 
there had tt^cft, % I 
boon another ' 
game of the ' i ; - ' v ^ l ^ i 
same name and a similar style way back i 
in the good old days. So promptly they changed the 
name of the game to Startning. tho name by which 
we ail know and love It today The point of this 
whole thing was to tefl you that the Star-fox's sound 
effects are not worth talking about so I won't 

• M M < > f -
• q o i p i p K v r 

fflfttfHIHfeoj 
mmmmmt 

B CI IKJ , bang, shooIyi 
ihoot f , pow, zapp... 

Smash TV (Hit Squad) 
Everything you kill or pick up seems to have its 
own particular sound. Darned useful becauso the 
game is so fast moving that you need good sound 
effects to keep you up to date with whafs going 
on around you. 

Storfox (Ariolasoft) 
Remember the hoo-ha when Nintendo released 
Star Wing? Well, this game is what the hoo-ha was 
about. Originally they were going to cad the 
Nintendo game Starlox ('cause it was about a fox in 
the stars, seo?). but just before its release, after 
all the ads and the previews in the various 
computer mags had appeared, somoone 

A shoot-'em-up with poor sound effects is like 

HUsa without shopping 
bags. Dave without teeth 
and Hairy without the hair. 

Shoot-'em-ups 
are not games 

Y that will 

. The light gun 

L t f 1 has got to be 

W f r v . h i t ? ' ^ S ^ ^ J l ? most under-
J 5 T utilised 

• accessories for 
T 1 ' IhcCPCevor 

i l l lift to*"*7 
L v ) w *Bocause i f s rubbish thafs why. 

It's as light a t a foather with a 
soggier trigger than the cap gun I had when I 
was ten. Even worse is the pathetic selection of 
gamos available for it. Not only are there very 
few, but none of them come up to scratch in the 
gameplay department. 

your clay pigeon shooting. At least I suppose K 
won't have the Mary Whitehouse clan up in arms 
- shooting lumps of clay thrown into the sky can't 
entice you to go do a bit of joy riding, can it? 

Levoly 
jubbly 
Nemesis , 
what could 

Bad: The Enforcer (Trojan) 
Dont. whatever you do. waste your money on 
this atrocious excuse for a game. You face a 
short row of buildings. People poke their heads 
out of the windows and doors and you have to 
shoot the baddies before they shoot you. while 
taking care that you don't hit tho non-baddies or 
the police. 
Fun huh? A V ^ v 

A shoot-'em-up. like life, is all about getting hold of 
all you can before you die. In life it can be money, 
lovo, a career or anything that you want dearty. But 

Good: Skeet Shoot (Trojan) 
The best of a bad lot. Skeet Shoot takes you to 
the ostate of a large country manor to practice LLJ 

I¥11 i S i 

r a i w 



Kill everything in Fin' unci Forgot end 
forgot all your troubles (urgh • Dave). 

Sometimes you might havo the urge to stretch 
your mind a little, but still release the tensions 
of the day in a good old, no nonsense blast-'em-
up. Thafs when you need a game with a 
purpose, a game with a mission (eight missions 
seems to be tho norm). The best missions are 
those in which you aren't automatically lead to 
the objective (like you aro in Navy SEALS), but 
you have to search around a bit. 

Good: Starffox (Ariolasoft) 
The famous Starfox rears i fs beautiful head in this 
feature once again. Each level, as well as asking 
you to survive various onslaughts from enemy 
fightors, sets you a task, for examplo finding an 
electron storm and reporting its location. The best 
thing is that the difficulty lovel of tho missions 
increases at a sensible rate, unlike a lot of gamos 
whore the first level is really tough and the rest 
dont offer any additional challenges (did 
somebody mention Saint Dragon?). 

Commando (Elite) 
m i Y Baddies are like number 23 buses. 

you dont see one for ages and then 
ten come at once, and all from the same 
direction. Thank goodness for Commando, one 
of the great exceptions to tho rule. They keep on 
comin' at ya from all directions and with loads of 
difforent weapons. You'll be attacked with 
bullets, grenades, tanks as well as a bit of hand 
to hand combat. You don't get much of a chance 
to sit back and catch a breather, but you'll be 
enjoying so much that you wont want to. 

Without baddies to shoot at. shoot-'em-ups 
would be pretty darned useless, wouldn't they? 
Enemies can come in all shapes and sizes, 
from thick soldiers who seem to throw 
themselves into your Are to mammoth to 
spaceships that wont stop attacking until you 
blast thom into space dust. But the important 
thing in any particular game is variety. Whether 
you're piloting a spaceship of yomping through 
the jungle, a game will only koep your interest 
H tho foes you face dont all attack in the 

same predictable way. 

Bad: Operation Thunderbolt 
(Hit Squad) i 
Far be it f rom me to contradict 
previous AA crews but I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
reckon they must have 
been mad giving this trash ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
89 per cent (I agree - Simon) 
(me too - Dave). It's dire. 
and the missions, somo 

nonsense A ^ ^ 

liberating' ^ J i ^ L ^ J * 
various enemy- - . . * / % H 

the pixel-sized O f t m H o n T W d e i 

gun sights and 
naff sound fx. - B— 

Bad: Mercs (Kixx) 
Okay, not all of the baddies in Mercs are the 
exactly the same - tho occasional jeep or tank 
livens things up for a few nanoseconds. But for 
the vast majority of the game you keep 

coming up against the same 
' old terminally dim soldiers 

P who aren't particularly 
I * difficult or interesting to kill. 

There's more variety on 
p Sunday afternoon television 
• (sport on all sides). 

in shoot-'em-ups i f s about getting guns - more 
guns, bigger guns, automatic reloading guns 
and more effective guns. But you don't get 
anything for free, you have to work hard to get 
what you want out of life and computer games. 

Good: Nemesis (Hit Squad) 
The pick-up is a strange little beast, i f s not 
the pick-up itself that makes the difference i f s 
what tho pick up does. In Nemesis the pick-
ups give you such stonkingly good extra 
weapons that you find yourself actively 
seeking them out. not just meandering along 
and hoping one appears in front of you. And 
thafs the way it should be. 

was whether Pan*, and consequently ZspTBaUs, 
are shoot-'em-ups. I reckon they are, the rest of the 
crow reckon they aren't. The ono thing we did 
agree on was that they're both darned fine games, 
they both wouldn't fit into any other catogory and 
so we might as well mention thom here. I mean, just 
because your gun shoots cork-screws instead of 
bullets most of the time doesnt mean they arent 
essentially shoot-'em-ups. does It? And... (let's not 
start all that again - Dave). 

(Trojan) 
Yawn! This cart game has to be one of the 
most boring slices of software on earth, with 
pick-ups to match. Okay, so they give you 
extra weapons, but the weapons you get 
don t seem to enhance your firo power that 
much. Oh yeah, it shows up on screon 
alright, as two streams of bullets, but the 
baddios seem to tako exactly the same 
amount of t imo to kill as when you haven't 
got the pick-up. Hopeless. 
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Good: Fire And 
Forget (Titus) 
I know I mentioned Fire And Forget last month 
in the Good, Bad and Ugly of Driving Games 

feature, but I did say 
there that it was more of 
a shoot-'em-up with 
driving bits than a driving 
game with shooting bits. 

^ As a shoot-'em-up it fares 
& well in the good and bad 

v . stakes, 'cause the further 
H r 1 1 a you go. the more there is to shoot 

p I and the tougher getting any further 
—1—1-/ down the road gets. 

Bad: Copter 271 (Trojan) 
Copter 271 must of seemed like a good idea 
at first, to have a vertically scrolling playing 
thafs actually wide than the screen on your 
monitor. But in reality it just doesnt work. The 
main problem is that baddies can sneak up on 
you from the side without you having an 
inkling that they were there just off screen but 
on the playing board if you know what I mean. 
You cant go backwards so if something 
appears to the side of you there's absolutely 
no way on earth of killing tho darn thing. 

If you've had a hard day at work, ' 1 r \ A 
there's nothing like coming home, 
slipping into something more 
comfortable, running a relaxing Radox bath 
and indiscriminately destroying loads and 
loads of alien spacecraft, buildings, ships, 
helicopters, anything, in fact, stupid enough to 
got in tho way of your guns (but r.ot while 
you're in the bath, I hope - safety 
consciousness editor). These blast-anything-
and-evorything games don't tax your mind, 
dont educate you in any way, (though they 
may arguably help you with your hand/eye 
coordination if you really neod an oxcuso) but 
they definitely are great fun. 
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Multtface Pokes 
1F7A.OO I n w f i * grenades 

What rat ing do you reckon „-' 
Exolon is worth, then? ^ 

G A M E S T I P S 

Through the dean icy breeze of 
the Matlock mountains, an 

exasperated, muffled voice 
asks, "can someone get 

•his damn sack off me?" 
Yep, the Matlock 

postal system (ie, 
the postman) has 

once again collapsed 
under the weight of your 

letters to the Cheatmaster 
supreme, Lee Rouane. 

Exolon 
' . J Keeping up Iheir 

A A ! 0 1 ' » bombardment of 
? c o v o r ( S ) , h e Cheat Mode 

f i ^ offices, Tony and 
P y P v i W - 1 Donna Parker 

" " fromLowedges 
provide us with yet another excellent covertape 
poke. Exolon is the victim this time with infinite 
lives, grenades and ammo provided to turn you 
into a super shooter. 

IAMX 100 
IAJD 110 
CANE 120 
IAIJ 130 
AANN 140 
IAKJ ISO 
IAHE ISO 
IAPG 170 
IAJ1 180 
IAR? 130 
IAND 200 
IACX 210 

'Exolon Covertape Hack 
'By Tony I Donna Parker 
'For AA Cheat Node 
'484 Users Renove Line 520 
* 

DATA 3E,01,CD,0E,BC,01,00,()8,CD.38.BC 
DATA 3E,00,0i,00,00,CD,32,BC ,3E,01,01 
DATA 06,06,CD,32,BC,3E,02,01,12,12,CD 
DATA 32,BC.3I.03,Q1,1A,1A,CD,32,BC(21 
DATA 08,BF,CD,F8,BE,CD,18.BB,3E,C9,32 
DATA F4,BD,21,02,BF,11,00.40,01,00,04 
DATA CD,ES,BE,21,CE,BE,22,53,41,(3,00 

IANF 220 DATA 40,3E,3D,32,S9.il,3E,3D,32,2S,2A 
IAIJ 230 DATA 3E.3D,32,7A.1F,3E.0O,32,FA.12,CD 
IACJ 240 DATA 0O,0 l , 3E ,e i ,CMB,BC, (K^M5,a ) 
JAFA 250 DATA 77,BC,E1,CM3,BC,C^?MC.C9,7E 
IAAN 260 DATA FE,00,C8,CD.5A.BJ,8,18 F6 .6C .6 f 
IAHF 270 DATA 61.64,65,72,IF .08.01.0F .03.3D, 31' 
IAJN 280 DATA 3D,3D,3D,3D,3»JD,3D.3D(3[» 3D. ID 
IAKN 290 DATA 3D,3D,3D,3D,JD,3D,3D,3D . 'D,3D 3D 
IADH 300 DATA 3D,3D,3D,3D,3D,1F,08,0D OK 02,20 
IACD 310 DATA 20,49.6E,73.65,72,74,20.54.61.70 
IACB 320 DATA 65.20,26.26,50,72,65,73,73 20,41 
I AEG 330 DATA 2O,4B.&S,79,fr,Q8,O3,OF,03.3D,3D 
IACM 340 DATA 3D,3D,3D.3D,3P.3D,3D,3D,3D.3D,3D 
IAHN 350 DATA 3D.3D,3D,3D,3D,3&.3D,3D,3D,3D,3D 
IADJ 360 DATA 3D,3D.3D,3D,3D.00>M3,iD,D2,(» 
CA0L 370 DATA TIP 
EACC 380 chk=0:x=ABE80 
JAID 390 READ a l l IF als 'TIP* THEN 420 ELSE 400 
CAOC 400 a:VAL<"«"«ai);P0XE x.a 
HANN 410 x:x«l:chk:ehk«a:G0T0 390 
HAAI 428 IF ChkOA4C58 THEN GOTO 540 
LABM 430 CLS:INPUT " I n f i n i t e Lives <V/N> 

CACP 440 G0SUB 550 
HANC 450 IF a l : "V" THEN POKE ABED4.A0 
KAPE 460 INPUT " I n f i n i t e Anno <V/N> " , a l 

CAFP 470 C0SUB 550 
HAAE 480 IF a l : ' Y " THEN POKE ABECF,A0 
LABh 490 INPUT " I n f i n i t e Grenades <Y/N> * ,a t 
CAW 50b G0SUB 5S0 
HA0C 510 D a l : "Y" THEN POKE ABED9.A0 
CANF 528 IT API 
DAJA 530 CALL API' 11 

LAAi 540 PRINI F0L» Dear, I w m f Error F*:END 
GAHB 550 al:UPPERI(al)JRETURN 
CALJ 560 RETURN 

Elite 

Kicking off this month's plethora of particularly | 
pertaining cheats is our poke-penner from Perth 
in Scotland. Neil Henderson. Neil breathes life 
into that golden oldie Zub by suggesting that you 
press the CONTROL key during play for a map 
indicating the three teleports at the top and also 
a box showing the current area of play should 
appear in the top right-hand corner where the 
picture of Zub should be. 

This cheat can be easily reversed by pressing 
the CONTROL key again to get things back to 
normal. Nice one Neil, keep 'em coming mate. 

April IO<M AMSTRAD ACTION 

Bouncing back into the fray of cheating comes that 
veteran meddler and hacker. Alex Cochrane from 
Lanarkshire way up in the highlands. This time Alex 
provides you lucky people with the uitrmate cheat 
for M s covertape blockbusterEl fcr^^ _ 

You can delete the cheats that you don't want 
from the listing, but obey the instructions 
contained iri the programme. Cheers';AJex, we all 
love yer loads. 

CAJN 10   
LAKF 28 '« ELITE CHEAT FOR AA COVER TAPE ISSU 

E 180 » 
IA11 30 ' * BV ALEX COCHRANE FOR AA « 
CAPD 40 '» HI LEE * 
LAPH 50 ' » DELETE WHAT FACILITIES YOU DON'T 

MAN I « 
GA0N 60 ' « > » > o i i o i » i n i o i n i i » i » i i » i n i i i i i i i i n i i i n 
EAAA 70 start :*9F18 
GAKN 80 READ a l : I F a f : "»«* " THEN 480 
HAUi 30 b:VAL<"|Mal):POKE s t a r t , b 
FACN 100 s t a r t r s t a r t M 
CADH 110 GOTO 80 
FA0F 120 'INFINITE CREDITS 
EAKL 130 DATA 3E,21,32,E2,50 



G A M E S T I P S 

The multipoke mania zone 
Once again two brave fellows delve deep into the Z80 bringing you great 
power and knowiodgo to help you on your quest for gaming stardom. Peter 
Curganven and C8 Thomas are this month's heroes. Cheers folks. As usual. 

the initials after the name tell you who savod your life this time. If you've 
discovered any pokes you want to share with the nation write to Cheat Mode, 
Amstrad Action. Future Publishing. 30 Monmouth Street. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW 

Game 
Fighting Warrior (PC) 

Spooked (PC) 
Zoids |CB) 

Format Poke, Address Effect 
Tape 

Tape 

H 

8F46.00 
8DF6.00 
26C2.00 
6F56.No 
6F5B.No 
6F50.No 
6F57,No 
6F58.No } 

Arrows dont do any harm 
Infinite lives 
Infinite lives 

No = number of shields 
No z Number of magazines 

No a number of missiles 

No o number of power celts 

Game Format Poke. Address Effect 
Knight Lore (PC) Tape 29C9.00 1 1 Infinite lives 
Spy VS Spy 2 (PC) Tape AB49.00 J 

AB56,00 1 
Stops timer 

Spy VS Spy III (PC) Tape B23B.00 j 
B22E.OO 

' Stops timer 

Sai Combat (PC) Tape 8657.A7 Infinite lives 
Short Fuse (PC) Tape 9577,00 

91FD.00 
Infinite Lives 
Stops Timer 

GAAH 140 'CONSTANT EMERCY BOMB 
HANO 1S8 DATA 3E,3E,32,D2,38,3E,FF,32,03,30 
CAM ISO 'NO ENERGY BOMB FLASH 
EAGN 170 DATA 3E,C9,32,E3,30 
DABJ 180 'ECH JAMMER 
LAAD 190 DATA 3E.3E,32,8B,88,3E,FF.32,8C,88, 

3E,A7.32.8D.88 
EABP 280 'CLOAKING DEVICE 
HALF 218 DATA 3E,A7,32,SD,10,AF.32,Z0,5A 
FAJL 228 'INFINITE CARGO BAYJ 
EAPN 238 DATA 3E,A7,32,AE.S0 
FAGN 240 'CONSTANT SPACE POD 
EAFN 2SO DATA 3E,A7,32,2C,46 
JALF 2SO 'NO CARGO LOSS ON USING SPACE POD 
EAON 270 DATA 3E.A7,32,48.46 
FANO 280 'NO LASER TENP. RISE 
EAPN 290 DATA 3E,A7,32,0S,87 
EACN 300 'NO ENERGY LOSS 
EAGO 310 DATA 3E,C9,32,BF,43 
FALL 320 'INFINITE MISSILES 
EANC 338 DATA AF,32,11,46 
RAID 340 'RIGHT ON, CONNANDER EUERY SHIP SHOT 
EAGD 3SO DATA AF,32,98,47 
GAIL 360 'ONE HIT DESTROYS SHIP 
EACO 370 DATA 3E,A7,32IA9,87 
IAIL 380 'CONSTANT GALACTIC HYPLkSPACE 
EABO 390 DATA 3E,A7 ,tt,F9 .7ei 
GALC.400 'NO HYPERSPACE LINIT 
GABH 418 DATA 3E,00,32,8D,71,32,17,71 
GACF 420 'INDESTRUCTIBLE SHIP 
IANP 438 DATA 3E,C3,32,2A,13,AF.32,81.8S.32,8 

6,88 
JAPL 440 'STATIONS LAUNCH THARGOIDS (SO cr ) 
EAEL 4SO DATA 3E,00,32,26,93 
IAJB 460 ' • DON'T RENOUE THIS LINE OK • 
EAND 478 DATA CD,60,00, 
IAPK 488 ' load loader and pokes 
IABK 496 DATA 3E.O1,CD,0E,BC,01,O0,00.CD.38,BC 
IALE SOO DATA 3E,08,81,88,08,CD,32,BC,3E.81,81 
IALI S18 DATA 1A,1A,CD,32,BC,3E,82,81,86,86,CD 
IAFH S28 DATA 32,BC,3E,03,01,18,18,CD,32,BC,21 
IAJI S38 DATA 6A,48,CD,SB.48,CD,18,BB,86.8S,21 
IANL S48 DATA 65,48,CD,77,BC,21,88,BE,CD.83,BC 
IAFN SS8 DATA CD,7A,BC,3E,18,32,47,BF,3E,9F,32 
IAHL S68 DATA 48,BF,21,2F,41,CD,SB,40,CD,18,BB 

JAHA S78 DATA C3,80,BE.7E,FE,FF,C8,CD.SA,BB,23 
IAIF 580 DATA 18,F6,6S,6C,69,74,6S,OF,81,20,2O 
IALB S90 DATA 20,20,20,20,28,28,4S,4C,49,S4,4S 
IABA 600 DATA 20,41,41,28,54,41,50,45,28.33,34 
IAFD 610 DATA 20,43,48,45,41,54,8D.0A.0F,03,20 
IACD 620 DATA 2O,2O,20,20,20,20,2O,3D,2D,3D,2D 
IADN 630 DATA 3D,2D,3D,2D,3D,2D,3D,2D,3D,2D,3D 
IAFL 640 DATA 2D,3D,2D,3D.2D.3D.2D,OD,OA,OA,0F 
IAFF 650 DATA O2,50,4F.4B,4S,2O.44.4F.4E,4S,20 
IAAI 660 DAIA 42,53,20.41,2£,43,4F,43,48,52,41 
IANE 670 MIA 4E,4S ,20 .66,6F,72,2O,41,41.2F,41 
IAEH 680 PATA 26,4B.2E,OD,0A,48,69,2O.4C,65,6S 
TAAF 690 DATA 2O.61,6E,64,20,61,6C,6C,20.72,65 
IABD 700 DATA 61,64,65,72,73,20,6F.66,20,41,26 
IAHI 710 DATA 4B,2E,OD,0A,OA,0A,0F,O1,49,6E,73 
IAHD 720 DATA 65,72,74,20,64,69.73.63,20,77,69 
IAKD 730 DATA 74,68,18,20,45.4C,49.54.45,20,18 
IAGH 740 DATA 6F.6E.20,69,74,2E,54,68,6S,6E,20 
IALE 750 DATA 70,72.65.73,73,20,61,6E,79,20.6B 
IAOJ 760 DATA 6S,79.OD,0A,0A,FF.8F,82.4C,6F,61 
IAHD 770 DATA 64,65,64.2E.20,50,72,65,73,73,20 
IADG 780 DATA 61,6E,79,20,6B,65,79.20,74,6F,2O 
IAPF 790 DATA 65,78,65,63,75,74,65.20,70,6F,6B 
IAAH 800 DATA 6S.OD,OA.OA,OA,0F,03.2A,2A,44.49 
IACF 810 DATA 44 ,20 ,59 ,4F.SS,20 ,52 ,45 ,4D,45 ,4D 
IAKD 820 DATA 42,45 ,52 .20 ,54 ,4F ,20 .53 ,45 ,4C,45 
IAND 830 DATA 43,$4,20,54 ,48.4S,20,SO,4F.4B,45 
I ADC 840 DATA 53, W , W ( 2 0 , 2 0 , 5 8 , 4 F , 5 5 , 2 0 , 5 7 , 4 1 
IAJH 850 DATA 4E,54,2F,44,4F,tt,S4,20,S7,41,4E 
IACG 860 DATA S4,3F,2E,20,49,46,20,4E,4F (S4,20 
IAGD 870 DATA 54,4g,45,4E,20,52,45,53,45,54,20 
IADD 880 DAT* 29,41,4E,44,20,41,40,54,45,52.2G 
IADD 890 DATA 54,48,45,20,42,41,53.49,43,20.4C 
IAOC 900 DATA 4F,41,44,45,52,FF,00,00,00,00,00 
CAHN 910 DATA * K * 
HACF 920 chk:0:x--«4OO0:RESTORE 490 

JAIF 930 READ a l l I T al: '«AC«- THEN 960 ELSE 940 
GAHD 940 arVAL("tataS):POKE x,a 
HAFO 950 x:x+l:chk:chk*a:GOTO 930 
HANI 960 IF chk<>34096 THEN GOTO 980 
CAGO 970 CALL 44000 
KAGO 980 PRINT "Data Error Old Bean .. .VEND 

Sim City 
Darren Dodds from Ponteland, Newcastle, writes 
asking, nay. begging for Cheat Mode to reprint 
John Girvin's AA65 Sim City poke. Here's the 
poke Dazza, but as lor your queries on how to 
build a metropolis and what the gene codes are 
for. we are at a loss. Perhaps some power-
craving reader can enlighten us on these points? 

Are you 
befuddled 
by listings? J I 
Don't panic if you're new to listings. There's I 
full explanation of how to typo in the darned 
things and what tho four-letter codes at the 
beginning of each line mean in the Type-Ins 
section which starts on page 30. 

A p r i l 1 9 9 4 

Nigel Mansell's 
World Championship 

For those of you struggling 
with your chicanes, or having 
problems with your pit stops, 
Chris Mansell Jones from 
Goosnargh (sounds painful) 
has supplied a complete set 
of tips to take you through 
Nigel Mansell's World 
Championship. Up the 
walrus moustache. 

If you are an experienced 
player then don't begin the 
game on Normal because you 

Look, none of us here are motor racing fans, so Iff this 
pictvre has nothing to do with Nigel Mansell, tough luck. 



Poking the 
multiface way 

1 Make sure you've got a Multiface plugged into 
tho back of your CPC - H helps. 
2 Load tho game as normal. 
3 Press the RED button on the Multiface. 
4 Press T for tool. 
5 Press ' * ' to soloct tho code. 
6 Press 'H' for hexadecimal input. 
7 Press SPACE for Input 
8 Type in the address (le. 3A7C). 
9 Type In the POKE |ie. A7). 
1 O Press RETURN. 
1 1 If there is more than one poke then go back 
to step seven. 
1 2 Press ESC to get back to the menu. 
1 3 Press R to return to the game. 

Infodroids 

G A M E S T I P S 

Spellbound Dixzy 
We featured a keypress cheat in issue 98 for 
that eggs-abound adventure Spellbound Dizzy. 
After a couple of queries about the cheat, 
noticeably from David Cook in County Antrim, 
here rt is agam to clear up any confusion. 

Press SPACE to start the game then press Q 
to quit Type IWANTANOMtETTE (don't be 
tempted to put in any spaces) very quickly on 
the title screen and the border should flash to 
tell you that the cheat is active. 

While playing the game, pressing C will bring 
up a rather nifty cheat menu. Hope that has 
cleared the problems up. Sorry things got a bit 
scrambled the first time around (groan). 

ratio as the acceleration is faster enabling you to 
get ahead of the other cars at the beginning. 
• Never use the low gear ratio as the speed is 
just too slow to be any use. 
• If you are not at the start of the grid try 
again as coming from behind is a dead loss. 

Always write down the long code, and try 
not to lose the paper it is written on. 

Always stop to change your tyres exactly 
half way through the race regardless of the J 
condition of your tyres. * 

When you're pulling in to the pit lane, try to $ 
be m front of the car behind you by at least 
four or five seconds. 

With these tips you should be a centipede-on-
lip speed demon in next to no time. 

Amaxlng • 
Hi* wor ld - famous racing siamese 
t r ip le ts celebrate another v ic tory 

CAIP 
FACH 
EALD 
AALH 
BAHP 
FACE 
DAHJ 
IAAH 
HAND 
GALE 
IADP 
CAFH 
GACG 
IA JO 
IAHH 
EAFF 
FAX J 
HAHH 
HACD 
FAKD 
GA5H 
GAPJ 
HAND 
CAKP 
HAJE 
HAHH 
HAIA 
HAFB 
HACO 
HADO 
HAAC 
HA8C 

Some inside knowledge now. as we reveal all the 
codes for the junction rooms and garages for all 
15 causeways (Eh? - Ed) in that maddening 
game. Infodroids (which must have had the 
purplest advert ever seen in the mag). 
Christopher Marland in Swinton is the man to 
thank for this little lot. No there's no excuse for 
not reaching the end of the road. 

Junction Rooms 
Great Circular 000 < - - > Zen Meridian 010 
Great Circular 032 < - - > Mandala Radial 010 
Great Circular 064 <- - > Tao Meridian 138 
Great Circular 128 <- - > Zen Meridian 138 
Great Circular 160 < - - > Tsang Radial 010 
Zen Meridian 046 < - - > Epsilion Arc 036 
Zen Meridian 074 < - - > Tao Meridian 074 
Tao Meridian 110 < - - > Delta Arc 040 
Great Circular 192 < - - > Tao Meridian 010 
Great Circular 224 < - - > Tri Radial 010 
Epsilion Arc 010 < - - > Tri Radial 055 
EpsiKon Arc 062 < - - > Mandala Radial 055 
Mandala Radial 035 < - - > Delta Arc 010 
Mandala Radial 022 < - - > NE Quadrant 033 
Sigma Arc 062 < - - > Drutti Radial 055 
Delta Arc 070 < - - > Drutti Radial 035 
Drutti Radial 022 < - - > SE Quadrant 030 
Drutti Radial 010 < - Great Circular 096 
Tsang Radial 022 < - - > SW Quadrant 030 
Tsang Radial 035 < - - > Gamma Arc 070 
Tri Radial 022 < - - > NW Quadrant 033 
Tri Radial 035 < - - > Gamma Arc 010 
Gamma Arc 040 < - - > Tao Meridian 038 

Get into 

1 'SIN CITY hacks (d isc) 
2 'By John C i rv in 
3 'October 1990 
4 ' 
10 NODE 1 
20 addr=«40:RESTORE 
30 READ byte l 
40 IF byte$="NETR0P0LIS" THEN 70 
SO POKE addr,VAL("*M»byten 
60 addr:addr»l:C0T0 30 
70 PRINT ' In f in i t * cash <Y/N> ?" 
80 MHILE k f O T AND k f O ' N " 
30 kl=UPPERI(1HKEVI):WEND 
100 IF k » : " V THEN POKE 468,4C9:CALL 440 
110 INPUT' In i t ia l funds ? S",x 
120 <f=INT(x/SS536> 
130 zf=HEXt(x-!*»65S36,4) 
140 POKE 4S9,VAL("4"»RIGHTf(2i,2)) 
150 POKE !SMAL(* t"«UFT$(iM)) 
ISO POKE l63,y:CALL 440 
170 ' * *# LEAVE ALL LINES IN 
180 DATA l l ,00,Ol ,cd,7S,00,11,00 
190 DATA c6,cd,7S,O0,f3,21,OO,cO 
200 DATA ll,0O,aO,Ol,QO,38,ed,b6 
210 DATA 3t,20,32,d8,2e,3e,4t,32 
220 DATA d6,2e,3e,00,32,d4,2e,3t 
230 DATA a7,32,3a, l l ,c3 (12,04,a4 
240 DATA 48,4c,46,0a,Sa,21,8b,00 
250 DATA 06,07,dS,cd,77,bc,el ,cd 
260 DATA 83,be,cd,7a,be,3e,48,32 
270 DATA 8d,00,c9,41,44,4c,2e,42 
280 DATA 49,4e,NETR0P0LIS,4a 

Garage Locations 
Great Circular 013 
Great Circular 150 
Tao Meridian 031 
Great Circular 041 
Great Circular 230 
Epsilion Arc 055 
Great Circular 080 
Sigma Arc 031 
Noreast Quadrant 010 
Souwest Quadrant 023 
Soueast Quadrant 020 

Stuck on a game? Or have you discovered a 
cheat or hint that other people should know 
about? Then write to: Cheat Mode. Amstrad 
Action. Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth 
Street. Bath. Avon BA1 2BW. 
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will find it ridiculously easy. If this is the case, 
start on the Professional level. 

Before starting the race you must pick the 
correct gear ratio - this is very important! 
• If you have never driven around the circuit you 
are about to race on. check what it looks like 
before-hand by remembering your code then 
loading up again and racing on that circuit. 

Otherwise, go to the circuit you require and 
you will be shown a picture of it. If there is a very 
long straight at the start then you should use a 
high gear ratio because before you get to the 
end of the straight your speed will have reached 
the maximum, which is higher than any of the 
other ratios' maximum speeds. 

If the straight is a short one use a mid gear 



Elmar Krioger 
as he would 

look in an 
ambient techno 

music v ideo . 

How did you become interested in coding? 
When I was 10. way back in 1984. my lather 
bought a Tl 99/4A. but no games were available 
for this machine. Other k;d$ really wa-ited to 
play. so I learned to transfer games lute Pac-
man. The reason I went on to learn machine code 
was to learn how to code nemos. 

Why was this, because It has to be admitted 
that the review was not a bad one, and that 
85 per cent, which many people, yourself no 
doubt included, felt could have been a bit 
higher, is not in itself a bad mark? 
In rarry maga/mes 85 per cent is a really good 
mar*, but in AA so many games which, in my 
opirvon, were dreadful, got over 85 per cent (/ 
wish he had qualified this remark - Dave), that it 
seemed somehow ridicuous. 

Would you say learning machine code is a 
particularly difficult thing? 
Compared to CPC Basic, yes, of course it »s — but 
if you took at 1>e recent C Compiler for personal 
computers, wth a few thousand pages of 
dot indentation. machine code is rather simple 

The comment has also been made that 
ZapTBalls lacked the in-game features that 
made Pang so playable. Whaf s your 
response to this? 
Not true! Okay. Pang did have some extra 
weapons, but ZapTBalls more than made up for 
this by offering additional features such as many 

H
different types of bali 
movements, snow and sand 
storms, srow guns, spikes 
and elevates which added 
r,uch more to the gameplay 
than extra weapons. 

^

You also coded the 
brilliant Super Cauldron 

. _ — . and Prehistorik 2, which 
U ' ; J i r » U ' I f c & l - r ^ J ^ i . ^ u l| both scored a massive 

96 per cent when they 
)mmodate all your were reviewed in AA. They both came out 
has been last year. Have you or Titus got any new 
rs? releases planned for the CPC this year? 
ere are lots of I haven't got anything on the way for the CPC. but 
d the title screen, I will, however, launch Prehistorik Man on the 
ites on 'gameplay. Gameboy n May th's year. It's a convers on o' 

Prehistorik 2 on the CPC - even the mus:c has 
lite a bit of been transferred from the CPC! 

Finally, what do you think of AA reaching 
100 issues, and what future do you see for 
the CPC in general? 
Ifs simply great what AA has achieved. It means it 
is now the only high-street CPC mag left, anc i 
urge all the readers to keep it alive. Ifs far more 
interesting than the usua console stuff. As for the 
CPC. without doubt, 1 has no commercial future, 
but hopefully it will continue as a computer that 
allows everyone to get n touch with coding easily. 
That's something consoles can't do. 

Thanks Elmar. and good luck with the 
launch of Prehistorik Man. 



The TATl i ' J'OtSC 
following •• £J.75 15 45 £5.9-5 
Star Command lake command of t fleet of over 
100 craft and ny to prevent the destruction of 
M l 
Ten Pmj • An enefteni simulation of Ten Pin 
Bowling, featuring: different ImII weights 
multiple players unyip garnet and 
Clumpionihipi etr. 
Hot MI' Around Puntm Edition • The ultimate 
betting simulation, including op to 6 players 
gfr.it grapftni. form guide And much much more 
» <or r< Around Unuu-t t'<HUo« - Manage your 
own ttable yard and make n the bett in the 
country 

NEW Product Guide avai lable • tend a stamp for yours. f»ost««e In Br i ta in l i P R I 0 . Overseas ploata add 104* Pleate mako ch«qu©i/poital ord«r< ( lorry 
no crodit cards) payablo to ULTRA SOFTWARE and sand your order to Ultra Software (AA10J J . Pull ing Mill, B rou fMon , Banbury, Ovon OJMS 4AP 

OUR N E W SPRING PRODUCT GUIDE IS 
N O W AVAILABLE - SEND A STAMP FOR 
YOURS BY 30 APRIL 94 A N D FIND OUT 
H O W Y O U C A N SAVE UP T O 2 0 % OFF 
THESE A L R E A D Y EXCELLENT PRICES 

Mailing List (464/6128) .. £12.45 
Address management and printing made simple 
Graph M.ulcr (464/6128) £14.95 
Displiy your rtgurrs as pun. ban. linn and more 
Stocfc Accounting 6128 £39.95 
Integrated Hoc* control and invoking 
OES £14.95 (ROM E24.95J 
New Desktop Environment lyitnn 
Picture Discs I & 2 each £12.45 
CUp art for Page PuMshcr/Stop Prrst [please 
uar | 
Sm.wtPt.US £14.95 (TAPE £13.95) 
Take advantage of your 'pkn' machines 
enhanced graphk» capabtkties with this uiperb 
art package - all the normal features arc aho 
prrsent 
Coniparatof (I28K) £) 5.25 
The ultimate In programming utMtfo. excellent 
lor both programmers and hackers 

serious programs are supplied on 3" disc unless otherwise 
stated above 

6AMIS soma 
TAPE J DISC 

Fluff |CPC PLUS) £5.95 £7.95 
Console style platformer utilising plus" graphics 
Reviewed In thn very Issue of Amstrad Action 
B.1II Bearing - £3.95 ...£5 95 
Guide your ball through the mare white 
avoiding the numerous haxards 
Justice £3.45 ...C4.95 
Graphic .tdventure "a realty good example of 
what can be done when tomeone with real 
imagination Uts down to write an adventure • 
AA99 

KSCS 4 C A S E S 
x2Q 

£26.95 
£1295 
£9.45 
£8.95 
£7.45 
££•95 

J D»K Mead CJeanet £3.95 
3 5 Dhc Head Oeaner U 95 

5 25" Disc Head Oeaner £3 95 

Disc Head Cleaner • PUIS 
10x3* Mane* Discs'tl> 

10x3 5- Branded Disci-(b 
10x5.25" Branded Discs • f : 

9IIC ITQRAGI 
10 3.SV* 3' capacity library Case £1.75 

40 1.5 /30 3' capacity Lockable Sox £5.45 
B0 1,5760 r capacity lockaWe Bon £6.45 

50 5.2r capacity Lockable Bon £6.45 
100 5 25' capacity tockaMe Box £7.45 

DISCS ft I0XIS OFFIft 

PICK YOUR OWN COMPILATION 
ANY 2 U 45 

CHOOSE EITHER 2.4 Off ALL Of THESE GMFg 
GAMES WHICH w t rrr TEATUPED IN AA99 

OGOVCT- Cloak your 14-itrong fleet ready for battle 
Mantis • Rescue the caved terraformers with 3 craft 
FTP - H * e part m a game ol ntogMcac tugowar 

ANY 4 16.45 /.**. H £ ? >'. 
AU. 6 £>,4> f V CV.V5 E 

Carnal X• FVoryxr >\AJT 10 unit* to gmeral lUtuil 
f^dfiti • S*r 3 armes from dnooytng rath other 
Sector 5 • WJU mml t* IdtocongurrlWr tecton 

MOUSE e r n 
Moute Mat Mouie House 

£3.95 £195 
lOTMONDruvi 

ounoovns 
Kryooard Monitor 
n.95 £4.95 

aotVi n». v *» 

R IBBONS NEW LOWER PRICES 
Mono-Wee Band A: I • 12.45 2 -U9S S U M 

Star LCI0/20/100 Amstrad OMP2000/2160/3000 
Mono - Price Band ft 1-12.95 2 • £4 95 5 • £10.95 

Star LC200/24-200 Ami DMP4000 CKUrol ?OOAwlft 
Sefttotha SPI900« Epson 1X400/800 UMOO/S/OSBOO/B/O 

Mono Ave Band C I £3 45 2 • £5.95 5 £12 95 
Panasonic K*PI I2J/1170 Amitrad PCW8SI2/825/k/9SI2 

Anntr.nl IQJSOO Mannesmann Tally MTBQ/SI /8S/R6 
Star MMCofour BUT 2 COLOtnt 0 f. JAVi (2 

ICI0/I00 tB 95 IC200 - £9 95 LC24VOO-(10 V5 

OUc MOJJ 
r MmtObc* 
15' BravftdOna 
I S Bull Ok i 
525' Branded O u t 

Obc Storage tot PUIS 
aJO 145 T5 >60 tat v* 
*40 C2-J iSO • H 
•40 £21 tS «M <J9.r. 
«50 f i l r - , >100 n.ts 

11* x 9.r u«un« eapM 11.4$ 
Exact A4 lining Taprr 12 45 
3-5" x 1.5" Addreii LaOeti (1.45 
Coloured' Address LaOeti C2 45 

A$00 
Ct 95 
( • 4 5 
15 45 
(7.45 

xlOOO 
( 1 0 4 5 
(12.95 

(7.95 
(11.95 

x/000 
(17 95 
( 2 » 95 
(12 95 
( 1 9 95 

• AvalUMe In b*ur m) ntoow 4 yrrm - or attuned 

w w w m r 5 

Cltiren 120D* ( 139 95 
Star LC20 £144.95 

Epton LX400 (144 95 
ran*tone U P 1170 f 14995 
ietfcoilv* SPI900* (149.95 

Star ICI00C (16995 
ParMcnt O P 1121 (209.95 

Star 1C24 100 (214.95 
Epion LOS70* I7S9 95 
Star LC24 200CC2B49S 

U*mil IMrwr ttnl. U 45 
M (0^ IVMfT U 45 

«r Dud C M U 4S 
: n"» CAt* cis r* 

ra 'JL) iVi J CJi 0 j Y 'j 'i' E iVJ u h: 
Seriously supporting the Amstrad CPC 

Software Disks: i tM Mwt.̂  -<r iwov"! i«4rv 
MSK.RASI I464V.I;$I ...mso 

MMUNGllff .(12 SO 
Attire** nunriitrmcnl «nd Ubel prirtma 
HOMI ACCOUNTS (4M%WBl (1500 
IUndle> KmL. laviriRS and (radii t <ml« 
GKAPtt-MASIIKMMAUB) J I S M 
Craulet line, bar, pie rltam and mm 
PKASSOMtTii.r.4.M.>HI (I1IXI 
IWwful xmj j.1v jr» nl «crem itrŵ rw 
»*AGt PUBltMIW (I iBK CPCU US 00 
the ollmvMr DrU l.ap l\ilJm..n» mlrm l ( \ In AA 10(1 
WtrtL/W DI5K5 I 6 2 rath (U SO 
Clip *1 fol Pjit Pulil«»h*rA»0|» lPlea«r OjM 
C.lNtPAl t(DC4RkUII 1IU00 
Simiililleil lNMinet\ !•«•* krr|»nu 
STOCK ACCtXJNlWC 61 Jtl (40.00 
lfUrpjir.1 iftoth control *r*S mwwinn 

SAE for ITC catak^fuc WW' and PC Unttwts utttuurr alto ai wlaN*. pletii* rryurfJ a (atul< 

Computer Supplies: 
(km of 10 Maxell/A/mufl CI J I" DhM (I7J0 
10 OSOD Oitlii lor S.S* <lnve» __ J7 50 
IOOSODIMW J Vbulip^Vid L . (10 
10 S JS* Rf jmWil Oitkt (3 00 
OnL Hwd C'lexrm P/I S'/S IV (4 00 
lutkabi* Dnk Pot 171,5* 1441 ix|v*>iiyi tS 00 
Htp-toii DmK Ca*e lioUt 10 » 1 5' OW 
MoniMf C<w Mofdar Ckta *mr «t mill 14.00 
Unlv«*v>l Printer 5(and . tft SO 
Mnutr MM ian(l-«Utu, nnn-Uipt U VO 
Mnuw Home (JJIXITm ptxkeli U 00 
Qu4hl> PrinM KIW««m 1*11 *) . I I 00 
liStP .XIOIVIOOO. M»r ItlQK .'4 10, OlUm t.MJAwA !* 1 • • • •••i.ii! i:i • . : .ilirU p« llX) U 00 

Piimwtablr (S 00 
Ohli I nmtnKm SrrvKe £'i 00 
DxU tramlrn PCoCPOTCW Ipn ikiki 
Ntm In tlaii! 

Srnd Chrqura/PO* Hut inn computer type. Add SI. 00 P&P (52 mux) 
SD Microsystem* (Depl A), P() Box 24. Swaffham, Norfolk (0760) 720381 

s t ^ s a c E ^ s t 
Transported down into a seemingly deserted complex, your eight crew 
members, (each with their own special skills), have to locate and retrieve 
a Security Item and repair the five generators which power the complex. 
Without the power restored, your crew cannot transport back up. plus the 
(act that it is dark and you can't see the aliens which are attacking your 
people until you get close enough to see them with your suit lights 
With many objects to use including Light-Sabres. Medi-Kits. Energy Pills. 
Trackers and Toleport Rings, this strategy game will keep you glued to 
your computer for days. And with a different map generated every game 
you can be sure of a new challenge every time. 

To order send a Cheque/PO for £4.99 Tap«/E6.49 Di»c made payable to 
A Swinbourne, to: CRYSTALX SOFTWARE. 11 VICARAGE VIEW. REDDITCH. 

WORCS B97 4RF. OVERSEAS ADD £1 
Tel: 0527 68419 (Ask for Angela) 

C O M P U T E R R E P A I R S 
• AMSTRAD AUTHORISED • 

Q u a l i t y Assured ! 
Fixed price repairs on many machines 
Over 2500 square foot ensineering complex 
Top quality technicians at your disposal 
All work warranted 
Fast turnaround 
Simply post or hand deliver your machine 
and we will do the rest 
Collection Service available 

Please supply evenins and daytime telephone numbers 

Amstrad 464 
Amstrad 6128 

All monitors 

Others 

£29.00 
£33.00 (extra £25 if disk drive 

needs complete 
replacement) 

£15.00 Diasnostic charge 
plus quote 

P.O.A. 
*T5 tMowm Ud m*rv* ir» r*f* to rctUM inai«mm tnat « 
rwr opnon mw brrend ra«onabi« '«n» fu> Ow9» 

Tel: 0582 491949 (4 lines) 
WTS Electronics Ltd, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ 
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d o w n under l b b U s h e r s a 

As for the software » , ^ 

J U S ' ' ' ^ " ' b e l i e v e t h a t t must a b o u t ^ b l e s s . who 
down under. I be' i s h e r s a n d However, there are the.r 
b c widely t h o u ^ w t h a , M t h e , r r e s p o n d s 

- ^ . r l T u o a W d morons a d v e r t i s c d * c , ^ PubUcahon The 

Since the demise ott :n ^ market ing 

Amstrad User * e r « o r peripherals. To my 
o, the CPC and PCW s o w ^ R u s t r a „ a 

Knowledge there are only two a n d p c W u s e r s . 
ot ter ing dedicate j n T a s m a n i a ^ h e 
One of these. QUE S o w l a n d , about 
other, Tronics North, is ̂  ^ o < Tasmania^ 

^ May your magazine meet ART*!*,, 

software s u p p ^ s 
c o i o n i a i s ^ u s u a . a a r e u e d u c a ^ ^ 

who can be ̂  is m o r e e n 
your subscription rate s u b s c r i b o r s HI the 

double that it costs us poor 
UK. On the current exena » ^ Q U r , o c a l 

colonials S140- ™e present & ̂  , 
newsagent is $8.75 per copy ^ southern 

Tfeel sure that many CPC user # m a U 

h e m i s p h e r e ^ 
delivery of your o n l y p r oblem w i * 
a more reasonable ̂  ^ n e w s a g e n t „ .hat 
trying to purchase AA 

they have often -

w a y - - , 
many more deadlines 

MAIL Kev O Sullivan. Austral,a. 
" i w i 

There'f no question of us trying to 
rip anybody off. anywhere in tho 
world. While I wouldn't try to 
understand our distribution 
department's thought processes. I 
can assure you that HI they 
thought dropping the price would 
increase sales they would. The 
reason it costs loss to buy the 
mag from your local nowsagont 
is because he can order 
magazines from the UK in bulk. 
For us to send individual copies 
abroad costs a lot moro per 
issue. Sorry, but that's the 
harsh economic facts. 

Thanks for the info about 
the CPC scene down under. 
Ifs a shame it arrived too 
late for last month's World 

feature, but there's an update in the pipeline. D « v o 

Jrtape? 
Looking back through the 
years I have seen the 
development of AA and the 

demise of others in the CPC world (bad for 
us, you must agree, but not for you). 

Your magazine has a fairly balanced 
mixture of serious and games articles, but 
there are some points that leave a bad taste 

in my mouth. I have 
noticed over the last 
few months several 
changes for the 
worse, the worst of 
which is that the type-
ins have been taken 

off the covertape. 
feel most strongly 

about this, especially after I typed in the 
SaleSoft Disc Archiver from issue 101 and 
found that only the first two lines of the main 
screen appear. I also typed in the 
Typechecker and on using it found all the 
letters correct in the checksum. 

Send your letters to: Reaction, Amstrad Action, 30 Monmouth 
no wish to listen to your readers nor care 
about their freedom of choice. 
Mr C Johnson. Eastbourne. 

The demise of anything CPC-related, and that 
does include other magazines, is never good 
news for us. We would love for there to still 
be a buoyant CPC market with loads of 
friendly competition between companies. 
Yes. we are proud to be the one surviving 
CPC magazine. but we would still rather be 
the best and biggest-selling CPC magazine. 

Regarding the type-ins, the reasons they 

were removed from the covertape were 
complex and not based on a whim. 
Personally.»still think that having them on 
the covertape was an example of laziness on 
both the magazine's and the readers' behalf 
- they were an easy way to fill up the 
covertape and meant you didn't have to 
bottler typing them in at all, which is a rather 
bizarre concept - type-Ins you don't type in? 

As for the cost of the magazine, that is a 
factor. Amiga magazines you mention sell a 
lot more copies than AA (sad fact of the 
times) which means they bring in a lot 

reason 

I feel this is the perfect example FOR 
having the type-in files on tape - at least we 
wouldn't spend hours wasting our time on 
programs that do not work. 

I buy your sister magazines Amiga 
Format. Amiga Shopper, etc, for a few 
pence more and get many more pages and 
two packed disks, so you can't say that the 

not putting type-ins on 
dictate to us through one 

person's decision, put it to your readers -
let us decide if we want the type-ins on 
the tape (we keep the mag alive by 
forking out our £2.95 every month). Let's 
have a readers' poll on this issue to settle 
it once and for all. 

This is not sent to you in bad faith, so 
let's have no coy remarks. 

If you do not print this letter in the 
magazine then I presume that you have 

Blasts from 
the past 

K M U 1 You're doing an 
unbelievably good job Ami Kfi 
the truth when I say AA100 

was by far the best Amstrad Action yet. 
2 Whatever happened to such 

trademarks as AA Rave and AA Mastorgame? 
And what about second opinions and the first 
day target scores? 
3 I agree with Alastair White (AA100). You 
should review older gamos such as Purple 
Saturn Day and Uridium. 
4 Does the tapo poke cheat for Elite (AA97) 

work on the Elite given with tho covertape? 
S In the listing Laundry Blues wero there 
any faults? I typed it and ran it but I 
couldn't pick up any objects. I have double 
and triple checked It but canl ftnd 
anything wrong. 
6 What exactly is Public Domain? 
7 You could sell photocopies of pages 
from the early magazines for reasonable 
prices and everyone would be able to see 
early AA In all its glory. Dave would have 
endless fun plugging them in othor 

Do yow want to I M classic AA 
I pages I lka this raprlafad? 
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N o accountable 
Flret I would like to 
congratulate you on the 
magazine. Whon I bought 
AA83 (with Lemmings on the 

covertape) I didnt think that much of it. But when 
I bought issue 100 and later issue 101 it had 
improved dramatically. If it stays like this I will 
definitely subscribe. 

Secondly, ond this isn't so complementary, on 
your covertape In issue 101 you had a program 
called Home Accounts. I have three things to ask: 
1 Why the heck was the program not in the right 

order? Once the first two sections had loaded for 
the third to load the tape had to be rewound 
virtually back to the beginning. 
2 What happened to the sample file which you 
mentioned in the article on the program? 
3 Lastly - you said what each of the menu titles 
meant and what was in oach menu, but you didnt 
oxplain how to use the program, what to do and 

to what extent the program could be taken. 
Please explain and perhaps rectify. 
Samuel Byford, ThundersJy. 
P S Why not give away free subscriptions with all 
the best letters (perhaps starting with mine?). 
P P S Keep up the brilliant work - you're the only 
real magazine the CPC has got. 

L E T T E R S I 

1 Sorry about the problem with Home 
Accounts. We did. in fact, spot the problem 
and asked told our duplicators to swap the 
files around, which, unfortunately, they 
failod to do. Luckily the program did still 
work if you managed to figure out the 
simple (if time-consuming) solution, like 
Sam here did. The best thing to do is to 
actually re-record the program — 

onto another tape with the files in 
the correct order. Alternatively . 
you could order the disk version / 
which works fine. \ 

shy) remarks but how about an 
disgruntled one? I'm amazed by your final 
comment. The magazine is produced purely for 
ttie readers. II we didn't take their views into 
account we would have closed down years 
ago Okay, as a commercial venture AA's first 
aim is to be profitable, but to make it profitable 
it has to give readers what they want Dave 

Street, Bath BA1 2BW 
more money. This enables them to keep 
their prices down while having larger page 
counts and more disks. The problem with 
putting type-ins on the tape is they mean we 
have to make the tapes longer which makes 
the tapes, and consequently, the magazine 
more expensive to produce. Sorry, but I don't 
think the benefits of putting the type-tf»s back 
on the tape balance out the potential cost. 

By the way. see Type-Ins on page 28 for a 
possible explanation of your SDA problem. 

And I won't make any coy 
(Koi, adi. Bashful, affectedly 

sections of the mag. I for one 
would like to see what the 
early issues were like, 
3 What do you think of this 
printer (clue: Ifs a Star 
LC-100)? 
Ronan Lyons, Dublin. 

1 Gee, shucks, thanks. 
2 Well, tho AA 
Mastergames have 
been revived (sort of) 
at tha AA Past 
Mastergames that we put on the covertapes 
(past masters - geddit?). The Fluff review in 
this very issue has second opinion boxes. As 
for AA Raves and first day target scores, 
they have been pensioned off. 

3 Hopefully the current The Good, The Bad 
and The Ugly series of features satisfies your 
lust for reviews of old games. 

E q w c i f i a n d 

| T 1 ° P P ° * , # * 
/ A V A \ l d l i k e t 0 respond to PDJ 

Dennis' Violent Reaction in 
AAlOl. In contrast to PDJ I 

have made many purchases by mail order 
and received quick and courteous service. 
Yes, you do have to be careful who you 
order from, especially new companies 
(except mine, of course which is perfect in 
every way). Maybe i fs something to do with 
PDJ's attitude - you get much better results 
by being pleasant rather than having a rant 
at the poor person at the end of the phone 

(who - quite rightly in my opinion 

from! 

A Unfortunately not. but check 
out this month's Cheat Mode for 
one that should. 
5 Our version (which is exactly 

tho same as the one published in 
the magazine) works fine. 
6 By a strange quirk of fate our 

PO man Keith Woods has 
answered this very question for 
you on page 26. 

7 I like this idea in theory, but 
maybe i fd be better to Just reprint a few 
'classic' pages from early issues in the mag 
itself. How does that sound? A cop-out page-
filler or something you lot would be really 
interested in? Lot us know. 
8 I've never met a Star LC-100 printer I 
haven't liked Dave 

2 Yet tho file did go 
missing (again our 
duplicators seem to 
have made a unilateral 
decision to leave it off). 
Luckily It wasn't an important 
file and didnt affect the 
running of the program 
in any way. 

3 We have limited 
space in the magazine 
to explain the 
programs on the tape -
it Is a problem of which we 
are acutely aware. We try to be as concise as 
possible while covering all the most important 

points. Perhaps in this case we needed to 
go into more detail We are currently 

(looking into providing some more in-
depth information on the program for 
people who want I t Stay tuned. Dove 

- might have a rant back). The delay 
could be down to any number of reasons. 
The longest I have taken to fill an order is 
two weeks and that was due to the 
typesetters and printers taking ages to 
supply me with the instruction booklets 
needed to go with the game. The usual 
delivery time is more like a few days, 
depending on how long it takes the cheque 
to clear. Orders using postal orders will be 
sent by return of post. 

By the way I've got a lot of mags which I 
have to sell off so that I can actually get into 
the house (ACU and CPC Attack, and some 
AAs - not issue 99 - guess why?) and I've got 
the same problem with old tape-based games. 

One final thing - buy Stellar Outpost, I fs 
great. £4.99 on tape and £6.99 on disk. 
Phone me on 0527 68419. Go on punk. 
Angela Swinbourne, Crystalix Software. 

Hold on \ 
In response to Alastair 
White's dilemma (AA100) I 
had the same problems with 
flickering screen whon I 

bought Rastan. I tried everything I could 
think of to stop the flickering, but nothing 
seemed to work. Eventually, in desperation. I 
twiddled about with the holds and. hey 
presto, no more flickering. So. Alastair. you 
could try turning the vertical or horizontal 
hold depending on whether you havo a 
monitor or TV modulator. 

Also. I have discovered an additional 
undocumented (undocumented in the 
magazine, at least) command for the Zapp 
Assembler (supplied on AA97). To erase a 
routine from memory type: 'NEW (funnily 
enough) and you'll be able to start afresh. I 
thought I'd point this out just in case anyone 
else hasn't discovered it yet. 
Rob Davidson. Yeovil. 

When we gave away the 
program, we made the 
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L E T T E R S 

Both sides of the story 
A plea 
Please, please, please dont 
put RPGs on the covertape. 

Martin Williams. Poole. Dorset 

You don't like RPGs then? Dave 

Cheat 

Ml In Elite, do you think it's 
cheating to write down all 
the market prices of the 
various planets so you 

know where you can make a profit? 
2 Where can I get hold of a good quality 
black and white printer and a three-inch 
disc drive for the CPC464? 

3 I am a big fan of RPGs. Would you put 
Laser Squad. Bloodwych or Lords of Chaos 
on the covertape when you have finished 
the Cecco games? 
4 A few months ago I purchased a copy of 
War In Middle Earth by Melbourne House 
from Wizard Games. I have, unfortunately, 
experienced problems with the game and I 
want to send the game back to the 
company and get a replacement copy. On 
the back of the case it tells you that 
Melbourne House is a member of the 
Virgin/Mastertronic group of companies 
and it gave a phone number. Whilst looking 
in the Amscene Directory I saw Virgin's 
phone number, but it was different to the 

Sounds like something out of The y 
Twilight Zone. Deeply weird. D a v e ^ 

Don't knock H 
Oh no! Not another 
covertape loading solution! 
'Fraid so. This popular 
irritation just won't go away, 

will it? Covertapes fail to load on my machine 
without fail, but I've found that tweaking the 
pressure pad in the cassette at each corner 
of the copper strip does the trick. I have had 
100 per cent success with this. Don't ask me 
why it works, but it does. But be careful not 
to spring the pad right out because it takes a 
right fiddle and as many expletives as you 
can think of to get it back in. Make sure the 
tape is rewound first to avoid damage. 

Another thing which has worked is to re-
record the program on to another tape. 
Again. I don't know why, but it works. You'll 
need a twin deck for this, by the way. 
Paul Lovett, Birmingham. 

decision to just give you the very basics as 
opposed to giving over most of the mag to 
instructions. There are quite a few more 
undocumented (in AA) commands, so HI 
probably devote Assembly Line to them 
next month Simon 

Vive la 
d i W ^ i r e j f t c © 
I have bought AA for just 
over a year and I have a few 
questions I would like to ask. 

1 I bought Elite Gold Edition for £2 from a 
local John Menzies six months ago. When I 
load it up the Cobra ship rotates and the 
music plays, but no matter what I do I 
cannot access the next stage. Have you 
got any ideas what I'm supposed to do? 
2 What is the difference between Elite Gold 
and standard Elite? 
3 I own a 464 Plus and bought OCP 
Advanced Art Studio with a mouse and 64k 
upgrade from Datel. I also bought the 
required widget from Wave. But when I set 
up the system, if I bang the table with my 
knee the program freezes. I think it has 
something to do with the connections forcing 
the mouse interface and 64k upgrade a few 
millimetres off the table which means that 
they're unsupported (design fault?). 
4 Through playing two-player games with 
my brother we constantly fought over who 
got the joystick instead of the keys. To be 
able to use two joysticks with games which 
allow you to redefine the keys for player two 
but only allow one joystick, plug joysticks 
into both ports and select redefine keys. For 
player one go through the usual motions; for 
player two do the same on the second 
joystick and it will accept them as though 
you had pressed keys. Voila! Two joysticks. 
Richard Grant, Argyll. 
P S Keep up the good work. 
P P S Either I am going blind or the words 
Dave and Cheatmode are missing from the 
wordsearch in AA101. 

1 We reckon you must 
have a Plus Machine of 
some sort. Elite doesn't 
seem to work on some 
Pluses for some strange 
reason (as we found out 
when we put the game 
on the covertape and 
had to spend ages 
getting the darned 
thing compatible). 
2 Not much, actually. 
Elite Gold is more like a 
refined version of the 
original game rather than 
a sequel with loads of 
extra features. 
3 I think the problem is 
just some loose wires as 
opposed to a design 
fault - your 'unsupported' 
theory sounds a tad 
unlikely. But if anyone 
else wants to write and 
and prove me wrong, feel free. 
4 Er. have you ever thought of doing a spot 
on The Big Breakfasts Superhints ("your 
guide to a better life") with that one? Dove 
P S We'll try. 
P P S Clur compiled the wordsearch and 
she's always trying to get rid of me. 

Don't bin H 
When I load up Elite the file 
ELITE.BIN loads up but it 
accesses the disc drive (I 
have a 6128)and 

complains that there isn't a disc in the drive. 
How can I load Elite up? 
Paul Ralph. Malvern. 

Paul, and any other 6128 owners who are 
having similar problems with Elite from our 
A/UOO covertape should try using the listing 
that Simon has knocked up for you in this 
month's type-ins. Dave 
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one on the game case. Which number do 
you think I would be best contacting? 

Thanks for a truly great magazine. 
Keep up the good work. 
Michael Hunkin, Saltash. 

1 No, it's good business sense. 
2 Try Wave Electronics on 0229 870000. 
3 But Martin Williams told us not to. 
4 Virgin's current number is the one printed 
m Amscene - 081 960 2255 Dave 

/ MU 
Opinion over RPOi is divided. 
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Your guarantee of value' 
This magazine comes from Futuro Publishing. 
Here's what we can offer you: 

BoMw* advise. Ov ttflos are packed with opt 
suggesaon* and explanatory Isaturet, written by the Pest M 
the business 
Strew per reviews. We have a cast-eon pokey of 
editonal independence and our reviews give dear buying 
fot oi'imar"l3tiom 
aewrer d*ti«N. You need solid eiformation fast. So our 
designers highlight hey elements by using charts, diagrams, 
summary boxes, annotated photogi ephs etc 

readers contributions, resulting m the Hvefeo* letters pages 
and fhe best reader dps Buying one of our magazine* a 
Mie joining a nationwide user group, 
tetter waive lor nseoey. Magazines you can trust 

Home of Britain's finest magazines 
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failed to credit your copyright - we will be 
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222. TOTTENHAM COURT RD. 
LONDON. W1. TEL:071 5806460 
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TAPE OR DISK FOR 464 OR 6 1 2 8 
(PLEASE STATE WHICH 

REQUIRED) N.B. 464 HEEDS 
DK TRONICS 64K RAM PACK 

MOUSE MAT AND 
MOUSE HOLDER 

(WORTH C12.99) 
WITH EACH PACKAGE 

LC 200 O R PRINTER PACKAGE 

O N L Y £ 4 9 . 9 9 6 4 k f o r 4 6 4 

T YOUR ORDER FAST! 

TELEPHONE 
ORDERS NORMALLY 

0782 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
Hr«. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MA0E PAYABLE TO 

G0VAN ROAD. FENTON 
ST4 2RS. ENGLAND. FAX 0782 

AMS 

ESTATE. FENTON. STOKE-ON-TRENT. 

SERVICE 0782 744324 

1 £ 3 P i i 

I H 
• IE I 

DATEL LONDON SHOP 

OW A TOTAL MOUSE/ 
GRAPHICS PACKAGE 

FOR YOUR 
AMSTRAD 

AT A TRULY 
NBEATABLE 

PRICE!! 

NOW YOU CAN PRINT OUT YOUR PICTURES IN FULL COLOUR! 
• The Star LC200 Colour Printer not only prints In Near Letter Quality for voui regular Jobs but also 
prints out your pictures from Art Studio. etc . in genuine colourl 
• LC200 Is a full Centronics printer so u works with other compute! s (Amiga. SI*. etc.). 
• Made possible by Datels unique colour print cj d rivet now you con have a hardcopy in up lo l(» 
colours!! • No more to buy JuM phig hi"and prlni!! 

PACKAGE INCLUDES. . . STAR LC200 COLOUR PRINTER RRP C 299 .00 
CENTRONICS PRINTER LEAD RRP C9.99 

OATEL COLOUR PRINTER DRIVER SOFTWARE RRP C10.99 
NORMALLY C327.98 

COMPLETE PACKAGE NOW ONLY £239.00 
COLOUR PRINTER DRIVER AVAILABLE SEPARATELY ONLY £19.99 
• II you already have an LC 10 or IX' 200 Colour Printer we can supply the Driver separately 

04 K 
MEMORY 
EXPANSION 

• Simple plug in memory expansion gives Instant extra memory. 
• Features bank switching software for easy use by the programmer 
or for use as a data storage area. 
• Ideal for use with the CPM 2.2 etc. 
• The software also features some extra 1JASIC commands. 
• 64 K unit expands 464 to 128K 
• 641< unit brings -164 up to CPC fi!28 memory configuration 
making a much larger .software base available. Will work straight oil 
with many programs designed for ibis unit (including OCC Art Studio 
see Ad.)." 
• Hank switching done automatically by software (cassette 164) 

9.99 

COMPLETE 
WITH W.'A'i. V.WvXJDflKX 

^rEI I't! OFFER PACK!! 
• Genius Mouso is a high rosotution t w o button mouse featur ing opt ical counting, 
teflon guides, microswi tches , rubber coated ball and high quality inter face. 
• Whon combined wi th OCP Advanced Art Studio this graphics p a c k a g e is quite simply 
tho best systom avai lable . The features are unmatched. . . 
• Create an Image shrink It, expand 11. move It. rotate It. copy It. colour it. etc.. etc. 
• Spray patterns or shades, make elastic lines stretch and manipulate shapes. 
• Zoom in to add detail In line mode • Full cut and paste facilities plus excellent printer support 
• Pulldown/Icon driven menus lor ease ot use. • Mouse operation, plus Joystick and keyboard control. 
• 16 pens. 8 sprays. 16 brushes so llexlble anyone can create superb graphics easily. 

• The Genius Mouse Graphics 
System comes complete with the 
special Mouse Interface lo allow 
super smooth controL 
• Attractively styled to match 
your 464 or 6128 design and 
colour. Simply plugs Into 
Kxpausii a i/Joy.stIck port. 

O N L Y 

£4 
TOTAL PACKAGE 

I N C L U D E S G E N I U S M O U S E , 
I N T E R F A C E , O C P A D V A N C E D A R T 
S T U D I O PLUS FREE M O U S E MAT 

A N D HOLDER 
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T U R N Y O U R C O L O U R 
M O N I T O R I N T O A 

FULL C O L O U R T . V . 
This MP-3 i s an excellent unit which 

f i t s underneath your monitor and 
allows TV receptton and also allows 

the use of other video games 
consoles1. 

3 versions available 
Please check monitor model number. 

CTMM0- £5*99- MotklMP-3 

CTM644- £4999 - AM* MP3PSU 

C m - L5999 - Model A1P3+ 

HIGH ENERGY GAME PACK! 
L i e h i C o r r i d o r . Mvs t i ca l , C r a z y Cars 2, J 

rinball Magic & Shufflopack Cak* 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ dteki{)V ,,,!> 

INTEGRAL GAME PACK! 
Lo tus Espr i t . Toyota Cel ica, 

SSjV Super Scrabble, S u ^ C a T ^ ^ ^ N 
• ^ • • ^ ^ . '^ iDn^isk for o n l y 

IES COLLECTORS GAME PACK! 
S ^ L o f c u s Espr i t , Ghcni ls \ Ghos ts ; 

Switchblade, Supenrare, 
Show of the Beast 

o n d i sk for o n l v C9.99 

V/ urii P l f i i ^ S S l i ® ! mm* tew s q mmi 
WAVE Electronics and 

Tasman software can now 
bring you a ultimate deal 
to turn your CPC into a 

professional 
word-processing system. 

TasWord 464D - The Ultimate Word 
Processor for the CPC464 with disk 
drive TasWord 6128 - The Ultimate 
Word Processor for the CPC6128. 

TasSpell - Spelling Checker for 
Tasword 464D and TasWord 6128 
Tasprint - Printer Enhancement 

fonts for Tasword 464D and 
TasWord 6128 

TasWord 6128 £19.99 

TasWord 464D £19.99 

TasSpell £17.99 

TasPrint £17.99 

TasWord 6128 with 
TasSpell £33.99 

Tasword 6128 with 
TasPrint £33.99 

TasWord with 6128 
TasPrint & TasWord 
Spell £42.99 

CPC BUDGET WORD 
PROCESSING SOFT 999D PACK 

INCLUDES U GAMES & A WORD 
PROCESSOR 

ON D t s k rOR ONl.Ve6.99 

H A R D W A R E 
P E R I P H E R A L S 

LEADS & CABLES 
, CI'M .. 
CTMio.Wtrum v •:. 
cr.vt lo Mofiudi 
CTM tu AinlAki C12.W 
CMH tb Mqpdmv • ' i • 
C M H i u M ,-r, >: tww 
CMt4toAiniu«i 

mil. r-L.. A. ... \ . M •!.«*> 

JnV-tul 1. i. 
I ClX lu J'rinter ISM 

CPGkil'nnia UJM 
j I I • • Igniter 

i • • Vid , U\C i, . . i i 

i.MKViSt^-rrum i > 114.99 
|}'< Mi l . 

t WfaMick r 11 Wtf lUC MtesSfcc-i - • ' _ ^ W 

... . ' £ 7 | 
L&M ] 

-tV.W 

|. C'K oilfctoCa " 
ri W.iptor 

; n. • • •• 
KfflSS u. IV STtill Modern . l i W j 
OL 2CKW.2H inrr> I. ,. .>.l7»> I 
t u v to n>' i e» 
CONNECTORS & CABLE | 
' iNn.Ota 1 % ,£» i " 

.>'£149 
a I'm m Mill; - . O K* 
DPini.'n Socket 
numo Hue ' 
PhonuSodui . . ... LlW 
"•'VV.u ! !.... >",, ! 
9 I'm Maleim liovJ • -v.. A - :.£» yv 
;9 !'»;«IVm.ileinc -CI W 

mi•„. •• ' ! . . • : • 
rW.Pin K m«lc«n«. J Inod - .. a iv 

incilcK.,1 Vx . (-1 
> I'm Pvnv» wllood 

|s<. ART PU.p.. 
. CM-:. Con-1 Stem CT»50 
i&bli f 'ort-1 Mttrtfr,... Sk/HIP 

Mouse Ma law® .»...« .tijVWi • W.JM »/.. I.... • . £1.75 
Quick'-hot 2 Turbo loy slicks ...... 
3.(TV 15!'40 Capacity l)i.-xV Hiyv &S- » tfW 
3.073.5" HKw:,ip.icilv i S ^ Hox V. 0*99 
Soft W D -12 Gam«^ < m Disk $ & .. - iw. . .J&W 
C l V li>4/OliS!5airi Modulator j jk PSU £15.99 

IT>-1. C P C f t M S c t w i d D r i v t 
f f M * . c r a . | » t S t t o i u l U H v r CTL95 
H M D 0 1 . ( T O M 4 M . Sco iod U f l r r £79.13 

M H CFC444»« rv A PSU tAW 
MP>IF. CPV *ol In 8CART TV 
Mr-21. CrtMrt'fclM la SCART TV D5.W 
US2321 I t . CPC KSU2 ln»trf*ff f29.f» 

\ -Ho 
"ViiiK I Mo in- "J i 
. rvlMrtiV. 

RIBBON CABLE 
CONNECTORS 

EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE 

VVK SCHOOL I UNDER 5S 
CPC DISK CS.xfO 

FUN SCHOOL 1S*T» 
c r c DISK G&99 

FUN SCMOOt. l & t t ' * 
CFC OISK £5.99 
TUN SCHOOL ^ 

vUNDKR 3's 
5 TO 

OVl iR Ts 
CASSI.TTK C8.99 EAC 11 

DISK £t2.«K» ttwqw 
LUN SCHOOL I 

UNDER S's 
5 TO 7's 
5: T 0 1 1 S 

CASSCrr i : £S.99 EACH 
DISK £13.99 EACH 

All Disk Gam* Mow Q 

S\rck n Roll 

Swot-vos yjfoiw 
AlltifflftawsUfhwC.*' 

Pap • v 2 
Bonanza Bros 

Quiirtfc! 
Alt Ih'luit ' as Priral 

Ten of the & t | I 
r<nvoHh^ Best 2 
Quartel - 4 Caiucs JSp;99 
Dfcik 50Games.. 
lilue Ribbon <"..\iO> s .C6 w 
lUrlles - Sprim.sK ™ El A'f 

CPC Ciiwttr G/twc> 
forties - SpanjsJi 19 
TWlles Coin Op . f.l 99 
Hack to liv.' Fuuirx* 1.C1 49 

RS232CltT*. CPCt RS233 liikrfM* C54.W 
MK RAM l.tp^mion CFC 4M Ml.W 
\M4002.V (TOM UpjCfJj.' ROM CM.W 

CPC SYSTEM DISKS 
C T C f t l 2 8 , CT/M PJu« 
crc'612s, DR |J»K«> A Help OLW 
CTC6128*. CP/M !1u» £8.99 

...iX99 
~£10.99 

CK bm*. OR l ogo fc Help 
CPC464. C I'M2-2 

SEGA MEGADRIVES 
M r g j d r i v e 1 p t u n S o n i c t h r I l r t (x«-h i»x 

tc MrftJ ( l i m n 3 
Mrgjdrivr Conlrollc!%...~..... 
Mt^driviwC.amr G«« PSU. 
Camt? Car Adaptors 
Scrj Hinlit & Tip* Book 

tiif/v C 139.99 
.J7.99 
.£14.99 

J2.19 

BLANK DISKS 
CF2 3" Am»ofl. |lm» of 10... £I4.» 
CF2 r Ex- Software Horn*. Pkt of 10 £8.99 
CF2 r I'laktic Cafcr*. I'kt of 10 —— X4.«9 
3.5" Double Sided 

Double IVnilty I'kt 10 ,.f4.99 
3.5" Double Sided 

High Density I'kl 10 £7.99 

CUSTOMER NOTICE" 
DMP2000 RIBBONS AND 
EX-SOFTWARE 3" DISKS 

BACK IN STOCK! 

T w o n' 
T j ^ v n i 

SERIOUS SOFTWARE 
IV-pInS M a h 1 » Has <>nlv. 

. P C \ V o r . n \ v v . r v - « * . 

PRINTER RIRRONS 

• > W.v. J 
hdte I 
Kibivxi sLiMi-^ W.iy Uf. ^ 

. 90 W,»v<;oniionk^ Hue ..a.. 

a . & 

X^v. ' 

1» Sjvll - \NVvd I'ru 6 Sivll Ch- • I ^ i 
Print dl2M 

IISp»'llOwker ..w . - £19,! 

W o r d 
T.i'.w<;id 6)2 '̂. T.v,s l 

' , > 

TV«prinKVlViiiter.PtoiH Fdr ' f t tM^hlW.. -
Ml.raflle/Wwd • Wuwl.Pnvfc U.m.iIm - . 
(hwotoov v^ .v- c i \ ih>k y m p S M M 

C».|<i;-r/'&VtapP.rit St Ultra • Dtek hditcrctc. 
nivvtne b i n h - r n - Priuti-f 
A<r SiudiuC.^ouriTONf Orii»|r, v 

MkYvx IX^uJ' O^lch.pPubtehcr.,. 

9»» 
Jw 

.̂ £6.99 
£14.^ 

S<ai LCtO 1»kl 2 
^arlJCKUPkS; 
SurLC .'•ilff, U 2120fc PL' 2 

1X34to>i nx 5 ; 
\in*»t*dPMl'2000,Pkt2 ... 
Ao^'irad DMP^NjiWg 
Aimtud p v ^ w M ^ l t I 
Anwlrod y w ^ m a plm 
Anr<u .id lTVm)2, Pkl2..... 
AmstM;nw» f , i : . pkt i ^ v . , 
OttttM imPk»2. . 
Cltuxn I W t PM^.. . • 

..XiM 

tsfr 

a i.y^ 

...C4V-' 

.£11.99 PHONE OUR SALES LINE ON: 0229 870000 


